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OUTLINE OF THE COURSE

ecti es
Traveller is an exciting and easy-to-use language course. 
The main concern of the writers of this course has been 
to explicitly demonstrate how English is used in real-life 
situations, thus enabling learners to use it in meaningful 
contexts. Traveller has been meticulously designed to build 
the learners’ ability to communicate their ideas fluently, 
accurately and confidently. 

a s
Traveller follows the requirements of the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). It aims at 
achieving the following goals: 
•  Communicative - to help students establish relations, 

exchange information, express ideas, attitudes and feelings.
•  Socio-cultural - to help students grasp an understanding of 

everyday life patterns of their age group. This covers topics 
such as home, leisure, etc. in the target language.

•  Learning how to learn - to help students plan their work 
over a time span and set themselves realistic objectives.

•  Language and cultural awareness - to help students 
acquire an understanding of the language and culture.

•  Effective preparation for all exams (Cambridge FCE, 
Michigan ECCE, etc.).

•  Intercultural awareness
•  Learner autonomy - to help students set objectives and 

assess themselves through self-evaluation sections.

S a s
Traveller follows the modular approach, which enables 
students to deal with topics in depth and over a longer period 
of time. Moreover, the course uses an integrated approach 
to all four language skills (reading, listening, speaking 
and writing) in a carefully graded and well-organised, 
user-friendly syllabus combining functions, structures, 
vocabulary, pronunciation and communication skills. A 
building-block strategy has been employed through which 
every lexical and grammatical item is carefully presented 
and systematically revised enabling students to acquire 
the language naturally and use it in meaningful contexts. 
Communicative language teaching is viewed as a practical 
activity rather than a theoretical notion.

r a isati  a  e t   t e c rse
The book is organised in three modules, each of which is 
divided into two units. The modules are well-organised within 
a steady framework. Throughout the module, students are 
presented with different aspects of the same topic. The modular 
approach promotes progress in all dimensions and by the end 
of the course, students will have systematically covered the 
vocabulary and grammatical structures outlined in the contents. 
Additionally, they will have been given the opportunity to 
develop all four skills, having been provided with adequate 
practice throughout the book. The precise time needed to 
complete the course will vary according to factors such as school 

organisation, class size, learner ability and motivation. 

e  eat res
Certain key features of the book add to the challenging and 
motivating material of the course:

•  Motivating and contemporary topics related to the 
interests of teenagers and young adults

• An integrated approach to all four skills

• Emphasis on vocabulary building
• Grammar presented and practised in context
•  Systematic development of reading and listening skills and 

subskills
• A variety of communicative exam-oriented tasks
• A step-by-step approach to writing
• Gradual familiarisation with examination type tasks
•  Practical tips leading to the development of exam skills and 

strategies
•  A round-up section in each module providing regular 

revision and consolidation
• An IELTS Practice section
• A grammar reference section
• Cross-curricular and cultural information
• Personalisation activities
• Task-based activities preparing students for the real world
•  Opportunities for promoting learner autonomy with learning 

tips, self-assessment (Now I can) sections, and learning 
objectives on the cover pages.  

• An inductive approach to present grammar and vocabulary 
is employed, new information is related to prior knowledge 
with warm-up activities, Ss are asked open-ended questions 
and provided with problem-solving activities.

The language used in Traveller 5 is mainly British English. 
However, it has been taken into consideration that English is 
spoken as a first, second or foreign language throughout the 
world and that students prepare for various examinations 
administered by British and American examination bodies. 
Therefore, in certain sections, American English is used in 
written and spoken texts. To avoid confusion, British English 
spelling conventions are used throughout the book.

COURSE COMPONENTS 

St e t s k
The Student’s Book contains:
•  A table of contents presenting the topics, grammar, 

vocabulary, reading, listening, speaking and writing 
activities practised in each module.

• Three modules, each 26 pages long, divided into two units 
and including a round-up section.

• A section with task-based activities (one for every module).
• A speaking section including pairwork activities.
•  A grammar reference section with useful tables, examples 

and explanations of the structures dealt with in each 
module and a list of irregular verbs.

•  An appendix containing tips and guidance for the writing 
tasks, information about the layout and set phrases 
students can use.

•  An appendix with differences between British and 
American English.

St e t s 
The Student’s CD/CD-ROM is meant to give students extra 
practice at home. It includes the recordings from the listening 
activities in the Round-up Section of each module in the 
Student’s Book, as well as a vocabulary list with all the active 
and passive vocabulary in the Student’s Book and Workbook. 
The passive vocabulary is marked with an asterisk.

rk k
The Workbook is divided into modules corresponding to the 
Student’s Book (18-20 pages per module). It provides further 
practice of all the linguistic items and skills dealt with in 
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the Student’s Book and includes vocabulary, grammar, 
communication, reading and writing tasks. Students are 
thus able to reinforce and consolidate what they have learnt 
and also gain a sense of achievement. There are also exam-
oriented tasks to provide students with further practice 
and familiarise them with the examinations. The reading 
texts and tasks appearing at the end of each module are 
thematically linked to the topic of the module and offer 
further reading comprehension practice. It is recommended 
that some of the exercises in the Workbook should be done in 
class, but most of them should be assigned as homework. 
At the end of the Workbook there is an IELTS Practice 
section with activities corresponding to each module which 

helps students prepare for the IELTS examination.

Teac er s a a
The Teacher’s Manual contains:
• An introduction.
• A table of contents as it appears in the Student’s Book.
• Teacher’s Notes corresponding to the pages of the 

Student’s Book. These notes provide teachers with a step-
by-step guide to each stage of the lesson within a flexible 
framework that allows teachers to adapt the activities to 
their own teaching style as well as to the students’ needs. 
Answers to all exercises, vocabulary boxes and the aims for 
every activity in the Student’s Book are also included. 

• Ideas for optional activities which help students get a 
better understanding of the vocabulary and grammatical 
structures or forms introduced and provide them with an 
opportunity for further practice.

• Background notes on different topics which aim at 
providing teachers with useful information about the texts 
appearing in the Student’s Book.

• Language Plus boxes which give further linguistic 
information about the new linguistic items presented in 
each lesson. 

• Teacher’s notes, keys and transcripts corresponding to the 
IELTS Practice section that appears in the Workbook.

• All the transcripts for the listening tasks included in the 
Student’s Book and the Workbook at the back of the book. 

• The tracks (      22   Track 22) for all the recorded material 
included in the Class CD. 

• The Class CD track list.

• Pacing Charts.

ass 
The Class CD includes all the recorded material from the 
sections in the Student’s Book where the symbol   appears. 
It also includes the recordings of the listening tasks that 
appear in the Workbook. The tracks are clearly highlighted 
in the corresponding Teacher’s Manual pages with the use of 

the symbol (      22   Track 22).

Test 
The Test CD/CD-ROM contains:
• three tests corresponding to the modules of the book
• a final test
• keys and transcripts
• the recordings of the listening tasks of the tests
The tests can be printed in their original form. However, the 
teacher also has the ability to add, omit or change the order 
of the items and/or exercises according to the needs of their 
classes.

I teracti e ite ar  ateria
The Interactive Whiteboard Material includes all the textual, 
visual and audio material from the Student’s Book and 
Workbook. It also includes a vocabulary list with all the 
active and passive vocabulary that appears in the Student’s 
Book and Workbook. The passive vocabulary is marked with 
an asterisk.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE MODULES/UNITS

es  a  er ie
Each module is divided into two units. In both units, 
the target language (vocabulary, grammar, functions) is 
presented and practised extensively, while at the same time 
the four basic skills (reading, listening, speaking, writing) 
and micro-skills are developed. Lastly, the round-up pages 
at the end of each module thoroughly revise the grammar 
and vocabulary that have been taught in the module, provide 
additional practice with examination type tasks and offer a 
unique opportunity for self-evaluation. 

er a e
The cover page is the first page of the module. 
Students are introduced to the topic of the module through 
a discussion. They also learn about what topics they will deal 
with in the module. The purpose of doing so is to activate 
students’ background knowledge, motivate them and create a 
sense of anticipation. The third section of the cover page is a 
set of learning objectives. Students read about what they will 
learn in the module, which motivates them and helps them 
become autonomous learners. 

its  a  er ie
The structure of each unit is as follows:
• reading (2pp.)
• vocabulary and grammar (2pp.)
• listening (1p.)
• vocabulary and grammar (1p.)
• speaking (1p.)
• examination practice (1p.)

• writing (2pp.)

ea i
There is one reading section in each unit. Throughout the 
book, students are exposed to a variety of reading material 
commonly found in examinations: newspaper and magazine 
articles, brochures, advertisements, extracts from literature, 
etc. The texts cover a broad range of motivating and 
contemporary topics and provide students with interesting, 
multi-cultural, cross-curricular information about the 
real world. The texts have been carefully selected not only 
for their language content, but also for their interest and 
appropriateness to the level and age of students this course 
is intended for. The texts aim at the development of reading 
micro-skills with emphasis on skimming or reading for gist, 
scanning for specific information, understanding details and 
awareness of text cohesion. The reading section is divided 
into five subsections: 
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 P E E I
Before students are asked to deal with the reading material, 
they engage in warm-up activities, which introduce the topic 
and present the key words they will need. These pre-reading 
questions are usually general in nature, which students can 
relate to and express their opinion about or answer based on 
personal experience. 

 E I   IST
This task requires students to read the text quickly and 
understand the main idea(s), the topic(s) discussed, the 
writer’s purpose or attitude, etc. It is advisable that students 
be given sufficient, but not excessive time to carry out the 
task and that teachers point out to students that unknown 
words should not worry them at this stage.

 E I   ET IL
Students are required to read the text again, this time in 
detail, and do various types of activities, such as multiple 
matching, answering multiple-choice questions or 
reconstructing a gapped text, all of which familiarise them 
with examination-type tasks. It is important that teachers set 
a time limit and stick to it. Unknown words in the text, apart 
from a few key ones, should not be explained, but teachers 
should make sure that students do not have any unknown 
words in the questions and options as this could render the 
reading task impossible to complete. Teachers should vary 
the approach adopted and have students work individually 
at times and in groups at other times. Students should be 
encouraged to underline the parts in the text which led them 
to their answer choice and compare their answers in pairs 
or small groups before they are discussed in class. Teachers 
should always ask students to justify their answers and say 
why they have eliminated the other options.

Students are further helped to develop their reading 
skills and cope with examination tasks with the 
inclusion of useful advice given throughout the book in 
the form of tips. 

  ESSI  T E E I    
S

This section requires students to guess the meaning of 
certain unknown words appearing in the text by looking 
for clues in the context. It is worth mentioning that some of 
the words appearing in this section may be beyond the level 
of the students. However, the aim of the activity is to have 
students guess the meaning of advanced lexis, which they 
are likely to encounter in examinations as well as in real 
life when reading authentic texts. It is important that this 
activity be done in class and it is strongly recommended that 
students work in pairs or small groups and compare their 
answers.

 P ST E I
The reading section ends with post-reading questions, which 
give students the opportunity to give a personal response to 
or expand on the topic of the reading text using topic-related 
vocabulary. It is recommended that this activity be done 
systematically to round up the reading section.

ca ar  a  ra ar
There are two vocabulary and grammar sections in each 
unit, one after the reading section and a shorter one after the 
listening section. 

The lexical material presented is relevant to the topic of 
the module and is semantically grouped. Vocabulary is 
presented and practised in situational and linguistic context, 
which facilitates understanding. Particular attention has 
been paid to the selection of useful, high-frequency lexis 
appropriate for the students’ level, while it is borne in mind 
that vocabulary is not just words but also phrases or chunks 
of language, which have the same function that single 
words do. There are 2-3 subsections in each vocabulary 
section covering different lexical areas such as phrasal verbs, 
collocations, words easily confused, word building, lexical 
sets, words with prepositions, prepositional phrases, idioms, 
etc. It is worth mentioning that the text in the reading 
section always serves as a springboard for the vocabulary 
section. Students are asked to observe the lexical items as 
used in the text, infer their meaning or use and come up 
with more examples of their use. 

This section also deals with essential grammar and focuses 
on the main grammatical points and structures, examples 
of which appear in the preceding reading or listening 
texts. Their use and usage is illustrated in context through 
example sentences, and students are actively involved in 
the understanding of grammar through various language 
awareness activities. For example, they are required to 
make inferences about the functions and formation of 
grammatical structures and to complete tables and/or 
sentences. In this way, students develop strategies which help 
them identify language patterns, develop a greater awareness 
of language and become more independent learners. A more 
detailed presentation of the grammar focus in each unit is 
included in the Grammar Reference at the back of the book, 
which students may refer to whenever necessary.

The activities in the practice section offer further practice of 
grammar, often in real-life contexts which enable students to 
use the new material meaningfully and realistically. Practice 
is an important part of the grammar section and it consists 
of one or more activities which allow students to use the 
structure they have learnt in context, while teachers are able 
to check their students’ comprehension of the particular 
structure. These activities can be completed in class, either in 
pairs or individually. 

Liste i
The listening section, the topic of which is always related to 
the general topic of the unit, consists of one or two parts. 
A variety of spoken text types and task formats have been 
employed, through which important listening micro-
skills are developed. In most cases, there is a pre-listening 
activity which smoothly introduces the topic of the listening 
activity, activating students’ background knowledge and 
preparing them for the task at hand. Quite often there is 
also a listening for gist activity requiring students to listen 
to the text once and check their predictions or understand 
the main idea(s), the topic(s) discussed, etc. The main 
listening task focuses on listening for gist and/or specific 
information. There are different task types, all of which are 
to be found in Cambridge FCE, Michigan ECCE and other 
exams (multiple-choice questions, multiple matching and 
gap filling). 
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It is a good idea to have students read through the questions/
sentences or go through the pictures which they are 
required to use in order to complete the task first, and make 
predictions about what they will hear. It is also important 
to stress that students do not need to understand every 
word that they hear. After making sure that students have 
understood the instructions and the language included in 
the activity, play the CD. Elicit answers from students and 
ask them to justify their answers. Then, if necessary, play 
the CD again and clarify any points that have not been 
understood. 

Students are further helped to develop their listening 
skills and cope with examination tasks with the 
inclusion of useful advice given throughout the book in 

the form of tips.

S eaki
In the speaking section, various tasks provide students with 
further practice of the vocabulary, structures and functions 
presented in the preceding sections. Students are engaged 
in meaningful communication and emphasis is placed on 
communicating for a particular purpose. Students usually 
work in pairs and perform a variety of real-life tasks which 
follow the FCE or ECCE format. They discuss or exchange 
information, make suggestions, make decisions or express 
personal opinion in order to achieve a communicative goal. 
By working in pairs, the amount of time students speak is 
increased significantly and cooperation among students is 
encouraged. In addition, pairwork helps to lessen students’ 
communicative stress. Verbal and/or visual prompts are always 
provided to facilitate the students’ task. For most speaking 
activities, support is provided through boxes including words, 
phrases and expressions related to the topic of the speaking 
activity in order to help students carry out the task successfully. 
In pairwork involving information exchange, each of the two 
students is provided with a different set of information found 
in a special section at the back of the book. 

To achieve optimum results, it is advisable to set a time limit 
for the activity and stick to it. During the activity, the teacher 
should go round the classroom, listen to the discussions 
taking place and make sure that students speak only in 
English. Whenever necessary, help and support should be 
provided. As the aim of the activity is to enhance students’ 
fluency, it is recommended that teachers should not interrupt 
them in order to correct their errors. It is preferable that 
the teacher keep a record of common or basic mistakes and 
comment on them at the end of the activity. There is ample 
opportunity to focus on accuracy and correct errors while 
doing other types of activities.

Students are further helped to develop their speaking 
skills and cope with examination tasks with the 
inclusion of useful advice given throughout the book in 

the form of tips.

E a i ati  Practice
This section gives students further practice in structural 
accuracy through tasks that simulate examination-type 
tasks (open cloze, sentence transformation, multiple-choice 
questions, etc.). 

riti
Writing is perhaps one of the most difficult skills for 
students to master. The writer must take many things into 
consideration: purpose, audience, syntax, paragraphing, 
punctuation, spelling and handwriting. For this reason, the 
course has paid particular attention to this skill. Students 
build up their writing skills in an integrated manner as the 
writing activities are thematically linked to the unit. By the 
time students reach the writing section, which is the final 
section of each unit, they will have dealt with the necessary 
grammatical structures and vocabulary they need in order 
to complete the writing task. Most importantly, before they 
are required to do the writing task, students are provided 
with a model essay/article/e-mail, etc. so they are exposed 
to a sample of what they have to produce later. In addition, 
the course trains students to develop vital writing skills 
based on the analysis of texts and the systematic planning 
of their written work. There is a range of activities, focusing 
on planning, layout, brainstorming, style, register and 
text organisation, linking words/phrases, and cohesion/
coherence. Students are instructed to refer to Appendix I, 
which is a guide to writing including instructions concerning 
layout as well as set phrases and expressions that students 
can use depending on the writing task they are required to 
complete.

In the Workbook, there are three or four pages 
corresponding to the writing tasks in each unit of the 
Student’s Book, the focus of which is to develop writing 
skills. These pages include a brainstorming activity in the 
form of a writing plan, as well as a blank page for students to 
do the writing task.

The writing tasks give students the opportunity to revise the 
language introduced in the unit and expand on the topic. 
Instructions should be explained carefully, as it is important 
to ensure that students have fully understood what they are 
expected to do. Students’ written work should always be 
corrected (not during class time) and returned to students in 
due course. Moreover, students should be familiarised with 
a correction code, like the one suggested below, which will 

help them identify and correct their own mistakes.

WW: wrong word
S: spelling
P: punctuation
T: tense

A:  article
WO: word order

 :  something missing
Pr:  preposition

Another way to deal with writing is as a cooperative activity. 
Writing in pairs or groups can be highly motivating for 
students and incorporates research, discussion and peer 
evaluation. 

Students are further helped to develop their writing 
skills and cope with examination tasks with the 
inclusion of useful advice given throughout the book in 
the form of tips.

The round-up section consists of five pages including 
a reading comprehension task, exercises revising the 
vocabulary and grammar dealt with in the module 
and a listening comprehension task. Most of the tasks 
simulate examination-type tasks (open cloze, sentence 
transformation, multiple-choice questions, etc.).

8/3/2017   11:31:24 πµ
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There is also a self-evaluation chart at the end of each round-
up section, where students can check their progress. This 
chart gives students the opportunity to take responsibility for 
their learning, see what they can do with the language they 
have learnt and evaluate their own strengths and weaknesses. 
However, in order to evaluate students’ performance, we 
must ask ourselves about the purpose of evaluation. What 
do we hope our students will learn? Since our purpose is to 
improve students’ ability and not simply to judge it, we must 
try and provide them with feedback about their strengths 
and weaknesses. Here are some practical ideas on how we 
can go about doing this:

• Monitor and describe students’ performance, on paper and 
verbally, so that they can overcome any difficulties. Try to 
get them to articulate what they can do.

• Determine whether students have understood the task.
• Judge a task not only for the end result, but also reflect 

upon the stages and process students went through.
• In the final stage, it is a good idea to help students 

determine what has been achieved.

Tasks
There are four tasks in the book (one for each
module). First the students are presented with input,
and they are asked to do an activity or exercise based
on it. This phase functions as a preparation stage
for the task involving analysis, skills integration and
information transfer. Then, the students are involved
in various competence-based activities (reading, writing, 
speaking), which are usually done in pairs or
groups. These activities require students to find and/
or exchange information, take notes, negotiate, make
a decision, etc. At this stage, learner autonomy and
collaborative learning are encouraged as the students
work by themselves without the active participation
of the teacher. The final stage of the task is a real-life
meaningful task requiring students to produce a
spoken or written text which serves as performance
evidence and links the English language with real-life
needs. This last phase is often enriched by a spoken
interaction activity in which students ask and answer
questions.

IELTS Practice
At the end of the Workbook, there is an IELTS Practice 
section to prepare students for the IELTS examination. 
It includes two different parts of the IELTS examination 
(Listening, Reading, Writing, Speaking). These parts are 
designed to correspond to each module of the book. There 
are three or four parts corresponding to each module. For 
more information about the IELTS examination, see the 
teacher’s notes for IELTS Practice on page 79.

21ST CENTURY COMPETENCIES

 Intercultural awareness

When learning a new language it is important to learn 
about the cultures associated with it as well. Our focus is 
not only on vocabulary, grammar and communication. 
The writers have taken into consideration the need 
to provide learners with a deeper understanding of 
the target-language cultures as well as other cultures 
worldwide. (e.g. Culture pages etc.)

 Critical thinking

Learners should be encouraged to think for themselves, 
solve problems, make decisions and express their 
opinions. Throughout the book there are activities which 
help learners enhance their critical thinking skills. (e.g. 
‘Discuss’ section  and ‘Where can you find the following’ 
section on the Cover page of each module, warm-up, 
reading for gist, post-reading, guessing the meaning of 
unknown words, etc.)

 Autonomous learning

Learners should be able to take responsibility for their own 
learning in order to be successful inside and outside the 
language classroom. That is why the material is designed 
in a way that allows learners to set their goals, check their 
progress and look for opportunities to practise outside the 
classroom. (e.g. ‘In this module you will learn’ section on the 
Cover page of each module, ‘Self-assessment’ section, etc.)

 Communication

Communication in the classroom means expressing 
oneself, exchanging ideas with others as well as presenting 
one’s work. If communication is effective, it benefits 
both the learner and the teacher. (e.g. speaking activities, 
projects/tasks in which students present their work, 
‘Discuss’ sections, etc.)

 Cooperation

Cooperation creates opportunities for achievement 
and promotes a positive self-concept. Learners working 
in pairs or groups offer help to each other and this 
facilitates the achievement of their goals. Further to this, 
cooperation promotes polite behaviour and respect toward 
others, which are important social skills. (e.g. all pair-work/
group-work)

 Creativity

Creativity is an important skill in real life. Learners become 
more motivated if they can create something. The book 
provides learners with activities that promote creative 
thinking and make classroom work more enjoyable. (e.g. 
writing, brainstorming activities, poems, etc.)

  ICT literacy

Nowadays, it is vital for learners to use technology as a 
tool to research, organise, evaluate and communicate 
information in order to function in society. Since the value 
and the availability of information are constantly changing, 
and this affects our lives, we have to train our students 
to use technological aids (e.g. Student’s CD/CD-ROM, 
Interactive Whiteboard CD-ROM) to their advantage.

 Personal and social responsibility

Educators play an important role in the development of 
the community. Learners should understand that one of 
their roles is being active members of their community. 
That is why a sense of the common good as well as the 
need for an active involvement in the community should 
be reinforced in the classroom. 
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POINTS TO REMEMBER
• Whether a task is carried out in class or assigned as 

homework, make sure that students fully understand the 
rubric and are clear about what they need to do.

• For most activities, it could prove helpful to demonstrate 
through examples what the task requires them to do, by 
doing the first item.

• Whenever a task requires understanding gist, the teacher 
should not explain unknown words, thus encouraging 
students to focus on gist only. When necessary, however, 
certain key words that block understanding could be 
explained.

• Regarding the grammar section, students will feel more 
confident if unknown words are explained before they do 
the grammar activities.

• In the listening tasks, make sure that students have no 
unknown words before they do the tasks.

• In speaking activities, it is important to remind students 
that there are no right or wrong answers; the aim is to get 
them talking about the topic and ideally use some new 
vocabulary.

• When explaining new lexical items, a variety of techniques 
could be employed such as example sentences, mimicry, 
definitions, antonyms, synonyms and/or translation. 

• Wherever elicitation procedures are required, it should be 
ensured that each student has the opportunity to speak 
before corrections are made by the teacher.

• In cases where students are asked to do guesswork, no 
answers should be revealed before students proceed to the 
actual task and check their predictions. 

adj.  adjective
adv.  adverb
prep.  preposition
n.  noun
v .  verb
p.  page
pp.  pages
e.g.  for example

etc.  et cetera
sb  somebody
sth  something
Ss  students
SA  student A
SB  student B
TM  Teacher’s Manual
L1   Ss’ first language

re iati s se  i  Teac er s a a

8/3/2017   11:31:25 πµ



Grammar Vocabulary

• Present Simple -
Present Progressive

• Stative verbs
• Nouns and quantifiers

• Words easily confused 
• Nouns ending in -ion, -ance, -ation, -ment 

deriving from verbs
• Words related to travel and tourism 

• Advertisements for 
unusual holidays/trips

• People talking in six different situations • Comparing 
photographs - 
Discussing holidays

• An e-mail  based on 
prompts 

• Present Perfect Simple - 
Present Perfect Progressive

• Articles

• Words easily confused 
• Words related to the weather
• Expressions with make and do
• Adjectives ending in -ed and -ing
• Adjectives describing people and places

• A magazine article 
about Iceland

• An interview with a boy who has just been 
to the London Dungeon

• People talking about why they visited or 
moved to a particular place

• Choosing between 
options (which place 
to rent) - Discussing 
where to live

• An article

• A magazine article 
about InterRailing

• People talking in seven different situations

• Past Simple -
Past Progressive

• Comparisons

• Words related to crime
• Collocations connected with crime
• Words easily confused 
• Prefixes and suffixes (un-, in-, im-, il-, ir-, 

-ful, -less)

• Short texts about 
stupid crimes

• An interview with an expert talking about 
strange or stupid laws

• Comparing 
photographs - 
Discussing crime and 
punishment
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Aims: • to introduce the topic of the module and activate
 Ss’ background knowledge
• to present the learning objectives of the module 

• Ask Ss to look at the title of the module and the picture.

• Ask Ss to tell you what the module is about.

• Elicit answers.

• Ask Ss the questions in the Discuss section and elicit 
answers.

Suggested answers

• If you had the opportunity to spend a month travelling 
around the world, which three places would you definitely 
like to go to? Why? 

 I would love to visit Paris, the city of lights. My dream 
is to walk down the Champs- lys es. Secondly, I think 
that I would love to visit the Pyramids, especially the 
Great Pyramid of Khufu, the only one of the seven 
Wonders of the Ancient World still standing! Finally, I 
would really like to go to New Zealand. I have seen a lot 
of pictures of New Zealand, and it looks so green and 
the scenery is amazing.

• Describe your ideal place to live in. Consider the type of 
house, where it is located, the facilities of the house/area, 
etc. 

 My ideal place would be a cottage by a lake, located in 
the middle of a huge farm. It would be close to a village 
or town, so that I could pop in to do my shopping or see 
my friends!

• Read out the topics listed in the Flick through the module 
and find... section. Explain any unknown words.

• Ask Ss to flick through the pages of the module and find 
where these topics are discussed. 

• a magazine article about an amazing country: p. 17

• e-mails from Manchester, England and Sydney, 
Australia: pp. 14-15

• an article about a fun way of travelling in Europe: p. 26

• an article about a volcanic region in France: p. 24

• advertisements for unusual holidays/trips: p.7 

• a short text with advice for an enjoyable holiday: p.13 

• Read out the topics listed in the In this module you will... 
section. Explain any unknown words. 

1 All over the world
unit 1 On holiday unit 2 The place to be
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  Vocabulary

all-inclusive     appealing     approximately     avoid     
beverage     body-burn     budget     cater to     certified     
charter     complimentary     corporate      
CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation)     educational     
gravity     holiday (BrE)      incentive     insurance     
insure     knowledgeable      lodging     mandatory     
obligatory     on-board      outing     paddle jacket     
paintball     paragliding     partial      priority     provide     
purchase     range     rate     rental     require
scuba diving     scuba gear     skydiving     stunt     
team building     vacation (AmE)     valid     value     
weightlessness     wreck

1. PRE-READING 
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the reading activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Which of the following activities do you find most 
appealing? Why?

 Personally, I find white-water rafting the most 
appealing of all the activities. I like it because it’s 
exciting, it’s good exercise and because you get to see 
beautiful rivers and the countryside.

• If you were interested in taking part in one or more of 
the activities above, what information would you like to 
know?

 I would like to know where I can do the activity 
and when I can do it, for example which season, at 
weekends, etc. Of course, I would also like to know if I 
have to have any special skills and how much it would 
cost.

2. READING FOR GIST
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main ideas of

the texts

• Ask Ss to read through the advertisements quickly and do 
the activity. 

• Tell Ss not to pay attention to any unknown words they 
might have at this stage. 

1. c     2. d     3. b     4. e     5. a

• Check the answers with the class.

3. SCANNING FOR SPECIFIC

INFORMATION 
Aim: to give Ss practice in reading for specific information 

(ECCE format, Part 1)

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Ask Ss to read through the questions and the options 
provided and check for understanding. 

• Tell Ss that they do not need to understand everything in 
the texts in order to do the activity.

• Have Ss do the activity and check answers. 

 1. d (‘Family full-day rafting packages available for 82.’)

 2. c (text 2: ‘Professional videographer films your trip,
  and you may purchase the DVD of your experience.’
  & text 4: ‘…photos and a complimentary DVD to

  remind you of your experience.’)

 3. c (text 2: ‘…you can see Great White Sharks, Tiger
  Sharks, Whale Sharks, Manta Rays, Hammerheads
  and Bull Sharks.’ & text 5: ‘…geology of the rivers.’)

 4. b (text 1: ’15 Nationwide Racing School locations…’
  & text 3: ‘…high speed car transfers…’

 5. c (‘Must be over 18 to participate in extreme sports
  and stunts.’)

 6. c (text 1: ‘Must be in good physical condition…’ &
  text 3: ‘Must be in good physical shape.’)

 7. d (text 2: ‘Diving in scuba gear with sharks…’ & text 5:
  ‘You don’t have to know how to swim, as life jackets...’)

 8. a (text 1: ‘Packages ranging from 75 to 3,999 to
  satisfy all budgets.’ & text 5: ‘Fishing getaway
  packages available for 529 for two people, which
  includes cabin.’)

 9. d (text 2: ‘Price includes on-board accommodation
  with private room, food and drink, local bus
  transportation.’ & text 5: ‘Full-day trips include
  lunch, and multi-day trips include accommodation
  in cabins plus all meals and beverages.’) 

 10. c (text 4: ‘…team building events, corporate incentive
  programs...,’ & text 5: ‘Perfect for an office or
  corporate outing…’)

 11. d ( text 2: ‘Price does not include …equipment
  rental…’ & text 5: ‘Extra equipment can be rented for
  fees ranging from 4 to 42.’) 

 12. d (‘… college research and experiments, other
  educational use.’)

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as: 

Text 1

What’s the starting price for packages at the Racing School? 
75.

Where do the lessons take place?  From California to North 
Carolina and everywhere in between. 

Do you need special equipment or training?  No, you don’t. 

Are there any restrictions concerning the physical condition 
of the participants?  They must be in good shape, cannot be 
taller than 6’ 7’’ or heavier than 295 lbs.

Do they need special documentation?  Yes, they need a valid 
driver’s licence. 

How much does it cost to get special insurance and why is it 
necessary? It costs 25 and it insures you against any vehicle 
damage, even total destruction of the car.

Text 2

How much does the trip cost? Packages range from 1,500 to 
3,525. 

Do they include any special equipment?  Yes, they include 
scuba gear and cages for diving.

Which destinations do the trips include?  The Bahamas, 
Mexico, Fiji, the Galapagos Islands. 

What types of sharks can you see?  Great White Sharks, 
Tiger Sharks, Whale Sharks, Manta Rays, Hammerheads, 
and Bull Sharks.

Unit 1 reading
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Can you book a trip only for yourself? Yes, the company 
caters for individual trips as well. All you need to do is 
contact the company for a private charter for a full or half 
boat. 

Do you get photographs or videos from the trip? Yes, there is 
a professional videographer who films the trips, and you can 
buy the D D of your experience. 

What is included in the package price? On-board 
accommodation with private room, food and drink, local 
bus transportation. 

What is not included in the package price? Airfare, hotel, 
equipment rental and tourist visas. 

Text 3

How much does the extreme package cost? Approximately 
2,000 for five days.

Which activities does the company offer? They offer 
different packages including extreme sports like rock 
climbing, paragliding, paintball and sky diving. 

What does the stunt package include? Stunt fighting, high 
speed car transfers, partial body burn, walking through 
fire, bungee jumping, car chases, running through burning 
buildings and a free fall from a rooftop. 

Do they take all the necessary precautions against accidents? 
The company has had a 100% safety record since opening 
in 1992.

Do they offer private parties? Yes, they do at special group 
rates.

Is there an age limitation? Yes, you need to be over 18 to 
participate in extreme sports and stunts. 

Is there any other restriction? Yes, you need to be fit. 

Do they charge extra for the necessary equipment? No, it is 
included in the price.

Text 4

What does it offer to participants? It offers the experience 
of weightlessness and the same training as the NASA 
astronauts. 

Where can you experience ero gravity? In three locations: 
Las egas, Nevada, San Jos , California or the Kennedy 
Space Centre, Orlando, Florida. 

How many people can take part? 35 people, as many as the 
seats available in the seating one of every aircraft. 

What does the ero-gravity Flight Experience package 
include? Training, equipment, the f light, photos and a 
complimentary D D to remind you of your experience.

Can you charter f lights for private events? Yes, f lights can 
be booked for team-building events, corporate incentive 
programmes, college research and experiments, other 
educational use. 

How much does it cost? 3,950 per f light.

Text 5

Who can join the trips? Individuals, families and groups.

Who is this activity ideal for? Office and corporate outings 
and scout groups. 

Is it safe to take part? Safety is a priority and all staff and 
guides are CPR and first aid training certified.

What kind of information can you expect from the guides? 
They are very knowledgeable about the history of the area 
and the geology of the rivers. 

Do you have to know swimming? No, because life jackets are 
mandatory.

What do the fees include? Guides, transportation to and 
from the rivers and all necessary equipment.

What is included in the full day and multi-day trips? 
Full-day trips include lunch and multi- day trips include 
accommodation in cabins plus all meals and beverages. 

What does the extra equipment include? Camping gear era, 
wetsuit gear, paddle jackets. 

How much does the extra equipment cost? Between 4 and 
42. 

How much does a family full-day trip cost? Family packages 
start form 82.

How much does a fishing getaway package cost for two 
people and what does it include? It costs 529 including 
cabin.

Are there customised trips available? Yes, they are, but you 
need to contact the company. 

4. GUESSING THE MEANING OF 

UNKNOWN WORDS
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in

context

• Draw Ss' attention to the words provided. 

• Explain to Ss that they should find the words in the texts 
and guess their meaning from the context.

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. g     2. h     3. d     4. c     5. b     6. f

5. POST-READING 
Aim: to help Ss expand on the topic of the reading activity 

by drawing on their own experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Which of the trips or vacations would you prefer and why?

 I would prefer the White-Water Rafting Trips in Colorado 
and the San Diego Shark Diving Trips because I enjoy 
being close to nature.

• Which of them would you definitely not be interested in? 
Why?

 I would definitely not be interested in the Extreme 
Sports and Stunt acation and the ero-gravity Flight 
Experience. I think that both of these activities are too 
extreme for my tastes.

Unit 1 reading
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approach      assistance     broaden     cabin     
commentary     cottage     cruise     excursion      
expedition     f light      go ashore     hostel     hotel     
immigrant     intention     journey     ownership     
permanent     reach     resort     schedule     suite     
temporary      tour     travel     trip     voyage

Vocabulary

Functions

Distinguishing between words easily confused
Expressing habitual actions, routines , current activities,  
and general truths
Distinguishing between permanent and temporary 
situations
Expressing states and dynamic actions
Expressing annoyance and dissatisfaction

Structures

Present Simple - Present Progressive

Stative verbs

VOCABULARY

1. WORDS EASILY CONFUSED 
Aims: • to give Ss practice in using topic vocabulary in

 context 

 • to give Ss practice in using words that can be 
 easily confused

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the sentences.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

1. travel

2. excursion

3. expedition

4. voyage

5. flight

6. journey

7. tour

 8. cruise

 9. trip

 10. resort

 11. cottage

 12. hostel

 13. cabins

 14. caravan

 15. hotel

 16. suite

 17. reach

 18. get

 19. approached 

 20. coming, arrive

travelling: going on a long trip away from your home/
city/country

excursion: a short visit to a place of interest 

expedition: a long journey, organised for a specific 
purpose made by a group of people

voyage: a long journey by ship or spacecraft

flight: a journey through air or space in a plane 

journey: when you travel from one place to another 

tour: an organised trip during which you visit various 
places

cruise: a journey on a ship for pleasure, which includes 
visiting different destinations

trip: a journey to a place usually for a short period of time

resort: a place where you go for holidays 

cottage: a small house in a village or in the countryside 

hostel: a type of hotel which offers very cheap, basic 
accommodation mostly popular with young people

cabin: a small, wooden house usually in the mountains

caravan: a vehicle that people can live and travel in 
during their holidays

hotel: a building that offers accommodation, food and 
various facilities

suite: a luxurious room in a hotel

reach: get to a particular place

get: arrive 

approach: move closer to a place 

come: go somewhere with somebody else

arrive: reach a place 

2. NOUNS ENDING IN -ION, -ATION, 

-ANCE AND -MENT DERIVING FROM 

VERBS
A.

Aim: to present Ss with nouns ending in -ion, -ation, -ance 
and -ment deriving from verbs 

• Have Ss look at the nouns provided. Explain to them 
that they need to identify the verb from which each noun 
derives. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

information - inform

insurance - insure

locations - locate

equipment - equip

accommodation - accommodate

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in forming nouns ending in -ion, 
-ation, -ance, and -ment deriving from verbs 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Nouns ending in -ion

impress Ô impression, attract Ô attraction, 

act Ô action (react Ô reaction, connect Ô connection)

Nouns ending in -ion ( irregularities)

decide Ô decision, intend Ô intention, 
produce Ô production, receive Ô reception, 
permit Ô permission, (admit Ô admission)

Nouns ending in -ation

examine Ô examination, invite Ô invitation,

prepare Ô preparation (relax Ô relaxation)

Nouns ending in -ance

assist Ô assistance, appear Ô appearance, 
(assure Ô assurance, endure Ô endurance)

perform Ô performance

Nouns ending in -ment

amuse Ô amusement,agree Ô agreement,

argue Ô argument (develop Ô development, 
manage Ô management)

Unit 1 vocabulary & grammar
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C. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using nouns ending in -ion, -ation, 
-ance, and -ment through a word building exercise 

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

1. discussion

2. advertisements

3. instructions

4. action

5. introduction

6. descriptions

7. amazement

8. disappearance

GRAMMAR

1. PRESENT SIMPLE / PRESENT 

PROGRESSIVE
A.

Aim: to revise the uses of the Present Simple and the 
Present Progressive 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Which sentence refers to a permanent situation? Which 
tense is used? 4 - Present Simple

• Which sentence refers to a repeated habitual action? 
Which tense is used? 3 - Present Simple

• Which sentence refers to an action happening at or around 
the time of speaking? Which tense is used? 1 - Present 
Progressive

• Which sentence refers to a planned future action? Which 
tense is used? 2 - Present Progressive 

B.

Aim: to present some more uses of the Present Simple and 
the Present Progressive 

• Have Ss read the rules about the uses of the Present Simple 
and the Present Progressive and the sentences 1-8 and 
check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.
The Present Simple is used:

• for general truths - 1

• for future actions related to timetables and programmes  
- 7 

• to refer to the plot of a book, etc. - 4

• in sports commentaries - 6

• in exclamatory sentences with
Here... and There... - 3

The Present Progressive is used:

• for temporary states - 5

• for situations which are changing or developing around 
the present time - 8

• with always, constantly and continually to express 
annoyance - 2

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 88).

2. STATIVE AND NON-STATIVE VERBS
A.

Aim: to revise the uses of stative verbs 

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

• What does your friend want to do? When? Why is the 
Present Simple used here? 

 Your friend wants to go on a trip now. The Present 
Simple is used because want is a stative verb, and 
therefore is not used in progressive tenses.

• What is the difference between you are thinking and you 
think ?

 The meaning of the verb think is different in each 
case: you are thinking means that you are considering 
something, whereas you think means you believe it.

B. 

Aim: to present Ss with a table of stative verbs and their 
exceptions

• Have Ss read the rule about the stative verbs and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the NOTE and explain it. 

• Ask Ss to come up with their own examples of the different 
uses of some stative verbs. (e.g. I have a blue bag./ I'm 
having a bath.)

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 88).

3. PRACTICE 
Aim: to give Ss practice in using the Present Simple, the 

Present Progressive and stative verbs in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. are...calling

 2. usually go

 3. are you doing

 4. think

 5. are not feeling/don’t feel

 6. seems

 7. know

 8. are going

 9. want 

 10. sounds

 11. is coming

 12. is thinking

 13. ’m getting 

 14. guess

 15. have 

 16. understand

Unit 1 vocabulary & grammar
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  Vocabulary

coral reef     islet     lounge     spa

     2-13

• For the listening transcript go to page 86.

Aims: • to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
 information

 • to give Ss practice in answering multiple-choice 
 questions

• Explain to Ss that they will hear people talking in six 
different situations. After each situation they will hear a 
question. They must choose the correct answer for each 
question. 

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Ask Ss to read through the questions before each situation 
is played.

• Play the CD and have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

1. b     2. b     3. c     4. b     5. c     6. b

Unit 1 listening
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archaeological site     beauty salon     bellboy
business centre     castle     conference room     fjord     
f light attendant     monument     mosque     pond      
rainforest     receptionist     tour guide     tower     travel 
agent     waterfall

Vocabulary

Functions

Expressing number and quantity

Structures

Nouns and quantifiers

VOCABULARY

WORDS RELATED TO TRAVEL AND 

TOURISM 
Aim: to help Ss identify different words related to travel

and tourism 

• Ask Ss to go through each category and read the words.

• Ask Ss to think of other words that can be added in each 
group.

• Ask some Ss to say some extra words.

• Initiate a short discussion about travelling and tourism in 
class..

Suggested answers

• Geographical features: coast, jungle, valley, lake, 
swamp, peninsula, etc.

• Facilities in a hotel: reception, exercise room, 
restaurant, gym, etc.

• Sights: museum, bridge, fort, etc.

• Tourism-related jobs: hotel manager, airline pilot, 
cruise director, etc.

GRAMMAR

NOUNS AND QUANTIFIERS 
A.

Aim: to help Ss revise countable nouns, uncountable 
nouns and quantifiers

• Ask Ss to read the sentences and the questions.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Which of the nouns in bold are always countable, always 
uncountable or can be both?  museums, islets Ô always 
countable - information, fuel Ô always uncountable - 
both Ô time

• What is the difference between much’ and many’? much 
+ uncountable, many + countable

• What other words could replace many’ in sentence 2? a lot 
of, lots of, plenty of

• Which of the words in italics means not many’? a few

• What do a little’ and little’ mean? What’s the difference 
between them? A little means not much but enough and 
little means not much and not enough.

• Which words could be replaced by hardly any’? very little

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (pp. 88, 89).

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in using countable nouns, 
uncountable nouns and quantifiers in context

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. information 

 2. a few 

 3. hardly any

 4. a lot

 5. is 

 6. much

 7. is - light

 8. experience

 9. little

 10. is 

 11. them 

 12. plenty

 13. much

 14. advice

Unit 1 vocabulary & grammar
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adrenaline-filled     challenging      confined
convenient     delay     destination     facility      getaway     
on the contrary     on the other hand     scenery     stuffy     
wilderness

Vocabulary

Functions

Comparing situations
Expressing  preference and opinion

           

1. WARM-UP
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the speaking activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the questions. 

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Where do you usually go on holiday? How do you get 
there?

 I usually go to a seaside resort on my holidays because 
it’s a nice place to be during a hot summer. My family 
and I usually travel by ship or by car depending on 
where we are going to.

• Would you prefer a relaxing holiday or an active one?

 I think an active holiday is best because I have more fun 
when I participate in different activities. If I want to 
relax, I can stay at home.

• What do you like doing on holiday?

 Of course that depends on where I am, but, generally 
speaking, I like doing sports, going sightseeing and 
eating the local food.

2. FOCUS ON PICTURES
Aims: • to give Ss practice in comparing photographs

• to provide vocabulary and practice in comparing
 (FCE format, Part 2)
• to elaborate and expand on the topic of the
 speaking activity

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Divide Ss into pairs (SA and SB).

• Ask Ss to look at the photographs and speculate about 
the places and the means of transport (A1: exotic seaside 
resort, A2: lake near snowy mountains, B1: car, B2: 
aeroplane). 

• Have Ss read through the words and expressions in the 
boxes and explain any new vocabulary. 

• For part A, tell Ss that SA should compare and contrast, 
while SB should answer the question concerning his 
preferred holiday destination - both should use the words 
and expressions in the boxes. 

• For part B, tell Ss that SB should compare and contrast, 
whereas SA should answer the question concerning the 
advantages and the disadvantages of the two means of 
transport - both should use the words and expressions in 
the boxes. 

Suggested answers

A

SA: Both destinations provide the opportunity for 
relaxing in different ways. In picture A1, you have 
the chance to go swimming and enjoy a variety of 
water sports, such as scuba diving and windsurfing. 
On the other hand, a holiday in the mountains 
(picture A2) gives you the chance to breathe fresh air, 
enjoy nature and go hiking.

SB: If I had to choose between the two, I would probably 
opt for the beach (picture A1), because I love to spend 
time in the sea and do water sports.

B

SB: Both means of transport are very popular. Travelling 
by car is particularly convenient for shorter trips. If 
you have to make a longer trip, it also gives you the 
chance to admire the countryside. However, f lying 
is better for long distances because it is much faster. 
Nevertheless, the higher cost of f lying and the time it 
takes to get to an airport are disadvantages. 

SA: Although I recognise that f lying is faster, I prefer to 
use a car as I feel more relaxed. For example, I can 
have a break whenever I want one.

3. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to express their opinion

using topic vocabulary and useful expressions
(FCE format, Part 4)

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Have Ss read through the words/expressions in the box and 
explain any unknown words. 

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• If you had to choose between an extreme holiday and a 
relaxing spa getaway, which would you prefer and why?

 Extreme holidays are a challenge, but not for everybody. 
A spa is a relaxing option, away from the noise of the big 
city and the hectic lifestyle. That's what I prefer.

• Imagine that you could go on a two-week paid holiday 
anywhere in the world. Where would you go and how 
would you get there?

 I would choose to go to Bali and stay in a bungalow 
on the sea shore. I would go swimming, try the local 
delicacies and enjoy the sun. I would get there by plane, 
because Bali is far away from where I live.

• If you were planning a holiday and had to choose between 
a place you have never been to before and somewhere you 
have been to many times, which would you choose and 
why?

 I love surprises, so I would definitely go for a place I 
have never visited. I like the thrill of discovering a new 
country, meeting new people and tasting local food. 

• What do you think the secret to having a good holiday is?

 For some people it means visiting an exotic country 
or staying at luxurious hotels, but I think the most 
important thing is to travel with good company, to 
share your travelling experience. 

Unit 1 speaking
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  Vocabulary

be on good terms with     beforehand     head     
last but not least     renew     shelter     spare     
well in advance

A.

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures and functions 
presented in Unit 1

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

1. b     2. c     3. c     4. d     5. c

B. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the vocabulary presented in Unit 1

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

1. d     2. c     3. a     4. b     5. a

C.

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Unit 1

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary. 

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. look

 2. out

 3. into

 4. few

 5. not

 6. which/that

 7. make/be

 8. of 

 9. everything

 10. able

 11. are

 12. plenty/lots

Unit 1 examination practice
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correspond     justify     option     pick up     put up     
spare

Vocabulary

Functions

Extending,  accepting, and declining an invitation
Thanking and apologising 
Expressing enthusiasm and preference

WRITING: AN E-MAIL BASED ON 

PROMPTS

1. DISCUSS
Aims: • to activate Ss’ background knowledge

 • to prepare Ss for the writing task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• If you had the opportunity to visit an English-speaking 
country, which one would you choose?

 I’d choose England because I’ve read so much about that 
country.

• Which places in that country would you like to visit and 
what activities would you like to do?

 I’d definitely visit London and I would see all the sights 
there. I’d visit the British Museum and I would also eat 
fish and chips.

2. FOCUS ON USING PROMPTS
A.

Aims: • to give Ss practice in using prompts 

 • to give Ss practice in identifying functions 

• Refer Ss to Peter’s e-mail and draw their attention to the 
notes Saleh has made. Explain that the notes should be 
included in Saleh’s reply. 

• Point out to Ss that they must read each point which refers 
to a specific sentence/phrase in the e-mail and match 
them. 

• Ask Ss to read through points a-f. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

a. thank and say how I feel
b. no because...
c. say which and why
d. great! Because...

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as: 

• What does Peter say about Saleh coming to Manchester? 
That he has received the arrival details and that he is 
picking Saleh up from the airport.

• What has Peter planned for Saleh to do? He has planned 
a trip to the Lake District, and watching a match with 
Manchester nited.

• What does he mention about London and Edinburgh? 
Peter has relatives in both cities that could put them up so 
they could stay a couple of nights in one of the two. 

• What does he ask Saleh to do? Stay for an extra week so 
that they could go to some other exciting places. 

B.

Aims: • to prepare Ss for the writing task

 • to provide Ss with a sample for writing an e-mail
 based on prompts

 • to help Ss understand the prompts and relate
 them to the required response

• Have Ss read Saleh’s e-mail.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions that follow.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. 

 a - ‘Thank you for offering to pick me up from the
 airport. I can’t wait to come to Manchester. This
 trip is going to be a great opportunity…’

 f - ‘It’s fantastic that you can get tickets to a
 Manchester United match. I love football and
 Manchester United is one of my favourite teams,
 so I’m really looking forward to going to one of
 their matches’. 

 d - ‘I’ve been to London before but I’ve never been to
 Edinburgh, so I think I would prefer to go there if
 that’s possible.’ 

 c - ‘Unfortunately, I won’t be able to stay for an extra
 week with you because I‘ve already planned a
 camping holiday with my cousins for the end of
 May.’

2. No

3. Yes

4. Informal

3. FOCUS ON COMMUNICATION 

FUNCTIONS
Aims: • to prepare Ss for the writing task

 • to help Ss practise expressing different
 communication functions using varied
 vocabulary and structures

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers
1. I’m sorry I can’t, because my parents are in town.
2. Well, I’m sure you’ll love some fresh dates; they’re in 

season now.
3. No problem, June is fine with me. 
4. I think I’ll take Wales, because I’m sick and tired of big 

cities.
5. Going to Paris is a great idea because the Louvre is 

hosting an exhibition of my favourite painters.

Unit 1 writing
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4. WRITING TASK
A.

Aim: to help Ss understand the rubrics and the prompts 
given

• Ask Ss to read the e-mail with the notes.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

The following parts should be underlined:
• Sydney, Australia 
• a three-week English language course. 
• Read your friend's e-mail and the notes you have made. 

Then write an e-mail to your friend, using all your notes. 

The following should be included in your e-mail: 

thank your friend, accept the invitation to Bondi Beach, 
decline the invitation to baseball game, state food 
preferences (if any)

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in writing e-mails based on 
prompts

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it.

• Tell Ss that they should write an e-mail based on prompts 
using all the notes provided. Refer Ss to the e-mail on page 
14 as well as Appendix I for a plan and set phrases they can 
use when writing their e-mails based on prompts.

• Ask Ss to go to the Workbook p. 10 and complete the 
writing plan before they start writing the task.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the page provided in the Workbook 
for the writing task.

• Allow Ss some time to write their e-mail as instructed.

• Alternatively, if time is scarce assign the activity for 
homework.

Unit 1 writing
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Unit 2 reading

  Vocabulary

Phrasal verbs

make up     make up for     stand out     turn out 

Expressions

be in for     in search of     in terms of     make sense      
set an example

Other words and phrases

active     annual     associate     average     be in for     
breathtaking     coastal     compensate     contrast     dip     
eruption     extract     extraordinary     fair     fascinating     
feature     firework display     gale      gentle     geothermal
geyser     glacier     harness     indulge in     inhabitant     
intensely     interaction     landscape     make sense     
mild     numerous     obstacle     particle     policy     
power station     record      remarkable     reservation     
resource     significant      source     spectacular     spout     
spring     struck     throughout     thunderstorm     unique     
untouched     wonder     

1. PRE-READING 
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the reading activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• When you hear the phrase ama ing places’, what kind of 
places come to mind? Which ones would you like to visit? 
The places that come to my mind are places of historical 
and cultural interest. Places of amazing natural beauty, 
like national parks, also come to mind. I’d like to visit 
the Sanqingshan National Park in China which I’ve seen 
pictures of.

• Which of the following are important for you when you 
visit a place? 

 Since I love nature, geographical features attract me, but 
I’m also interested in culture and traditions. Of course, 
it always helps if the weather is good when you visit a 
place.

• What do you know about Iceland? 

 I know that it is an island country in the North Atlantic 
Ocean, but other than that, I know very little about it.

2. READING FOR GIST
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main ideas

of the text 

• Ask Ss to read through the text quickly and do the activity. 

• Tell Ss not to pay attention to any unknown words they 
might have at this stage. 

• Check the answer with the class.

c 

3. READING FOR DETAILS
Aim: to give Ss practice in reading for details (FCE format 

Part 1)

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Ask Ss to read through the questions and the options 
provided and check understanding.

• Ask Ss to underline the part of the text that answers each 
question.

• Tell Ss that they do not need to understand everything in 
the text in order to do the activity. 

• Have Ss do the activity and check answers.

1. c (‘...about half of the island is made up of volcanoes 
and mountainous lava desert. Who would imagine 
that a place with a name like ‘Iceland’ would feature 
landscape like that?’)

2. b (‘...what I expected was extreme cold. However, I was 
in for a surprise. The climate of Iceland is milder in 
winter than most people think.’)

3. d (‘This geyser, or hot spouting spring, spouts hot 
water to a height of 60 metres, which is a truly 
remarkable and incredible sight!’)

4. b (‘They have built a power station which collects and 
uses the natural geothermal heat produced under the 
ground to meet the energy needs of the island.’)

5. d (‘So, who wouldn’t want to indulge in a stay at one 
of them? Naturally, I had made a reservation at one of 
the most popular spas, and it was an experience I will 
never forget!’)

6. c (‘This is a spectacular sight which you can admire 
especially well in Iceland on cold, clear nights from 
September to March. The sky lights up with many 
different colours caused by the interaction of particles 
from the sun with the Earth’s magnetic field.’)

7. a (‘the Icelanders are not characterised only by high 
standards of living and a high level of technology and 
education.’)

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as: 

What makes Iceland stand out from other places? It’s 
unique natural beauty and absence of pollution.

Why does the name Iceland makes sense since it is covered 
with volcanoes and lava deserts? It has more glaciers than 
anywhere else in Europe.

What is the climate of Iceland like in winter? It’s much 
milder than people think. The average temperature in 
January is 5 , though there are often winds and gales. 
Thunderstorms are rare.

How high does the Great Geyser in Haukadalur spout hot 
water? To a height of 60 metres.

How many active volcanoes are there in the country? 200

How do Icelanders meet the energy needs of the country? 
They collect and use geothermal heat produced under the 
ground to meet the energy needs.

Why are the thermal spas famous? For their numerous 
health benefits.

How many hours of daylight is there from November to 
January? Only 2 to 3 hours per day.

When is the best time to see the Aurora Borealis? On cold, 
clear nights from September to March. 

What causes the sky to light up with many different colours? 
The interaction of particles from the sun with the Earth’s 
magnetic field.
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Where does most of the population of Iceland live? Near the 
capital, Reykjavik and the surrounding coastal areas.

What is held in the third week of August every year and 
what happens there? A cultural event is held with art 
exhibitions, fairs and fireworks displays.

What are some activities you can do all year round? 
Icelandic pony riding, river rafting, whale watching and 
hiking on glaciers.

How do the Icelanders set an example? With their 
environmentally friendly policies.

4. GUESSING THE MEANING OF 

UNKNOWN WORDS
A.

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 
context

• Draw Ss' attention to the phrasal verbs provided.

• Explain to Ss that they should find the phrasal verbs 
highlighted in the text and guess their meaning from the 
context.

• Ask Ss to read though the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. c     2. a     3. d     4. b

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 
context

• Ask Ss to read the words and the optional meanings 
provided.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. b     2. a     3. a     4. c     5. c     6. c     7. a      8. b

5. POST-READING 
Aim: to help Ss expand on the topic of the reading activity 

by drawing on their own experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Would you like to visit Iceland? Why/Why not? 
I wouldn’t say that I don’t want to visit Iceland, but 
in fact there are many other places in the world that I 
would rather visit.

• How is the place you come from different from Iceland?
I come from a country in the Middle East. The 
geographical features of my country are very different 
from the ones in Iceland and the weather is very 
different too.

Unit 2 reading
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Unit 2 vocabulary & grammar

  

Expressions

feel like     make up (one’s) mind

Other words and phrases

absence     accomplish     achieve     beach     blizzard     
changeable     climate     coast     comment     deadline      
do wonders     downpour     excuse     fog     fuss     
heatwave     humid     lack     loss     manage     mist     
request     shore     shortage     shower     spectacle     
succeed     temperature     weather

Vocabulary

Functions

Distinguishing between words easily confused
Using appropriate tenses to link the past with the present

Structures

Present Perfect Simple - Present Perfect Progressive

VOCABULARY

1. WORDS EASILY CONFUSED 
Aims: • to give Ss practice in using topic vocabulary in

 context
• to give Ss practice in using words that can be
 easily confused

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the sentences. 

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.  

1. absence

2. shortage

3. loss

4. lack

5. manage

6. accomplish

7. succeed

 8. achieve

 9. coast

 10. shores

 11. beach

 12. temperature

 13. climate

 14. weather

absence: the state of not being where sb/sth is expected to 
be or not existing

shortage: the state or condition in which there is not 
enough of sth that is needed

loss: the fact or process of no longer having sth/sb

lack: the state of needing sth that doesn’t exist or is 
unavailable

manage: to be able to do or deal with sth that requires a 
lot of effort

accomplish: to successfully achieve a result or complete 
sth

succeed: to achieve the correct or desired result of sth you 
were trying to do

achieve: to get what you want through hard work, skill or 
courage

coast: the land next to or along the sea or ocean

shore: the land along the edge of lake, sea or ocean

beach: an area with sand or small stones next to a lake, sea 
or ocean

temperature: a measurement of the heat in a body or 
place

climate: the general weather conditions of an area over a 
long period of time

weather: the state of the air and atmosphere with regards 
to wind, cloudiness, temperature, etc. at a particular 
place and time

2. WORDS RELATED TO THE WEATHER
A.

Aim: to familiarise Ss with vocabulary related to the 
weather

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the meanings.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.  

 1. j

 2. i

 3. a

 4. c

 5. d

 6. e

 7. b

 8. g

 9. f

10. h

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in using words related to the 
weather

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.  

1. changeable
2. freezing
3. humid
4. shower
5. storm/downpour
6. blizzard

3. EXPRESSIONS WITH MAKE AND DO
A.

Aim:  to introduce expressions with make and do

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.  

 1. make

 2. make

 3. do

 4. make

 5. make

 6. make

 7. do

 8. do

 9. make

 10. make

 11. make

 12. do

 13. do

 14. make

 15. make

 16. make

 17. do

 18. do

 19. make

 20. make
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B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in using expressions with make 
and do

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.  

 1. made an excuse

 2. do (me) a favour

 3. making progress

 4. make an appointment

 5. doing (our) best

 6. do wonders

 7. make a guess

 8. done (a lot of) harm

 9. make a suggestion

 10. made a decision

GRAMMAR

1. PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE / PRESENT 

PERFECT PROGRESSIVE
A.

Aim: to revise the uses of the Present Perfect Simple and 
the Present Perfect Progressive

• Have Ss read the rules about the uses of the Present 
Perfect Simple and the Present Perfect Progressive and the 
sentences 1-8 and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

The Present Perfect Simple is used:

• for actions that happened in the past but the exact time 
is not mentioned  3

• for recently completed actions  1

• for past actions whose results are obvious in the 
present  8

• for actions which started in the past and continue up to 
the present (emphasis on the action)  4

• with adjectives in the superlative form and expressions 
like the only/first/second... etc.  6

The Present Perfect Progressive is used:

• for actions which started in the past and continue up to 
the present (emphasis on the duration of the action)  2

• for actions which happened over a period of time in the 
past and may have finished, but the results are obvious 
in the present  5

• to show annoyance resulting from a recent action  7

B.

Aim: to highlight the differences between for and since, 
have been and have gone and the use of Past Simple 
and Present Perfect Simple

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

Suggested answers

• What’s the difference between since  and for ? 

 For is used with a period of time (e.g. I’ve had this car 
for 5 years.) Since is used with a point in time (e.g. I’ve 
had this car since 2004.)

• What’s the difference between have been  in sentence 3 
and have gone  in sentence 8? 

 Have been to means that sb has visited and came back. 
Have gone to means that sb has not returned yet. (e.g. 
I’ve been to the supermarket twice this week. John isn’t 
here; he’s gone to the supermarket.)

• In sentence 4, why is the Past Simple was  appropriate in 
the first part of the sentence and why is the Present Perfect 
Simple has been  appropriate in the second part of the 
sentence? 

 We use the Past Simple for actions that were completed 
in the past and the exact time is mentioned. (e.g. Present 
Perfect Simple: I have tasted Mexican food. Past Simple: 
I tasted Mexican food last night.)

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (pp. 89, 90).

2. PRACTICE
Aim: to give Ss practice in using the Present Perfect 

Simple, the Present Perfect Progressive and the Past 
Simple in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. have been

 2. have been working

 3. have stopped

 4. have been looking

 5. has been trying

 6. have already seen

 7. wrote

 8. saw

 9. has been calling

 10. haven’t been

 11. Have you discovered

 12. have been coming

 13. brought

 14. have been thinking

 15. haven’t called

 16. have never been

Unit 2 vocabulary & grammar
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Unit 2 listening

  Vocabulary

adapt     dungeon     entrance fee     pay off     plague     
struggle     ticket counter  

1. PRE-LISTENING
Aims: • to activate Ss’ background knowledge 

• to prepare Ss for the listening task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Do you like visiting museums? Why / Why not? 
Actually, I like visiting museums a lot. Of course it 
depends on what kind of a museum it is, but generally 
speaking, in museums we can see interesting exhibits 
that are unique in some way, or can learn about 
different topics.

• Which of the following museums would you be most 
interested in visiting? 
Because I’m interested in the life and mission of the 
Prophet Mohammad, I’d visit the National Museum of 
Saudi Arabia.

2. LISTENING FOR GIST      14-15

• For the listening transcript go to page 86.

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main ideas of a 
conversation 

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Tell Ss that they are going to hear a conversation between 
a teenager who has just come out of the London Dungeon 
and a man who is writing a report on London’s tourist 
attractions.

• Play the CD and have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

The following should be ticked:

• what you can see

• who the museum is for

• the entrance fee

3. LISTENING FOR SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION      14-15

• For the listening transcript go to page 86.

Aim: to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
information (FCE format, Part 2)

• Have Ss read through the sentences. 

• Play the CD again and have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. on holiday

 2. uncle

 3. 2 hours

 4. funny

 5. for 45 minutes

 6. (really) dark

 7. history

 8. the Great Fire

 9. (small / young) children

 10. (quite) expensive

4. MULTIPLE MATCHING      16-17

• For the listening transcript go to page 87.

Aim: to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
information through a multiple-matching activity 
(FCE format, Part 3)

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Explain to Ss that they will hear five different people 
talking about why they visited or moved to a particular 
place. 

• Tell Ss that they have to choose from the list a-f the 
statement that best describes the experience of each 
speaker.

• Ask Ss to read through the statements a-f and check 
understanding.

• Play the CD and have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

Speaker 1 - c

Speaker 2 - a

Speaker 3 - e

Speaker 4 - d

Speaker 5 - f
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Unit 2 vocabulary & grammar

affordable     chamber     furnish     glorious     grateful     
homesick     neutral     overwhelming     picturesque
plain     remote     splendid     thrilled

Vocabulary

Structures

Articles

VOCABULARY

1. ADJECTIVES ENDING IN -ED AND -ING
A.

Aim: to familiarise Ss with adjectives ending in -ed and
adjectives ending in -ing

• Have Ss read the examples and answer the questions.

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers

• What’s the difference between excited  and exciting ? 
Excited describes the feeling or attitude one experiences. 
Exciting describes what or who causes the feeling or 
attitude.

• Can you think of any other adjectives ending in -ed and -ing? 
amazed-amazing, pleased-pleasing, surprised-surprising, 
confused-confusing, encouraged-encouraging, 
exhausted-exhausting

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using adjectives ending in -ed 
and adjectives ending in -ing in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. impressive

2. overwhelming

3. thrilled

4. scared

5. frightening

6. disappointed

2. ADJECTIVES DESCRIBING PEOPLE AND 

PLACES
A.

Aims: • to familiarise Ss with adjectives describing places, 
 people or both 
• to help Ss distinguish whether adjectives have a
 positive, negative or neutral meaning

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

e  people     l  place     
 both     +  positive     

 negative    0  neutral

brilliant (+Pe)

nervous (-Pe)

glorious (+Pl)

homesick (-Pe)

grateful (+Pe)

miserable (-B)

enormous (+/-B)

attractive (+B)

dull (-B)

plain (0B)

picturesque (+Pl)

remote (-/0B)

splendid (+B)

graceful (+Pe)

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using adjectives describing 
people and places in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. homesick

2. graceful

3. enormous

4. mysterious

5. brilliant

6. grateful

7. remote

8. nervous

GRAMMAR

ARTICLES
A.

Aim: to revise the use of the definite article and the 
indefinite article

• Ask Ss to read the sentences 1 – 5 and the questions. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

Suggested answers

• Which article do we use before a singular countable noun 
when we mention it for the first time? a n

• Which article do we use before nouns which are specific or 
have been mentioned before? the

• Do we use an article before plural countable nouns when 
we refer to them in general? No

• Which words do not take the definite article the ? See 
Grammar Reference p. 90

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 90).

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using articles in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. a

 2. –

 3. –

 4. –

 5. an

 6. The

 7. a

 8. –

 9. The

 10. –

 11. a

 12. –

 13. the

 14. an

 15. –
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drawback     get along with     have access to     privacy     
split the bills

Vocabulary

Functions

Requesting information and reaching a decision
Expressing opinion

1. WARM-UP
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the speaking activity 

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answer

• Where do you live? What do you like or dislike about the 
area? 
I live in a f lat in a big city that is the capital of my 
country. I like living here because big cities have more 
to offer than rural places. For example, my flat has all 
the comforts and there are many shopping malls and 
restaurants nearby.

2. CHOOSING BETWEEN OPTIONS
Aim: to give Ss practice in asking for information in order 

to make a decision (ECCE format)

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Explain to Ss that they have to imagine that they are 
getting ready to go and study abroad and want to find a 
place to rent. 

• Tell Ss that they have found two places that they can afford 
and they must select only one.

• Tell them that they have to ask the questions above the 
pictures and then decide which option is better for them 
and say why. 

• Explain to Ss that both options are acceptable, yet their 
answer should be justified. 

  
EXAMINER INFORMATION

OPTION 1

What are the
neighbourhoods
like

- located downtown
- five-minute walk from
subway station and within
walking distance from
supermarket, various caf s,
restaurants

What are the
drawbacks of each

- more expensive
- small, one bedroom
- a lot of street noise

What sort of
condition is each
building in

- modern apartment, well
furnished, airy, with a view
of the city

ow much is the
rent for each place

- 450 dollars in total per 
month

 

OPTION 2

What are the
neighbourhoods like

- on the outskirts of the city
- 30-minute bus ride from
downtown
- quiet area
- pleasant surrounding area,
open spaces

What are the
drawbacks of each

- you have to share the 
kitchen, living room, 
bathroom with others
- poor bus service and lack
of facilities such as shopping
malls, hospitals, libraries, 
etc.

What sort of
condition is each
building in

- old house with a large 
garden, trees and a wooden 
fence

ow much is the
rent for each place

- 300 dollars per person

Suggested answer

• The option I would choose is the first one. I think it 
is important to be near supermarkets and restaurants 
and also have access to reliable and frequent means of 
transportation.

3. FURTHER DISCUSSION
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to elaborate and expand 

on the topic of the speaking activity 

• Have Ss read through the words/expressions in the box and 
explain any unknown words. 

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answer

• What are the advantages or disadvantages of living in a 
large city? 

 Advantages:
- access to supermarkets, restaurants, etc.
- access to public transportation
Disadvantages:
- hectic pace of life
- large cities are often overcrowded and polluted

• What are the advantages or disadvantages of living with 
roommates? 
Advantages:
- company
- more economical (split rent, electricity bills, etc.)
- split housework
Disadvantages:
- limited personal space (probably only your bedroom)

• If you could build a house anywhere you wanted, where 
would you choose, and why?
I would choose to build my house on top of a hill 
overlooking a bay because I love being close to the 
sea and I also enjoy waking up in the morning to a 
beautiful sea view.

Unit 2 speaking
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accommodate     accommodation     arrange     
arrangement     immediate     immediately     
impress     impression     leisurely     recommend     
recommendation     thrill     thrilling     

Vocabulary

           

A.

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures and functions 
presented in Unit 2 

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. always stands out

2. haven’t played tennis since

3. a ten-minute drive

4. a lot of traffic

5. have had this car

6. has been doing her homework

7. twice a week

8. it made up for

B. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the vocabulary presented in Unit 2 

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. recommendation

 2. amazing

 3. location

 4. accommodation

 5. satisfied

 6. immediately

 7. arrangements

 8. thrilling

 9. invitation

10. impression

Unit 2 examination practice
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  Vocabulary

browse     d cor     dormant     elegant     
get a new lease of life     make time     mousse     overcome     
region     sparkling     specific     statement     stylish     
sum up     summit     therapeutic     wheat

WRITING: AN ARTICLE

1. DISCUSS
Aims: • to activate Ss  background knowledge

• to prepare Ss for the writing task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• What kind of maga ines do you enjoy reading? What 
particular kinds of articles attract your attention? 
I like reading in general, so I like reading magazines 
too. I particularly like reading literary magazines with 
articles about poetry and poets. / I’m a sports fan so 
I like reading sports magazines with articles about 
different sports.

• Do you enjoy reading maga ines about travel and different 
places in the world? Why / Why not? 
Yes, I do because it is unlikely that I will be able to travel 
to many places in the world, so by reading articles about 
these places, I get to know about them.

2. FOCUS ON CONTENT AND 

ORGANISATION

A.

Aim: to help Ss understand the rubrics given

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

The following parts should be underlined:

• an international online travel magazine

• a place you have visited which has made such an 
impression on you that you will never forget it

• articles

B.

Aims: • to prepare Ss for the writing task
• to provide Ss with a sample for writing an article

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

What aspects of the place does the writer refer to?

• beauty of landscape

• health and fitness and leisure

C.

Aims: • to prepare Ss for the writing task
• to help Ss identify paragraph organisation of an
 article 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

a. 5     b. 1     c. 4     d. 3     e. 2

3. FOCUS ON LANGUAGE AND STYLE
A.

Aim: to familiarise Ss with vivid and interesting language 
used in articles

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

Paragraph 1 (unusual and special) unique

Paragraph 2 (not active) dormant
(extremely beautiful) breathtaking
(clear and bright) sparkling

Paragraph 3 (stylish) elegant
(casually looking through) browsing

Paragraph 4 (to be strongly affected by) overcome
(combining happy and sad aspects) 
bittersweet

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in using phrases used in articles 
about a place

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. Set in

 2. Make time to

 3. If you want

 4. When the sun sets

 5. For those who enjoy

 6. One of the major attractions

 7. Once visited

 8. Built on

 9. One thing you mustn’t miss

10. Take a walk

4. OUTLINE
Aim: to provide Ss with a concise plan for writing articles 

about a place

• Have Ss read through the outline and make sure they 
understand what each paragraph should include when 
writing an article. 

Unit 2 writing
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5. WRITING TASK
Aim: to give Ss practice in writing articles (FCE format, 

Part 2)

•  Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Tell Ss that they should write an article. Refer Ss to the 
article on page 24 as well as Appendix I for a plan and set 
phrases they can use when writing their article.

• Ask Ss to go to the Workbook p. 18 and complete the 
writing plan before they start writing the task.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the page provided in the Workbook 
for the writing task.

• Allow Ss some time to write their article as instructed.

• Alternatively, if time is scarce assign the activity for 
homework.

Unit 2 writing
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Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Module 1 through various 
activities

READING 

1. b

2. c

3. c

4. d

5. b

6. b

7. a

8. c

EXAMINATION PRACTICE

A.

 1. b

 2. a

 3. b

 4. b

 5. b

 6. c

 7. a

 8. a

 9. c

 10. d

 11. d

 12. a

B.

 1. b

 2. d

 3. c

 4. a

 5. b

 6. c

 7. a

 8. d

 9. b

10. b

C.

 1. c

 2. b

 3. a

 4. d

 5. a

 6. d

 7. b

 8. b

 9. a

10. c

D.

 1. your

 2. the

 3. out

 4. few

 5. off

 6. be

 7. many

 8. up

 9. with

 10. have

 11. any

 12. make

E.

1. attractions

2. impressive

3. overwhelming

4. amazing

5. impressive

6. agreement

7. thrilling

8. traditional

9. wonderful

F.

1. will do wonders

2. make up for

3. is always leaving

4. little experience

5. last time I heard from

6. made up our minds

7. the western part

8. things to turn out

LISTENING      18-31

1. c
2. b
3. c
4. a
5. b
6. c
7. a

SELF-ASSESSMENT
Aims: • to give Ss the opportunity to check their

 progress 
• to encourage learner autonomy

• Draw Ss’ attention to the points and get Ss to read them.

• Explain any unknown words.

• Get Ss to tick the points they feel confident about. For the 
points they are unsure of, they should refer back to the 
relevant sections in the module. 

The teacher’s notes for Task 1 can be found on p.  76

The teacher's notes for IELTS Practice can be found on 
p. 79.

 Module 1 round-up Units (1-2)
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Aims: • to introduce the topic of the module and activate
 Ss’ background knowledge
• to present the learning objectives of the module 

• Ask Ss to look at the title of the module and the picture.

• Ask Ss to tell you what the module is about.

• Elicit answers.

• Ask Ss the questions in the Discuss section and elicit 
answers.

Suggested answers

• Do you prefer reading crime stories or adventure stories? 
Why?
In general, I prefer reading crime stories. I really like 
the sense of mystery and trying to figure out who 
committed the crime.

• Do you like action? Why / Why not? 
Of course. If there isn’t much going on, I get very bored 
and especially in a book, I probably wouldn’t want to 
finish it.

• Who are your favourite characters in books related to 
crime and adventure? 
I really like both Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot, 
but I’d say that Hercule Poirot is my favourite because 
of his simple style in solving the crimes and how he 
observes the people involved. 

• Read out the topics listed in the Flick through the module 
and find... section. Explain any unknown words.

• Ask Ss to flick through the pages of the module and find 
where these topics are discussed.

• a short text about an exciting holiday 
in Canada: p. 45

• a funny story at the beach: p. 50

• an extract from a novel set in Africa: pp. 42-43

• a short text about a famous fraud artist: p.39

• short texts about stupid crimes: pp.32-33

• Read out the topics listed in the In this module you will... 
section. Explain any unknown words. 

2 Beyond limits
unit 3 Crime and punishment unit 4 Adventure
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  Vocabulary

Phrasal verbs

break into     deal with     go through with     hold up     
make off     pick out  

Words/phrases related to crime and punishment

blackmail     commit     confess     crime     criminal     
forgery     fraud     hacking     jail     kidnapping      loot    
murder     press charges     punish     suspect     theft     
victim     villain       weapon  

Other words and phrases

account     amusing     attempt     cash register     
conclude     convenience store     curled up     demand     
deserted     desire     desperate     disaster     disguise      
financial     force     hose     identification     incident     
inexplicable     lead     misunderstand     motor home     
nonetheless     off-duty     pretend     property     reduce     
rush into     seize     sewage     spontaneously     stupidity      
suspect     tank     target     terrified     theft     
tight security     till     wave     withdraw     would-be

1. PRE-READING 
Aim: to introduce the topic of the reading activity

• Draw Ss’ attention to the picture and ask them to guess 
what it is about. 

• Discuss the question in class.

Suggested answers

• I think theft is quite common, with murder and 
kidnapping being considerably less common. In my 
opinion, murder and kidnapping are much worse than 
the other crimes listed.

2. READING FOR GIST
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main ideas of 

the texts

• Ask Ss to read through the texts quickly and do the 
activity. 

• Tell Ss not to pay attention to any unknown words they 
might have at this stage. 

• Check the answer with the class.

b

3. SCANNING FOR SPECIFIC

INFORMATION 
Aim: to give Ss practice for scanning for specific 

information 

• Ask Ss to read through the questions and then find the 
part of the texts which best answers the question. 

• Tell Ss that they do not need to understand everything in 
the texts in order to do the activity.

• Ask Ss to underline the part of the text that answers each 
question.

• Have Ss do the activity and check answers.

 1. B (‘The police later found a very ill man curled up
  next to the motor home near spilt sewage.’)

 2. E (‘…leaving his wallet on the counter with all his
  identification.’)

 3. E (‘Suddenly, he was overcome by a strange desire to
  rob the place. Without thinking about it, he
  demanded all the cash from the grocery till.’)

 4. A (‘If everything went well, they would move on to
  bigger businesses like supermarkets and why not even
  banks.’)

 5. B (‘The owner of the motor home didn’t press
  charges, because, as he said, he hadn’t laughed so hard 
  before in his life.’)

 6. D (‘…told him to stand there for identification. The
  thief pointed to the woman and told a policeman:
  Yes, Officer, that’s her. That’s the lady I stole the
  handbag from.’)

 7. C ( ‘Luckily, he remembered to tell the police that he
  had left his mobile phone in the car.’)

 8. A (‘Unfortunately, when his nervous partner moved,
  the first robber immediately shot him.’)

 9. D (‘The thief pointed to the woman and told a
  policeman: ‘Yes, Officer, that’s her. That’s the lady I
  stole the handbag from.’)

 10. C (‘…he pretended that he wanted to buy the car.
  They arranged to meet, and the thief was immediately 
  arrested.’)

 11. F (‘…he withdrew money – from his own account.’)

 12. A (‘…they concluded that their best bet would be to
  hold up an electronics store as the security there
  would not be too tight.’)

 13. F (‘…who kidnapped a motorist by pretending to have
  a gun.’)

 14. D ( ‘The incident was witnessed by an employee who
  quickly called the police and gave them a description.’)

 15. F (‘…the man continued to behave as before, out of 
  habit.’)

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as: 

Unit 3 reading

Why did the robber in Michigan shoot his partner? He shot 
him because he was so nervous that he didn’t realise that it 
was his partner who moved and not someone else.

What did the young man in Seattle want to steal and what 
did he take? He wanted to steal petrol, but he took sewage by 
mistake.

How did the detective catch the car thief in Plymouth, 
England? He called the owner’s mobile phone and said he 
wanted to buy the car. 

Why did the police take the suspect back to the store? They 
took him back so that he could be identified by the woman. 

What made the man suddenly decide to rob the shop? He 
saw that there were no other customers in the shop and he 
suddenly had a strange desire to rob it.

What made the man in Illinois continue to behave as before 
rather than deal with the new situation? Stress.
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4. GUESSING THE MEANING OF 

UNKNOWN WORDS
A.

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 
context  

• Draw Ss' attention to the words provided.

• Explain to Ss that they should find these words in the texts 
and guess their meaning from the context. 

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. d

2. e

3. g

4. h

5. b

6. a

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 
context

• Draw Ss' attention to the phrasal verbs provided.

• Explain to Ss that they should find the phrasal verbs 
highlighted in the texts and guess their meaning from the 
context. 

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. e

2. c

3. d

4. a

5. b

5. POST-READING 
Aims: • to help Ss to expand on the topic of the reading

 activity by drawing on their own experience

 • to enable Ss to create their own funny crime story

• Draw Ss' attention to the openers provided.

• Explain to Ss that they should use one of the openers 
provided to begin their funny crime story.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers

A thief attempted to break into what he thought was a 
deserted car; however, what he didn’t know was that the 
owner of the car was just taking a nap in the back seat. 
The thief got into the car, managed to start it and was 
driving to his house to hide the car, when he decided he 
wanted to do some shopping. He parked the car outside a 
supermarket and went in to do his shopping. Meanwhile, 
the owner of the car, who had been fast asleep in the 
back seat, woke up to find himself far from where he had 
originally parked. 

After a few minutes, he put two and two together and 
guessed what had happened. He took out his mobile 
phone and, notified the police, who came immediately, 
and when the thief came out of the supermarket with his 
groceries, he was arrested.

Unit 3 reading
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accuse     apparent     ban     blame     break the law     
burglar     burglary     burgle     cane     charge     convict     
fine     forbid     hijack     hijacker     hostage     in progress     
jury     kidnap     kidnapper     mug     murderer     plead 
guilty     prevent     rob     robber     robbery     sentence     
serve time     shoplift     shoplifter     shoplifting     steal     
surrender     surround             take to court     thief     
verdict

Vocabulary

Functions

Distinguishing between easily confused words
Expressing past habits, permanent states, and repeated 
actions in the past
Expressing annoying past habits
Narrating and sequencing past events and situations

Structures

Past Simple – Past Progressive

VOCABULARY

1. WORDS RELATED TO CRIME
A.

Aim: to give Ss practice in forming the derivatives of 
words related to crime

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

ERB CRIME CRIMINAL

rob robbery robber

- theft thief

kidnap kidnapping kidnapper

shoplift shoplifting shoplifter

burgle burglary burglar

murder murder murderer

hijack hijack/hijacking hijacker

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice using words related to crime in 
context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. theft

2. kidnap

3. robbery

4. shoplifting

5. hijackings/hijacks

6. murderer

2. COLLOCATIONS
A.

Aim: to raise Ss’ awareness of collocations related to crime 
and punishment

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 
1. e

2. f

3. d

4. g

5. a

6. c

7. b

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in using collocations related to 
crime and punishment

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. pay a fine

2. committed ... crime

3. reach a verdict

4. breaking the law

5. take … to court

3. WORDS EASILY CONFUSED
Aims: • to give Ss practice in using topic vocabulary in 

 context 

 • to give Ss practice in using words that can be
  easily confused

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the sentences.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. rob

 2. mug

 3. stole

 4. burgled

 5. banned

 6. avoid

 7. forbid

 8. prevent

 9. victim

 10. hostages

 11. witnesses

 12. blamed

 13. accused

 14. sentenced

 15. charge

 16. convicted

Unit 3 vocabulary & grammar
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rob: to illegally take property or money from a person or 
place, often using violence

mug: to attack sb in a public place and take their money 
or property

steal: to take sth from sb else without asking or illegally 
and having the intention of keeping it

burgle: to illegally enter a building with the intention of 
committing a crime, especially theft

ban: to officially or legally not allow sth or sb to do sth

avoid: to keep away from sb/sth or to prevent sth bad 
from happening

forbid: to not allow sth or to demand that sb not do sth

prevent: to keep sth from happening or sb from doing sth

victim: a person who has been harmed, injured or killed 
because of a crime or an unpleasant event

hostage: sb who is taken prisoner by sb who demands 
certain things before the person who has been captured 
is released

witness: a person who sees sth such as a crime or accident 
happen

blame: to think or say that sb has done sth wrong or is 
responsible for sth bad which has happened

accuse: to declare that sb has done sth wrong or illegal

sentence: to officially declare the punishment given to an 
offender by a court of law

charge: to formally state that sb is believed to be guilty of 
committing a crime or of wrongdoing

convict: to officially decide in a court of law that sb is 
guilty of a crime

GRAMMAR

1. PAST SIMPLE / PAST PROGRESSIVE
A. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the Past Simple and the Past 
Progressive

• Ask Ss to read through the sentences and focus on the 
verbs in bold.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

• In which of the two sentences did the actions happen 
one after the other? Which tense is used? second sentence, 
Past Simple

• In which of the two sentences did one of the actions 
interrupt the other? Which tenses are used? first sentence, 
Past Simple and Past Progressive

B.

Aim: to help Ss revise the uses of the Past Simple and the 
Past Progressive

• Have Ss read the rules about the uses of the Past Simple 
and the Past Progressive and the sentences 1-9 and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

The Past Simple is used for:

• completed actions that took place at a definite time in 
the past - 6

• completed actions that happened one after the other in 
the past - 7

• past habits or repeated actions in the past - 2

• permanent situations in the past - 3

• an action in the past that interrupted a ‘longer’ action in 
progress - 8

The Past Progressive is used for:

• an action that was in progress at a definite time in the 
past - 1

• an action in progress in the past that was interrupted by 
another action - 8

• actions happening at the same time in the past - 9

• setting the scene when narrating - 4

• repeated past actions or annoying past habits 
(with always, constantly and continually) - 5

C. 

Aim: to help Ss revise used to and would to replace the Past 
Simple

• Draw Ss’ attention to the NOTE and explain it.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

2

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 91).

2. PRACTICE
Aim: to give Ss practice in using the Past Simple and the 

Past Progressive in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers in class. 

 1. was

 2. were wearing

 3. ran

 4. pulled

 5. asked

 6. thought

 7. were playing

 8. offered

 9. got

 10. fired

 11. became

 12. gave

 13. fired

 14. went off

 15. arrived

 16. were leaving

 17. noticed

 18. had

Unit 3 vocabulary & grammar
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  Vocabulary

enforce     illegal     impossible     pile-up     ridiculous     
transport           

1. PRE-LISTENING
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the listening activity

• to activate Ss’ background knowledge

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Why do laws exist? 
Laws exist to protect people from being harmed by 
others and to discourage people from harming others.

• Can you think of any laws that are too extreme, strange or 
ridiculous to be enforced? 
I read somewhere that in Britain it is against the law to 
die in the Houses of Parliament. I think that is a very 
funny law. If somebody had a heart attack and died in 
the Houses of Parliament, how would the authorities be 
able to enforce the law?

2. LISTENING FOR SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION       34-35

• For the listening transcript go to page 88.

Aim: to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
information and answering multiple-choice 
questions (FCE format, Part 4)

• Explain to Ss that they will hear a radio interview with 
Alan Stapleton, a legal expert who will talk about strange 
or stupid laws throughout the world. 

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Play the CD and have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. c

 2. b

 3. c

 4. b

 5. c

Unit 3 listening
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careless     efficient     endless     harmful     helpless     
illogical     impossible     incredible     inefficient     
irresponsible     logical     possible     responsible     
slightly     unable     unlikely     unusual     

Vocabulary

Functions

Comparing and contrasting people and situations

Structures

Comparisons

VOCABULARY

PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES
A. 

Aim: to raise Ss’ awareness of the use of prefixes and 
suffixes

• Write on the board the words helpless and helpful. 

• Ask Ss to tell you the meaning of these two words and 
provide examples.

• Elicit the answer that the two words have a different suffix, 
therefore a different meaning.

• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. b

 2. a

 3. b

 4. b

 5. a

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using prefixes and suffixes 
through a word building activity

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. unable

 2. impossible

 3. successful

 4. irresponsible

 5. illogical

 6. careless

 7. inefficient

 8. helpless

GRAMMAR

COMPARISONS
A. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the use of comparisons

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. a     2. b     3. a

B. 

Aim: to raise Ss’ awareness of how comparatives can be 
graded

• Ask Ss to read through the sentences and notice the words 
in bold.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. big difference between the laws, far more

 2. not much difference between the laws, slightly

C. 

Aim: to present the use of the structures Comparative 
Form + and + Comparative Form and the + 
Comparative Form, the + Comparative Form

• Have Ss read the rules about the uses of the structures 
Comparative Form+and+Comparative Form and 
the+Comparative Form, the+Comparative Form and the 
sentences 1-2 and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. a     2. b

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (pp. 91, 92).

D. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using comparisons through a 
transformation activity

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. was not as difficult as I expected

 2. worse and worse, so I took an aspirin

 3. slightly warmer than it was yesterday

 4. the best meal I’ve ever had

 5. popcorn Kevin ate, the thirstier he got

 6. the best I could do

Unit 3 vocabulary & grammar
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benefit     community     community service     effective     
freedom     inmate     minor     pickpocket     poverty     
prevention     reform     tempting     violate     violent

Vocabulary

Functions

Comparing situations 
Expressing opinion

1. WARM-UP
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the speaking activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the questions. 

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class. 

Suggested answers

• What kinds of crimes are common where you live? 
Traffic violations are quite common, where I live.

• For certain minor crimes, people can be sentenced to do 
community service rather than serve time in prison. What 
do you think community service is?
Community service is unpaid work that criminals 
sometimes do as a punishment instead of being sent to 
prison.

2. FOCUS ON PICTURES
Aims: • to give Ss practice in comparing photographs

• to provide vocabulary and practice in comparing
 (FCE format, Part 2)
• to elaborate and expand on the topic of the 
 speaking activity

• Divide Ss into pairs (SA and SB).

• Ask Ss to look at the photographs and consider the place 
and the situation (A1: man trying to break into a house A2: 
man about to steal sb’s wallet. B1: man holding a stop sign 
outdoors B2: a prison cell with a bed and sink).

• Have Ss go through the words and expressions in the boxes 
and explain any new vocabulary.

• For part A, tell Ss that SA should compare and contrast, 
while SB should answer the question concerning which 
crime is worse - both should use the words and expressions 
in the boxes. 

• For part B, tell Ss that SB should compare and contrast, 
whereas SA should answer the question concerning the 
harder form of punishment - both should use the words 
and expressions in the boxes. 

Suggested answers
A
• SA: Picture A1 shows a burglar breaking into a house, 

whereas picture A2 shows a pickpocket stealing a wallet. 
In my opinion, it is easier to prevent a burglary.
Always lock the door before you leave and make sure 
that all the windows are closed. Putting in a burglar 
alarm would give you added security, too. On the other 
hand, preventing a pickpocket is not easy, as it can 
happen to anyone; yet there are some dos and don’ts

 that can help. Firstly, always be careful when you are in 
a crowded place. Secondly, don’t have your wallet in a 
place where it can be seen by other people.

• SB: I think a burglary would be worse, because it might 
involve violence. I would be terrified if a stranger broke 
into my house especially because I would be in danger. 
Usually people are not aware of pickpockets until it’s 
too late. However, it is still upsetting because something 
valuable is stolen.

B
• SB: I think a burglary would be worse, because it might 

involve violence. I would be terrified if a stranger broke 
into my house especially because I would be in danger. 
Usually people are not aware of pickpockets until it’s 
too late. However, it is still upsetting because something 
valuable is stolen.

• SB: In picture B1 we see a person doing community 
service because he has violated a law, probably a minor 
one such as driving through a red light. In picture B2 
we see a prison cell, which is the conventional form of 
punishment, especially for serious crimes. In my opinion, 
community service is right for first-time offenders 
because it gives them the opportunity to reform. 
However, I strongly believe that violent criminals who are 
a danger to society should be sent to prison.

• SA: In my opinion, the most difficult punishment 
to endure is imprisonment, as you have to live in a 
confined place, away from your family and friends. 
Also, former prisoners face difficulty finding a job.

3. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to express their opinion 

using topic vocabulary and useful expressions 

• Have Ss go through the words/expressions in the box and 
explain any unknown words. 

• Discuss the questions in class.

Unit 3 speaking

Suggested answers

• What do you think leads people to commit crimes like 
shoplifting or pickpocketing?
People who commit these crimes might believe that they 
are easy to get away with. They irresponsibly overlook 
the moral issues of right and wrong and don’t think of 
the consequences if they get caught.

• Is it better to punish or try to reform a criminal?
There needs to be a balance between the two. 
Punishment shows the criminal that he will suffer and 
sets an example for others. Counselling offers better 
chances of long-term benefit for the community. It 
depends on the crime and the age of the offender.

• In your opinion, what are the advantages of having 
somebody who committed a crime do community service?
The community benefits from it (e.g. painting a hospital 
or doing the shopping for an old person as a form of 
punishment). By violating the law, a criminal is aiming 
at personal gain. Community service means reversing 
the process: they have to offer something to others 
without benefit.
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  Vocabulary

cheat out of     eventually     former     handle     legal

A. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Unit 3

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. b

2. c

3. c

4. d

5. a

6. d

7. c

8. a

B. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Unit 3

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. able

 2. in

 3. was

 4. had

 5. as

 6. was

 7. most

 8. pilot

 9. could

10. than

11. would

12. life

Unit 3 examination practice
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acquire     affect     all in all     although     apart from     
arise     arson     as a result     attack     authorities     
aware     belief     besides     clash     combine forces     
concerned     consequently     create     damage     
disturbing     due to    especially     expert     extensive     
f lammable     for instance     furthermore     globe     
hooliganism     however   in conclusion
in favour of     in response to     in spite of     in this case     
individual     issue      moreover     on the whole
out of order     owing to     particularly     patrol     
point of view      predict     resident     respect     result      
rise      rival     set a fire     severely     smash    such as     
take into account     therefore     to sum up      vandalise     
vandalism     

Vocabulary

Functions

Expressing your opinion

Expressing and sequencing arguments

Expressing cause and reason

Expressing result and consequence

Expressing contrast

WRITING: A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

1. DISCUSS
Aims: • to activate Ss’ background knowledge

• to prepare Ss for the writing task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• What examples of vandalism can you think of?
One act of vandalism that I have heard about is when 
diving platforms in Jeddah were destroyed. I’ve also 
heard of football fans in many countries who commit
acts of vandalism during games; they destroy stadiums 
and surrounding shops.

• What do you think causes vandalism?
People who commit acts of vandalism have a lack of 
respect for public property and for other citizens in 
general. This might be due to the fact that their families,
their schools and the communities where they live have 
not done enough to give them the right values of good 
citizenship and to instil a sense of responsibility in them.

2. FOCUS ON CONTENT
Aim: to familiarise Ss with letters to the editor expressing 

an opinion

• Ask Ss to read the rubric, the article and the letter to the 
editor.

• Ask Ss the question in the rubric and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answer

In general, I agree with the writer that children should be 
taught at home and in school that these facilities exist for 
everyone’s benefit and that measures should be taken to 
prevent vandalism. However, I believe it would be better 
to have the offender repair what he/she has damaged and 
to do community service so that he/she can get a better 
appreciation for his/her community.

3. FOCUS ON STYLE
Aim: to help Ss recognise formal expressions used in a 

letter to the editor

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. concerned

2. resident

3. in response

4. it must be said

5. property

6. exist

7. for the benefit of

8. take specific measures

9. must be aware

4. FOCUS ON TEXT COHESION AND 

COHERENCE
A.

Aim: to help Ss identify linking words and phrases which 
improve cohesion and coherence

• Have Ss read the letter to the editor again and do the 
activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. To begin with, Moreover, Apart from this

2. I think that, The way I see it, I believe, In my opinion

3. Although

4. because

5. such as

6. In conclusion

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using linking words and 
phrases in context

• Have Ss read through the table of linking words and 
phrases.

• Ask Ss to read through the text and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. To begin with

 2. such as

 3. due to

 4. Take for instance

 5. In fact

 6. Consequently

 7. in spite of

 8. Taking everything 
into account

5. BRAINSTORMING
Aim: to give Ss practice in brainstorming when planning a 

letter

• Divide Ss into pairs or groups and tell them that they 
should discuss the questions. 

• Set a specific time frame for the completion of the task so 
that Ss learn to work within time restrictions.

Unit 3 writing
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Suggested answers

• What do you think causes the violent behaviour of fans at 
football matches? 
I think that people who behave that way often identify 
strongly with their team, so when they think something 
is unfair, like a bad call by the referee, they think 
it is unfair to them personally. Also, the increased 
stress many people experience today causes them to 
react emotionally and even violently when they are 
disappointed by something.

• What kind of problems does it create? 
The most important result of this behaviour is that 
an event that should be fun and encourage good 
sportsmanship turns into something very negative. 
Many people don’t go to watch their favourite team play 
because they are afraid of what might happen. 

• What do you think can be done about it? 
I believe that the police must make sure that the 
stadium is safe for the fans. When they see someone 
or a group of people who are beginning to become 
disruptive, they need to do something about it. 

6. OUTLINE
Aim: to provide Ss with a concise plan for writing a letter 

to the editor

• Have Ss read through the outline and make sure they 
understand what each paragraph should include when 
writing a letter to the editor.

7. WRITING TASK
Aim: to give Ss practice in writing letters to the editor 

expressing an opinion

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Tell Ss that they should write a letter to the editor. Refer 
Ss to the letter to the editor on p. 40 as well as Appendix I 
for the layout and set phrases they can use when writing a 
letter to the editor.

• Ask Ss to go to the Workbook p. 30 and complete the 
writing plan before they start writing the task.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the page provided in the Workbook 
for the writing task.

• Allow Ss some time to write their letter to the editor as 
instructed.

• Alternatively, if time is scarce assign the activity for 
homework.

Unit 3 writing
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Unit 4 reading

  Vocabulary

Expressions

Come to a halt     toss and turn

Words/phrases

Adjust     barely     be set     chest     consist     courage     
dazzling     delighted     elude     emotion     enormous     
exclaim      exhausted     fate     frantically     gloomy     
glory     glow     ground    guard     hike     in awe     
inspect     legend     legendary     lever     march     mine     
overflow     passageway     physical     possess     proceed     
quality     quest     reluctantly     seek     set out     spear     
terrain     terrify     thud     trapped     treasure    tunnel     
tusk     undertake     volunteer     warning     willing     
winding

1. PRE-READING 
Aims:  • to introduce the topic of the reading activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• What’s your favourite adventure story?
My favourite adventure story is the Epic of Gilgamesh. 
It’s the story of the mythological Sumerian hero-king 
Gilgamesh and his friend Enkidu; together they have 
many exciting and dangerous adventures.

• What qualities do you think an adventurer should possess? 
In your opinion, is courage more important than physical 
strength? 
I think an adventurer should be curious, brave and have 
the quality of perseverance. I do think that courage 
is more important than physical strength because no 
matter how strong you are, if you are not courageous, 
you probably won’t embark on an adventure.

2. READING FOR GIST
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main ideas of 

the text

• Ask Ss to read through the text quickly and do the activity. 
Tell Ss not to pay attention to any unknown words they 
might have at this stage. 

• Check the answer with the class.

b

3. RECONSTRUCTING A GAPPED TEXT
Aims: • to give Ss practice in completing a text with

 missing sentences 
• to raise Ss  awareness of issues of cohesion and
 coherence (FCE format, Part 2)

• Read out and explain the tip.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. D (This sentence explains why he can’t sleep. 
It is also connected with the following sentence 
showing that the writer is excited by the idea of the 
fame and glory they may gain.)

2. F (This sentence follows the previous sentence which 
talks about Sir Henry’s brother who was lost and now 
the writer questions if that same thing might happen 
to them.)

3. B (This sentence refers to the stone statues and that 
they were outside a cave as though guarding it.)

4. G (This sentence directly follows the previous sentence 
showing that after exploring the cave, Gagool warns 
them of what he has seen.)

5.  (This sentence describes the skeleton which they 
saw.)

6. A (This sentence explains what happened when Gagool 
pulled down the lever.)

7. E (This sentence describes what they did when they 
saw the chests.)

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as: 

When and where is the story King Solomon s Mines’ set? It 
is set in Africa during the 1800s.

Who is George Curtis? He is Sir Henry Curtis’ brother who 
disappeard when he was trying to find King Solomon’s 
diamond mines.

Who is Gagool? He is the person who volunteered to be 
their guide. 

How long did it take the group to find Solomon’s Road? 
Three days

Why couldn’t Allan uatermain sleep when they found the 
road? He was excited about having found the mine and 
was thinking about how wealthy and famous he would 
become.

Why did Gagool grab Allan’s arm when he began running 
towards the cave? He grabbed his arm because he knew 
the mines were very dangerous.

Where did they finally stop after walking down the 
passageway? They stopped in front of a doorway which 
led to the Place of Death.

What is the Guardian of the Treasure? It is a huge white 
skeleton guarding King Solomon’s treasure.

Why didn’t the group notice the cave door close? They were 
so happy about finding the treasure. 
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4. GUESSING THE MEANING 

OF UNKNOWN WORDS
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 

context

• Draw Ss' attention to the words provided.

• Explain to Ss that they should find the words in the text 
and guess their meaning from the context. 

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. b

2. a

3. c

4. a

5. c

6. a

7. c

8. b

5. POST-READING 
Aim: to help Ss expand on the topic of the reading activity 

by drawing on their own experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• What do you think will happen next in the story? 
I think that Quatermain, Sir Henry Curtis and Gagool 
will be trapped in the chamber and will start trying to 
find a way out. They will manage to find one, but it will 
be very dangerous and maybe on the way out, someone 
will die. 

• If you were to undertake a journey through the African 
wilderness, what sort of difficulties do you think you 
would encounter? 
I suppose I would encounter many difficulties such as 
wild animals, poisonous insects, difficulties travelling 
through the jungle, unfriendly tribes, maybe lack of 
food and shelter, etc. 

• Why do you think the search for hidden treasure is a 
popular theme in many books? 
Because a hidden treasure always excites our 
imagination and the search is usually adventurous and a 
lot of suspense is involved.

Unit 4 reading
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Unit 4 vocabulary & grammar

  

Vocabulary

Functions

Sequencing past situations and events
Expressing past intentions and expectations
Expressing past intentions that were not realised

Structures

Past Perfect Simple – Past Perfect Progressive
Would – was/were going to

awful     delicious     disgusting     essential     furious     
overdo     overeat     overestimate     overhear     overlook     
oversleep     overtake     overturn     take a test
take advantage     take advice     take care of     
take for granted     take measures     take notice
take pride     take responsibility     take time     tiny

VOCABULARY

1. EXPRESSIONS WITH ‘TAKE’
A.

Aim: to introduce expressions with take

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

Suggested answers

take charge: to have the control

take an interest: to become interested

take a chance: to try despite not knowing 
what may happen

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the meaning of 
expressions with the verb take

• Ask Ss to read through the sentences 1-10 and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. test

 2. time

 3. responsibility

 4. advice

 5. care

 6. measures

 7. pride

 8. granted

 9. notice

10. advantage

2. 'STRONG' ADJECTIVES
A. 

Aim: to introduce strong’ adjectives

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

exhausted: very tired

delighted: very pleased

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the meaning of 
strong  adjectives in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. very/extremely angry

 2. very/extremely big

 3. very/extremely silly

 4. very/extremely important

 5. very/extremely small

 6. very/extremely tasty

 7. very/extremely unpleasant

 8. very/extremely bad

 9. very/extremely interesting

10. very/extremely scared

3. VERBS STARTING WITH ‘OVER’
A. 

Aim: to introduce verbs starting with the prefix over

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

overflowed: too full

overcome: affected

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the meaning of 
verbs starting with the prefix over  in context

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. e

 2. f

 3. c

 4. a

 5. d

 6. b
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GRAMMAR

1. PAST PERFECT SIMPLE / 

PAST PERFECT PROGRESSIVE
Aim: to help Ss revise the use of the Past Perfect Simple 

and the Past Perfect Progressive

• Have Ss read the rules about the uses of the Past Perfect 
Simple and the Past Perfect Progressive and the sentences 
and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

The Past Perfect Simple is used:

• for an action which was completed before a specific 
point of time in the past- 2

• for an action which was completed before another 
action in the past. (The second action is in the Past 
Simple.)- 4

The Past Perfect Progressive is used:

• to emphasise the duration of an action which had been 
going on up to a point of time in the past- 3

• for an action whose duration caused visible results at a 
later time in the past- 1

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 92).

2. WOULD – WAS/WERE GOING TO
Aim: to help Ss revise the use of would  was/were going to 

when referring to the past

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answer with the class. 

b

• Refer Ss to Grammar Reference (p. 92)

3. PRACTICE
Aim: to give Ss practice in using the Past Simple, Past 

Progressive, the Past Perfect Simple, the Past Perfect 
Progressive or would  base form of verb) in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. had

 2. was/would be

 3. had agreed

 4. would all go

 5. had studied / had
been studying

 6. wanted

 7. had opened

 8. recommended

 9. sounded

 10. f lew

 11. travelled

 12. told

 13. had been 
snowing

 14. would continue

 15. spent

 16. kept

 17. was

 18. saw

 19. were kayaking

 20. was

Unit 4 vocabulary & grammar
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Unit 4 listening

  Vocabulary

bike stand     campground (AmE)     display
free of charge     motel     shade      

1. PRE-LISTENING
Aims: • to activate Ss’ background knowledge 

• to prepare Ss for the listening task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Do you like motorcycles? Why / Why not? 
- I love motorcycles because riding them gives you a 
sense of freedom that you don’t have in a car. Also they 
are more convenient in traffic and easier to park than 
cars.
- I don’t particularly like motorcycles because when 
you ride them you are exposed to the elements: rain, 
heat, cold, etc. Moreover, riding a motorcycle can be 
dangerous and if you are involved in an accident, you 
could be seriously injured.

• What kind of events do you think take place at a 
motorcycle rally? 
It’s hard to guess, but I would imagine that races take 
place, maybe organised excursions or exhibitions of 
motorcycles.

2. LISTENING FOR SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION      36

• For the listening transcript go to page 89.

Aim: to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
information 

• Explain to Ss that they will hear a radio programme about 
a motorcycle rally and they have to answer the questions 
they hear after each part of the interview. 

• Ask Ss to read through questions 1- 20 and the options 
provided and check understanding.

• Play the CD and have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. c

 2. b

 3. c

 4. b

 5. a

 6. c

 7. b

 8. c

 9. b

10. b

 11. b

 12. b

 13. c

 14. a

 15. b

 16. b

 17. a

 18. b  

 19. c

 20. a
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alone     applaud     audience     competition     fan     
game     lonely     match     only     participant     race     
single     spectator     take apart     take part     
take place

Vocabulary

Functions

Distinguishing between words easily confused
Using question words to request information

Structures

Questions and question words

VOCABULARY

WORDS EASILY CONFUSED
Aims: • to give Ss practice in using topic vocabulary in

 context 
• to give Ss practice in using words that can be
 easily confused

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the sentences.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. race

 2. match

 3. competition 

 4. game

 5. audience

 6. fans

 7. spectators

 8. participants

 9. took place

 10. take part 

 11. take apart

 12. unique

 13. single

 14. alone

 15. lonely

 16. Only

race: a contest in which runners, horses, vehicles, etc. try 
to be the fastest and to finish first

match: a sports contest in which people or teams compete 
against each other

competition: a situation or event in which sb is trying to 
get sth (such as a prize or higher level of success) that sb 
else is also trying to get

game: a competitive activity, contest or sport which is 
played according to rules

audience: a group of people who gather together to watch 
an event or listen to a talk

fan: a person who has great interest or enthusiasm for an 
activity, person, team, etc.

spectator: a person who goes to watch sth

participant: a person who is involved in a particular 
activity or event

take place: happen

take part: to participate in an activity with other people

take apart: to separate sth into smaller pieces

unique: one of a kind; different from all others

single: not married; only one

alone: not being with anyone else

lonely: unhappy because you don’t have friends or family

only: excluding other people or things

GRAMMAR

QUESTIONS AND QUESTION WORDS
A.

Aim: to help Ss revise questions and question words

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. c

2. b

3. d

4. a
• In which of the questions above do the question words 

ask about the subject of the verb? 1, 4

• In which of the questions above do the question words 
ask about the object of the verb? 2, 3

B.

Aim: to help Ss differentiate between the use of what and 
which

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answer with the class.

What indicates unlimited choice, while which
indicates limited choice.

C. 

Aim: to help Ss differentiate between direct objects and 
indirect objects

• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. b     2. a

• Refer Ss to Grammar Reference (p. 92).

D. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using questions and question 
words 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 
1. f

2. a

3. c

4. d

5. e

6. g

7. h

8. b
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Unit 4 speaking

             

adventurous     chop     direction     endurance     handy     
optimism     patience     survive  

Vocabulary

Functions

Making speculations
Expressing opinion and reaching a decision

1. WARM-UP
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the speaking activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Are you an adventurous person? What makes you think so? 
- Well, I’d say that I am an adventurous person 
because I love stories of adventure; whenever I have the 
opportunity to do something I haven’t done before, or 
go somewhere I have never been before, I never turn it 
down. Also, I’m not afraid of the unexpected.
- I don’t think I am very adventurous. I like to have a 
sense of security and a certain degree of predictability in 
my life. In addition, I don’t enjoy having to do without 
comforts. 

• How would you feel if you had to spend two months on a 
desert island by yourself? 
Well, it would depend on the circumstances, for example 
whether I had supplies with me or not. However, 
I’d probably feel lonely and initially frightened, but 
motivated to face the challenge.

2. SPECULATING AND 

MAKING A DECISION
Aims: • to give Ss practice in speculating on a topic and

 making a decision
• to provide vocabulary relating to speculation 

• Divide Ss into pairs.

• Ask Ss to look at the photographs and make sure they can 
identify each object. 

• Have Ss go through the words and expressions in the boxes 
and explain any new vocabulary.

• Ask Ss to imagine that they are taking part in a 
competition and that they have to spend two months on a 
desert island. 

• Tell Ss to take turns in order to say how useful these items 
can be on the island and finally decide which two items are 
the most important.

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

Suggested answers
• SA: First of all, I don’t think that a sleeping bag or a 

tent would be very useful. They would make it more 
comfortable on the island, sure, but they wouldn’t 
exactly help us survive, would they? Besides, we can 
make a shelter out of branches and leaves, or maybe stay 
in a cave if we find one.

• SB: Good idea. I don’t think matches and a compass 
would be very handy, either. If we’re on an island, do 
we really need a compass? How lost could we get? It’s 
not like there are many directions to go in. I definitely 
don’t think we need matches, because all we have to do 
is strike two rocks against each other, or rub some dry 
sticks together, and we can start a fire that way.

• SA: That’s great. Now, I can’t decide between the axe 
and the water purification tablets. If we find fresh water 
on the island, we wouldn’t need the tablets, but if the 
water isn’t clean, we’re going to need them. I think the 
tablets are very important for our survival.

• SB: You’re right. Besides, we don’t really need an axe; we 
can work together and pull things apart with our hands. 
I don’t think we need a fishing rod either, because we 
can create a spear from a long stick, and make one end 
of it sharp with a rock. We can catch fish with that. It’s 
essential that we have a first aid kit, though. You never 
know what kind of infections we could get!

3. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to elaborate and expand 

on the topic of the speaking activity 

• Have Ss read though the words/expressions in the box and 
explain any unknown words.

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Which items that you use every day would you find 
difficult to live without? 
I definitely wouldn’t be able to survive without my 
computer! It’s how I find information / download 
ebooks / communicate with friends and family all over 
the country; it’s more convenient than using a phone. 

• What qualities should you possess to survive on a desert 
island?
In order to be able to survive on a desert island, you 
need to possess a great deal of patience and the ability 
to think logically and rationally in stressful situations. 
I also think it’s important to have physical and mental 
strength. You have to remain calm and stay optimistic 
and make the best of what you have and try to survive.

• Why do you think more and more people are in search of 
adventure nowadays? 
Humans by nature like new experiences. They like to 
test themselves in terms of strength and endurance and 
see how they will react in these extreme situations. Also, 
there is a wide choice of ‘extreme’ activities and sports 
to do. TV programmes promote a positive attitude 
towards adventurous activities.
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Unit 4 examination practice

  Vocabulary

uneventful     vague

A. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures and functions 
presented in Unit 4

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. c

 2. d

 3. a

 4. b

 5. a

 6. c

 7. c

 8. a

 9. b

10. d

B. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Unit 4

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. b

 2. a

 3. a

 4. a

 5. b

 6. a

 7. c

 8. d

 9. a

10. c

11. d

12. a
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Unit 4 writing

  

apparently     cautiously     chase     completely     
exchange     focused     giggle     impressive     initially     
luckily     meanwhile     moral     occasionally     perfectly     
release     scratch     set off     suddenly     trick     
uneventfully

Vocabulary

Functions

Narrating and sequencing past situations and events

1. DISCUSS
Aims: • to activate Ss’ background knowledge

• to prepare Ss for the writing task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Do you play tricks on your friends? Why / Why not? 
- Actually I do play a lot of tricks on my friends because 
we all have a great sense of humour and laugh a lot with 
the tricks we play on each other.
- No, I don’t because it’s not nice to put your friends in a 
difficult situation and make them feel uncomfortable or 
embarrassed. 

• What’s the best trick you’ve ever played on someone or 
someone has ever played on you? 
My brother played a good trick on me. He was away 
studying at university and the whole family was 
expecting him to come home for a few days because 
we were celebrating a special occasion. While we were 
waiting for him at the airport, he phoned me to tell me 
that he had missed his f light and would not be able to 
come after all. We were all very disappointed, especially 
my mother. We drove back home in silence and as we 
were entering the house, we saw my brother there. He 
said, ‘Surprise, I’m here after all!’ He had taken an 
earlier f light, just to play a trick on us and was waiting 
for us at home with gifts for everyone!

2. FOCUS ON TASK COMPLETION, 

STYLE AND ORGANISATION

Aim:  to help Ss identify purpose, paragraph content and 
stylistic features of a story

A.

• Ask Ss to read the rubric and the story.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. They thought that a shark was in the water.

2. Yes, he/she does. No, it isn’t.

3. The following should be underlined:

 a. He and some friends were spending a few days in 
Dammam and they had decided to go camping 
near a beautiful beach in the area. 
When everyone else realised what had happened, 
they started chasing Sami.
He had planned everything perfectly and managed 
to make their last day unforgettable.

b. He was swimming when, suddenly, he felt something 
brush against his leg.

c. ...so as soon as they woke up, they set off for the 
beach. 
Ammar decided to join in the fun so he jumped in 
the water, too.
Sami screamed and everyone ran out of the water

d. Sami had been waiting for the last day to scare 
everyone. 

4. Informal, e.g. Couldn’t, ‘Shark!’, scary, etc. 

3. FOCUS ON LANGUAGE AND STYLE
A.

Aim: to help Ss identify the stylistic features of using 
adverbs in a story

• Ask Ss to go back and read the sentences with the 
highlighted adverbs.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answer with the class. 

The use of adverbs improves the style of the story and 
makes it more vivid and exciting.

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using adverbs in context

• Ask Ss to go through the sentences and the words in the 
box and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. happily

2. Luckily

3. occasionally

4. completely

5. cautiously

6. suddenly

7. obviously

4. FOCUS ON TIME LINKERS
A. 

Aim: to help Ss distinguish between the uses of time 
linkers

• Have Ss read the words/phrases in the table and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss read the story again and do the activity.

during, as soon as, until, a few moments later, 

when
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B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using time linkers

• Ask Ss to read through the text and check understanding. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. since

2. Initially

3. Gradually

4. Meanwhile

5. Next

6. before

5. OUTLINE
Aim: to provide Ss with a concise plan for writing a story

• Have Ss read through the outline and make sure they 
understand what each paragraph should include when 
writing a story. 

6. WRITING TASK
Aim: to give Ss practice in writing a story

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Tell Ss that they should write a story. Refer Ss to the story 
on page 50, the outline on p. 51, as well as Appendix I for 
set phrases they can use when writing a story.

• Ask Ss to go to the Workbook p. 38 and complete the 
writing plan before they start writing the task.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the page provided in the Workbook 
for the writing task.

• Allow Ss some time to write their story as instructed.

• Alternatively, if time is scarce assign the activity for 
homework.

Unit 4 writing
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Module 2 round-up Units (3-4)

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Module 2 through various 
activities

READING

1. d (‘...as activities which have a high level of danger’.)

2. b (‘...standard sporting event, athletes compete against 
each other under controlled circumstances’.)

3. c (‘...there are often factors which cannot be held 
constant. Examples include snow conditions for 
snowboarders, rock and ice quality for climbers and 
wave height for surfers’.)

4. c (‘Under circumstances which cause fear, the 
hormone adrenaline is released,...’)

5. d (‘Most people that engage in extreme sports do so for 
the so-called ‘adrenaline rush.’)

6. a (‘...gives them the satisfaction of mastering 
inhospitable environments’.)

EXAMINATION PRACTICE

A.

 1. b

 2. c

 3. b

 4. d

 5. b

 6. d

 7. d

 8. b

 9. a

10. b

B.

 1. c

 2. b

 3. a

 4. b

 5. a

 6. c

 7. a

 8. d

 9. a

10. d

C.

 1. a

 2. b

 3. b

 4. c

 5. d

 6. a

 7. c

 8. b

 9. a

 10. a

 11. b

 12. a

D.

 1. (aero)plane

 2. never

 3. the

 4. what

 5. ago

 6. had

 7. did

 8. most

 9. nobody/no one

 10. took

 11. per/an

 12. did

E.

1. was not as expensive as

2. the best book I have

3. getting worse and worse

4. did Rami start/begin 
driving

5. haven’t played tennis 
for

6. as much traffic as usual

7. didn’t speak until

8. I used to ride

F.

 1. experienced

 2. investigation(s)

 3. dangerous

 4. civilisation

 5. fascinating

 6. unexpected

 7. collection

 8. interactive

 9. countless

10. imaginative

LISTENING 

A.      37-38

• For the listening transcript go to page 90.

1. f
2. a
3. d
4. c
5. e

B.      39-40

• For the listening transcript go to page 90.

 1. 28th March

 2. 5 luxury cars

 3. unlocked

 4. chewing gum
 wrappers

 5. security guard

 6. (a) lucky (day)

 7. the boot(s)

 8. the keys

 9. give up smoking

 10. the cars

SELF-ASSESSMENT
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to check their progress 

and to encourage learner autonomy

• Draw Ss’ attention to the points and get Ss to read them.

• Explain any unknown words.

• Get Ss to tick the points they feel confident about. For the 
points they are unsure of, they should refer back to the 
relevant sections in the module. 

The teacher’s notes for Task 2 can be found on p.  77

The teacher's notes for IELTS Practice can be found on 
p. 79.
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Aims: • to introduce the topic of the module and activate
 Ss’ background knowledge
• to present the learning objectives of the module 

• Ask Ss to look at the title of the module and the picture.

• Ask Ss to tell you what the module is about.

• Elicit answers.

• Ask Ss the questions in the Discuss section and elicit 
answers.

Suggested answers

• What do you think life in the future will be like fifty 
years from now? How will houses, transport and food be 
different from what they are now? 

 I believe that if we begin to take better care of the 
environment, things will definitely improve. Houses 
will be built to be more energy efficient. The same 
will be true for transport. Cars, buses and airplanes 
will be able to go long distances on very little fuel. I 
think food will be similar to what we eat today. I don’t 
think we will be eating food in the form of pills as they 
sometimes say.

• Do you think environmental problems will be worse by the 
end of the 21st century? Why/Why not? 

 I don’t think things will get worse because people are 
becoming more aware of the problems caused by global 
warming. Many countries around the world have 
promised to do more for the environment and try to 
limit global warming. 

• Read out the topics listed in the Flick through the module 
and find... section. Explain any unknown words.

• Ask Ss to flick through the pages of the module and to find 
where these topics are discussed. 

• a brochure about an interesting exhibition: p. 69

• a semi-formal e-mail: p. 66

• an article about what life in the future will be like: 
pp. 58-59

• short articles about problems in cities: pp. 76-77

• Read out the topics listed in the In this module you will... 
section. Explain any unknown words. 

3 What the future holds
unit 5 Lifestyle unit 6 The environment
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  Vocabulary

aim     alternative     aspect     assignment     
be located     benefit     cater for     colleague     
commercial     commute     cross (one’s) mind     ensure     
explosion     field of study     focus     inconvenient     
keep in mind     lecture     maintain     majority     
occupation     outcome     outskirts     pace (oneself)     
prediction     radical     residential     skyscraper     
to...extent     truly     undergo     virtual reality

1. PRE-READING 
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the reading activity

• to generate discussion based on a Ss’ experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the questions. 

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion.

Suggested answers

• What do you think cities will be like in the future?

 I think cities will be quite different. There will be many 
modern skyscrapers. I also think that there will be new 
advanced means of transport that will solve the traffic 
problems most large cities have.

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of working or 
studying at home? 

 Well, obviously one advantage of working or studying 
at home is that you don’t have to commute to work / 
school. Also, you can work or study any hours you like. 
A disadvantage is that you don’t have colleagues or 
fellow-students to discuss any problems with or even 
just to socialise with.

2. READING FOR GIST
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main ideas of 

the text

• Ask Ss to read through the text quickly and to do the 
activity. 

• Tell Ss not to pay attention to any unknown words they 
might have at this stage. 

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers

In the text, scientists predict, as I said before, that there 
will be many skyscrapers, but they will be much larger 
than even I had imagined and they will combine places to 
work with places of residence. People will live and work 
in the same building and won’t need to travel. The text 
doesn’t really mention much about how transportation 
will change, so I don’t know if they expect there to 
cars, buses or airplanes to travel further on less fuel as I 
predicted, but some believe that there could be virtual 
reality images of ourselves which we will be able to send 
off to different locations to get things done for ourselves. 
For those who chose to live on the outskirts of the city, 
they won’t have to travel to go to work. 

3. RECONSTRUCTING A GAPPED TEXT
Aims: • to give Ss practice in completing a text with

  missing sentences

 • to raise Ss’ awareness of issues of cohesion and 
 coherence (FCE format, Part 6)

• Ask Ss to read the sentences A-H and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

Suggested answers

1. H (This sentence is the natural continuation of the 
previous sentence explaining why most of us think 
about the future.)

2. B (This sentence gives us information about who 
makes up the group of scientists mentioned in the 
previous sentence.)

3. E (This acts as a topic sentence for the rest of the 
paragraph which refers to more specific information 
about what cities will be like.)

4. D (This sentence introduces the reasons why getting 
people out of city centres may not be the best solution.)

5. G (This sentence explains the advantage of living in 
the same building where you work, shop, etc.)

6. A (This sentence introduces the advantages of working 
or studying from home which are covered in the 
following sentences.)

7. F (This sentence explains how we might be able to use 
virtual reality images of ourselves mentioned in the 
previous sentence.) 

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as:

Why will cities have to undergo a radical change in the 
future? Because the populations of cities will have grown so 
much.

Why is the idea of moving people out of the city centre not a 
good idea? Because most jobs are in the city centre so people 
would have to travel long distances.

What drawback is there to people living and working 
in the same building? People would have to take a lift 
from one floor to the next, which would probably be very 
inconvenient if there are many floors.

People today sometimes work or study from home. How 
will that change in the future? In the future, the majority 
of people who don’t live in the city centre will work or study 
from home.

What qualities should a person who works or studies from 
home have? They must be responsible and be able to pace 
themselves to meet their deadlines. 

How will contact with colleagues or teachers and fellow 
students be maintained? Through videoconferencing.

What is important to keep in mind for the future? We must 
take great care to do it well.

Unit 5 reading
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4. GUESSING THE MEANING OF 

UNKNOWN WORDS
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 

context

• Draw Ss' attention to the words provided.

• Explain to Ss that they should find the words highlighted 
in the text and guess their meaning from the context. 

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. g

2. h

3. b

4. e

5. c

6. a

5. POST-READING 
Aim: to help Ss expand on the topic of the reading activity 

by drawing on their own experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Would you like to live in a residential high-rise building 
like the ones described in the text? Why / Why not? 

 Yes, I would because I think living in a place like that 
would be very convenient. I would be able to do many 
things, like shopping and working out at the gym, 
without having to waste time getting there and back. 

• How does the idea of having several virtual reality images 
of yourself sound to you? 

 To me it sounds totally bizarre. It’s very hard for me 
to even imagine what it would be like. I’m not sure I’d 
really like it.

Unit 5 reading
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Expressions with set 

set a date     set a goal     set a price     set a task    
set an example     set standards     set a trap     
set the clock 

Other words/phrases

block of f lats     exception     expectation     forecast     
habitat     neighbourhood     office block     residence     
standards     suburb     threat     zone

Vocabulary

Functions

Distinguishing between words easily confused

Expressing future plans, intentions and events

Expressing spontaneous decisions

Making predictions, promises, offers, requests, threats 
and warnings

Sequencing future plans, intentions and events

Structures

Future forms

Time clauses

VOCABULARY

1. WORDS EASILY CONFUSED 
Aims: • to give Ss practice in using topic vocabulary in 

 context 

 • to give Ss practice in using words that can be 
 easily confused

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the sentences.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. prediction

 2. forecast

 3. expectations

 4. suburbs

 5. outskirts

 6. neighbourhood

 7. zone

 8. house

 9. home

10. residence

11. habitat

12. skyscrapers

13. block of f lats

14. office block

prediction: a statement of what you believe will happen or 
might happen in the future

forecast: a statement of what you think the future will be 
like based on calculations and analysis, usually used for 
the weather or the economy

expectation: a strong feeling or belief that sth is likely to 
happen or will happen

outskirts: the area at the edge of a town or city

suburbs: a town or other area near a larger city where 
people live in houses 

neighbourhood: the area surrounding a place or sb’s 
home, or the people who live in this area

zone: an area or stretch of land different from the 
surrounding areas because of a special characteristic, 
use or purpose

house: a building in which people live

home: a place such as a house or flat in which you live 
and feel that you belong

residence: the state of staying or living in a particular 
place

habitat: the environment or place in which an animal, 
plant or organism naturally lives

skyscraper: a modern building in a city which is very tall

block of flats: a large building divided into separate flats

office block: a large building divided into offices of one 
or more companies

2. COLLOCATIONS WITH SET
A.

Aim: to introduce collocations with the verb set

• Write on the board: you will have to be very responsible 
and pace yourself to meet the deadlines that are set by the 
company you work for  Underline the expression and ask 
Ss to think about its meaning. 

• Alternatively, have Ss read out the sentence in their book 
and do the same. 

• Ask Ss to say other words that collocate with the verb set.

Suggested answers

set a record, set fire to, set free, set limits, set the alarm

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using collocations with the verb 
set

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. date

2. price

3. goal

4. clock

5. example

6. trap

7. task

8. standards

3. NOUNS + PREPOSITIONS
A. 

Aim: to raise Ss’ awareness of nouns  prepositions

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

for, to

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using nouns  prepositions in 
context

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class.

Unit 5 vocabulary & grammar
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 1. advantage

 2. comparison

 3. description

 4. exception

 5. hope

 6. increase

 7. need

 8. opinion

 9. result

 10. threat

GRAMMAR

1. FUTURE FORMS
A. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the use of the Future will

• Have Ss read the rules about the uses of the Future will and 
the sentences and check understanding. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

• spontaneous decisions - 4

• predictions about the future - 1

• promises - 3

• offers and requests - 5

• threats and warnings - 2

B. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the meanings of the Future will

• Ask Ss to read the extract and then match the phrases in 
bold with their meanings.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

...you will not have to commute... - 2

...you will be able to choose... - 3

...you will have to be... - 1

C. 

Aim: to help Ss revise other future forms

• Have Ss to read the rules about the uses of the future forms 
and the sentences and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

• Future Progressive - 5

• Future Perfect Simple - 4

• Future Perfect Progressive - 7

• Future going to - 2

• be just  about to + base form - 1

• Present Progressive - 3

• Present Simple - 6

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (pp. 92, 93).

2. TIME CLAUSES
Aim: to highlight the correct use of the Present Simple 

and the Future will in time clauses

• Have Ss read the sentence and identify the tenses of the 
verbs used in the main clause and the time clause.

• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

Main clause: Future will

Time clause: Present Simple

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 93).

3. PRACTICE
Aim: to give Ss practice in using the future forms in 

context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. A: are you going
B: will probably go

2. A: Will you move
B: will move, finish

3. A: will have been driving

4. A: will be f lying

5. A: Will you be travelling
B: I’m not leaving

6. A: will have been raining
B: will stop 

7. A: am going to run

8. A: I’ll buy
B: is about to

Unit 5 vocabulary & grammar
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• For the listening transcript go to page 91.

Aim: to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
information and in choosing the picture that 
answers the question 

• Explain to Ss that they will hear eight short conversations 
and that they have to choose the correct picture a, b or c.

• Draw Ss' attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Play the CD and have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. b

2. c

3. c

4. b

5. b

6. a

7. c

8. c

Unit 5 listening
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VOCABULARY

BRITISH AND AMERICAN ENGLISH
Aim: to help Ss differentiate between American and 

British English

• Explain to Ss that they should match the American English 
with the British equivalent.

• Have Ss do the activity. 

• Check the answers with the class. 

Text A

On the weekend  At the weekend

downtown  city centre

fries  chips

diner  cafeteria / restaurant

favorite  favourite 

programs  programmes

apartment  f lat

Text B

cell phone  mobile phone

subway  underground

• Refer Ss to Appendix II for more differences between 
British English and American English (p. 99).

GRAMMAR

MODAL VERBS I
A. 

Aim: to help students revise the uses of the modal verbs

• Ask Ss to read through the sentences 1-7.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

Ability  could

Obligation / Necessity  have to

Permission  may

Requests  will

Advice / Opinion  ought to

Prohibition  can’t

Absence of Obligation  don’t have to

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (pp. 93, 94).

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice using modal verbs in context.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. May

 2. should

 3. should

 4. don’t have to

 5. ought to

 6. Could

 7. mustn’t

 8. had to

 9. couldn’t

10. had better not

  

Vocabulary

Functions

Distinguishing between British and American English

Making requests

Expressing ability and permission

Expressing obligation, necessity, prohibition and absence 
of obligation

Giving advice and expressing opinion

Structures

Modal verbs I (can - could - may - might - must - 
need to - have to - should - ought to - had better)

British English

autumn

chemist’s

chips

city centre

flat

football

mark

maths

mobile phone

pavement

petrol station

secondary school

shopping centre

specialise

underground

university

Other word

grab

American English

fall

drugstore

fries

downtown

apartment

soccer

grade

math

cell phone

sidewalk

gas station

high school

mall

major

subway

college

realized  realised

gas station  petrol station

cell phone  mobile phone

sidewalk  pavement

drugstore  pharmacy, chemist’s

Text C

high school  secondary school

on a team  in a team

soccer  football

game  match 

grades  marks

math  maths

college  university

fall  autumn

major in  specialise

Unit 5 vocabulary & grammar
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comfort      complicated     computerised     frequent     
improve      necessity     obligation     time consuming

Vocabulary

Functions

Requesting information and reaching a decision

Giving advice

Rejecting an idea

Justifying an opinion

1. WARM-UP
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the speaking activity 

 • to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the question.

• Ask Ss to answer the question and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

 Suggested answer

• What types of public transportation exist where 
you live? How often do you use them?

 Well, where I live we have a public bus service that 
is quite efficient. Unfortunately, we don’t have an 
underground or sky train yet. I don’t use the buses very 
often because my family usually goes to different places 
by car.

2. HELP SOLVE A PROBLEM
Aim: to give Ss practice in asking for and giving 

information in order to solve a problem 

• Divide Ss into pairs (SA and SB) and refer them to either 
p. 64 or p. 87.

• Explain to SA that he/she should ask the questions 
provided in his/her section and that SB is supposed to 
answer based on the information included in his/her part. 
Then, SA should offer some advice about the problem 
either by choosing from the suggested solutions or by 
creating his/her solution, using the information he/she has 
learnt.

• If necessary, explain key words in both sections, such as 
accommodate, passenger, commute.

• Go round the class helping Ss if necessary.

• Choose a few pairs to act out the dialogue.

Suggested answers

Solution 1: car - If I were him, I would definitely buy the 
car, because he can use it to commute to work and go on 
vacation with his family (you wouldn’t be able to do this 
with the motorcycle). Also, buying a car is a good idea 
because unpredictable weather conditions, such as rain 
or extreme heat, will not affect his journey. It is also safer 
and more comfortable, especially when you want to cover 
long distances. 

Solution 2: motorcycle - The best solution would be to 
buy a motorcycle, because it’s much cheaper both to buy 
and use. A motorcycle consumes less gas than a car and is 
less harmful to the environment. In addition, it’s faster, 
even during rush hour.

3. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to elaborate and expand 

on the topic of the speaking activity 

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Why do you think many people prefer to drive to school/
work rather than use public transportation? 
Driving to work/school is far more comfortable than 
standing in a crowded bus or train. Driving is less time-
consuming and far more convenient because there is 
no need to wait at bus stops or subway stations. Public 
transportation can be unreliable or in need of repair 
work. A car gives you the freedom to go anywhere you 
want.

• In your opinion, what can be done to encourage people to 
use public transportation? 

 The following should be done to encourage people to 
use public transportation:

 improving facilities for the elderly and people with 
disabilities 

- reliable and safe night service that would appeal to 
young people 

- reducing the travel time 

- new routes within and on the outskirts of the city 

- new daily, weekly and monthly cards with special prices 
for the young, the unemployed and the elderly

• What do you think vehicles will be like in the future? 
They will probably run on alternative sources of energy 
(e.g. vegetable oil / hydrogen / methanol).

• Is it possible to have a form of transportation that is not 
harmful to the environment? 
Apart from bicycles, almost all forms of public 
transportation are harmful to the environment, as they 
release CO2 in the atmosphere. Some experimental 
cars are already using alternative sources of energy, 
so I believe that in the future there will be a form 
of transportation that won't be harmful to the 
environment.

Unit 5 speaking
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A.

Aim: to help Ss revise the vocabulary, structures and 
functions presented in Unit 5

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. had better finish this before

 2. will be f lying to Argentina

 3. he ought to report the

 4. Joe likely to stay

 5. have to be fixed

 6. you going to invite Nabil

 7. must take an eye test

 8. cannot / must not enter the stadium

B. 

Aim: to help Ss revise the vocabulary, structures and 
functions presented in Unit 5

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. of

 2. you

 3. was

 4. for

 5. to

 6. being

 7. given

 8. be

 9. in

10. out

11. at

12. into

Unit 5 examination practice
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absolutely     announcement     apart from     
campus     concerning     conscious     decorate     
definitely     entirely      extend      have a point     
in combination with     in reply to     main course     
mixture     persuade     promote     proposal     remove     
replace     specialty      starter     state     typical     
vending machine        volunteer     with regards to

Vocabulary

Functions

Making suggestions 
Expressing agreement and disagreement
Justifying an opinion

WRITING: A SEMI-FORMAL LETTER/

E-MAIL/LETTER BASED ON PROMPTS

1. DISCUSS
Aims:  • to activate Ss’ background knowledge

• to prepare Ss for the writing task

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion.

Suggested answers

• Do you think that your lifestyle is as healthy as it should 
be? Why / Why not? 
- I think I have a fairly healthy lifestyle. For example, 
I don’t eat a lot of junk food, I keep fit and I always get 
enough sleep. 

 - Unfortunately, my lifestyle is not as healthy as it 
should be. I don’t eat regularly, I tend to skip meals and 
eat a lot of fast food. I don’t have time to exercise and I 
don’t always get enough sleep. 

• What things would you change in your life if you wanted 
to have a healthier lifestyle? 
I would try to eat more healthy food, I would try to 
exercise more in order to keep fit and I would try to 
make sure I got eight hours of sleep every night.

2. FOCUS ON CONTENT
Aim: to familiarise Ss with semi-formal e-mails

• Have Ss read the rubric, the announcement and the 
semi-formal e-mail and do the activity.

• Check the answer with the class.

Yes

3. FOCUS ON STYLE AND REGISTER
A. 

Aim: to help Ss identify the style and register of a 
semi-formal e-mail/letter

• Have Ss read the semi-formal e-mail again and answer the 
question.

• Check the answers with the class. 

Greeting  Dear Mr Garland,

Language  I am writing in reply to...

   I have a few suggestions concerning

   I would also like to say that...

   In combination with

   With regards to promoting...

   I look forward to hearing...

Closing  Yours sincerely,

   David Huntington

B. 

Aim: to help Ss identify the style and register of a 
semi-formal e-mail/letter

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Greeting  Dear + first name 
Language  use of informal language 
Closing  informal signature ending (e.g. Bye for now, 
  Yours, etc.) + first name

Unit 5 writing
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Unit 5 writing

4. FOCUS ON COMMUNICATION 

FUNCTIONS
Aim: to familiarise Ss with language used to agree, 

disagree or make suggestions

• Have Ss read the phrases in the box and check 
understanding.

• Ask Ss to read through situations 1-6 and check 
understanding. 

• Explain to Ss that they need to choose an appropriate 
expression/phrase for situations 1-6.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers

1. I think it is a great idea to organise a day trip to the 
waterfalls in spring because the weather is warm, but 
not too warm and the days are longer. Also, you will 
see lots of wild flowers which start to bloom in spring.

2. I don’t think it’s a good idea to spend your summer 
holiday on a small island because there is not a lot to 
do on a small island and you may get bored. 

3. Why not consider giving them some money? Most 
couples today appreciate it because they can go and 
buy the things they need or want. I’m sure Yvonne will 
appreciate it too.

4. The way I see it is that you already know very good 
English and should try to improve that, but if you 
want to learn another language, I would recommend 
Spanish. Spanish is spoken in many countries and it is 
a beautiful language.

5. Although I agree that students should never use them 
in class, I’m afraid I don’t agree with banning mobile 
phones on the university campus, because students 
need to be able to communicate with others. Also, 
today many students have smartphones which they 
can use to get information they need for an assignment 
or project.

6. In my opinion, the best idea would be to raise their 
awareness of the benefits of recycling, like smaller 
landfills, less pollution and fewer trees being cut 
down. There should be programmes in schools to 
teach students the importance of recycling. 

5. WRITING TASK
A.

Aim: to help Ss identify the purpose of the letter

• Ask Ss to read the letter as well as the rubric and the notes.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggest two dishes, give your opinion about the arts 
and crafts area and make suggestions, give your opinion 
about photos and justify.

B.

Aim: to give Ss practice in writing a semi-formal letter 
based on prompts

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Tell Ss that they should write a semi-formal letter based on 
prompts using all the notes in activity 5A. Refer Ss to the 
semi-formal e-mail on page 66 as well as Appendix I for a 
plan and set phrases they can use when writing a 
semi-formal e-mail/letter based on prompts.

• Ask Ss to go to the Workbook p. 48 and complete the 
writing plan before they start writing the task.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the page provided in the Workbook 
for the writing task.

• Allow Ss some time to write their semi-formal letter as 
instructed.
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Unit 6 reading

  Vocabulary

access     accessible     acid rain     admission     awareness     
be subject to     boost     bubble     centre     charge     
currently     cutting-edge     disabled     donate     
dwelling     exhibition     extinction     
eye-opening     fossil fuels     futuristic     generate     
giant     global warming     globally     green     guideline     
hydroelectric power     linen     major     misleading     
note     nuclear power     operate     pavilion     platform     
ramp     renewable     separate     slippery     
solar energy     species     straw     theme     urban     
volcanic     wheelchair

1. PRE-READING 
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the reading activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss  personal
 experience

• Have Ss read through the list of environmental problems 
and the list of sources of power and check understanding. 

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• In your opinion, what are the most serious environmental 
problems we are facing? Why? 
I would say that global warming is a very serious 
environmental problem that affects people all over the 
world. The destruction of rainforests is also a serious 
problem because they produce 40% of the Earth’s 
oxygen.

• What sources of power do you think will be used in the 
future? 
I think that the use of nuclear power and solar energy 
will become more common because reserves of fossil 
fuels are running out.

2. READING FOR GIST
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the main idea of the 

text

• Ask Ss to read through the text quickly and do the activity.

• Tell Ss not to pay attention to any unknown words they 
might have at this stage.

• Check the answers with the class.

b

3. SCANNING FOR SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION
Aim: to give Ss practice in reading for specific information 

(ECCE format, Part 1)

• Ask Ss to read through the questions and the options 
provided and check understanding.

• Tell Ss that they do not need to understand everything in 
the texts in order to do the activity.

• Ask Ss to underline the part of the texts that answers each 
question.  

• Have Ss do the activity and check answers.

 1. a ( From the outside they look like normal houses, 
but if you take a closer look, you discover that these 
homes of the future are like nothing you have ever seen 
before.’)

 2. c ( Guided Tour: 5 per person with a maximum of 10 
in a group  there is a minimum charge of 25.’)

 3. d ( Sorry, no reservations in advance.’)

 4. d ( Fri to Sun 9am-8pm’)

 5. c ( College students with ID 20 nder 17 15’)

 6. b ( ...call 937-555-3015...’)

 7. d ( The tour takes 90 minutes...’)

 8. a ( Please note that as there may be water on the floor, 
which can make the floor very slippery, this area is not 
suitable for wheelchairs.’)

 9. d ( ...operate on renewable energy from a local 
geothermal source...’)

10. c ( There is a separate section on gardens and plants in 
the future’.)

11. a ( ...11am and 4pm...’)

12. b ( ...walls built with bags of earth mixed with straw 
and volcanic rock.’)

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions, such as:

What is the main idea of the exhibition? The main idea is 
that buildings should be grown and not built.

What will visitors learn about when they visit the model of a 
sea solar power station? They will discover how alternative 
sources of energy will be put to use. 

How will the houses of the future be different from the ones 
we know today? The walls will be built with bags of earth 
mixed with straw and volcanic rock.

What will green houses be able to do in the future? They will 
be able to produce all the energy a family needs from the 
sun, sea and biofuels.

Where will city space stations be built? On top of existing 
high-rise buildings.

What can create using the programs available in the space 
station? You can create your own bedroom, living room or 
rec room and then print it out and turn it into your own 
souvenir poster.

Will you be able to live on a giant platform in the sea or 
inside a giant plastic bubble under the ocean soon? No.

How will these types of dwellings get their power? Their 
power will be generated from the solar energy stored in the 
warm water of the tropical oceans. 

Why is the Sea Residence Pavilion not suitable for 
wheelchairs? Because the f loor can be very slippery.

In what ways is the Palm Olive Resort Hotel more aware of 
the environment? Everything there operates on renewable 
energy from a local geothermal source, and all the hotel 
towels and linen are made from organic cotton.

What does the hotel do with unwanted furniture? It donates 
any unwanted furniture to a local charity to be reused or 
recycled.

When is the exhibition open? It is open Friday to Sunday 
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and from Monday to Thursday from 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

Do you have to pay extra for the poster? No.
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4. GUESSING THE MEANING OF 

UNKNOWN WORDS
Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying word meaning in 

context

• Draw Ss' attention to the words provided.

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Explain to Ss that they should find these words in the texts 
and guess their meaning from the context. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. c

2. f

3. h

4. a

5. g

6. b

5. POST-READING 
Aim: to help Ss expand on the topic of the reading activity 

drawing on their own experience

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion. 

Suggested answers

• Would you like to visit the ‘Building the Future 7th 
International Exhibition’? Why / Why not? 
- I would definitely like to visit this Exhibition because 
I’m very interested in both architecture and technology. 
- Not really, because even though I know that ecological 
architecture and technological advances are important 
issues, I’m not very interested in things like that. 

• Which section of the exhibition do you find most 
interesting/unrealistic? Why? 
In my opinion, the Homes Pavilion is the most 
interesting because it is also the most realistic, as it 
shows us things that will soon be possible. I would 
say the most unrealistic section is the Sea Residence 
Pavilion because living in a giant plastic bubble under 
the ocean doesn’t sound very probable to me.

Unit 6 reading
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Unit 6 vocabulary & grammar

  

amount     atmosphere     combine     concentrate     
contribute     depend     exhaust     field     insist     invest     
involve     nature     pole     power     rebuild     recount     
recycle     relate     research     resolve     restore     retell      
reuse     revise     rewrite     specialise     supply     waste

Vocabulary

Functions

Identifying the meaning of words with more than one 
meaning

Expressing general truths and facts

Expressing hypotheses about what is likely or unlikely to 
happen in the present/future

Referring to unreal or imaginary present or future 
situations

Structures

Conditional Sentences (Zero, Type 1 and 2)

VOCABULARY

1. VERBS + PREPOSITIONS
A. 

Aim: to present Ss with verbs  prepositions

• Have Ss read the extract and do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers 

focus (on), concentrate (on), elaborate (on), expand (on)

B.

Aim: to familiarise Ss with verbs  prepositions

• Ask Ss to read through the words in the box.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

verb  on verb  in

depend result

comment succeed

spend specialise

concentrate invest

insist involve

verb  to verb  with

amount supply

refer mix

relate replace

contribute combine

C. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using verbs  prepositions in 
context

• Ask Ss to read through the sentences and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. insist

 2. contribute

 3. invest

 4. amounts

 5. combines

 6. relate

 7. supply

 8. mix

 9. spend

10. comment

11. concentrate

12. specialised

2. VERBS STARTING WITH RE-
A. 

Aim: to present verbs starting with the prefix re-

• Have Ss read the extract and do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

Does reuse mean use again? Yes.
Does recycle mean cycle again? No.

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using verbs starting with the 
prefix re- in context

• Ask Ss to read through the words in the box and the 
sentences.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. rebuild build again

 2. reduce decrease

 3. recount narrate

 4. recommend suggest

 5. rewrite write again

 6. restore bring back to a previous condition

 7. resolve find a solution

 8. revise change

 9. research try to find information

3. WORDS WITH MORE THAN 

ONE MEANING
A. 

Aim: to familiarise Ss with words that have more than one 
meaning

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.
• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

1. b     2. a
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B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using words with more than 
one meaning in context

• Ask Ss to read through the meanings and check 
understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. b

 2. c

 3. k

 4. f

 5. e

 6. d

 7. l

 8. i

 9. g

 10. j

 11. h

 12. a

GRAMMAR

1. CONDITIONAL SENTENCES
A.

Aim: to revise the structure and use of ero Conditional, 
Conditional Sentences Type 1 and Conditional 
Sentences Type 2

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

1. Is the temperature likely to continue to increase? Yes.

 Will this certainly happen? No.

 What is the condition and what is the result of the 
condition? condition: ‘if... globally’, result: ‘it... plants’

2. Does the example above express something likely to 
happen or a general truth? General truth.

 Which word could be used instead of if with no change in 
the meaning? When.

3. Does the sentence refer to the past or the present/future? 
present/future

 Are you likely to live on a giant plastic bubble under the 
ocean? No.

B.

Aim: to revise the structure and use of ero Conditional, 
Conditional Sentences Type 1, Conditional Sentnces 
Type 2

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the Note and explain it.

Zero Conditional  2

Conditional Sentences Type 1  1

Conditional Sentences Type 2  3

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 94).

2. PRACTICE
Aim: to give Ss practice in using the conditional sentences 

in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. are here in ten minutes, I will catch the train 
without you

2. have a lot of work, I would help you

3. don’t study hard, you won’t get into the university 
you want

4. are very poor, the ferry stops

5. return it after the weekend, I’ll lend you my surfboard

Unit 6 vocabulary & grammar
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Unit 6 listening

  Vocabulary

endangered species     ingredient     profit     spread     

1. PRE-LISTENING
Aims:  • to activate Ss’ background knowledge 

• to prepare Ss for the listening

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Which endangered species do you know of? Why are they 
endangered? 

 I know that the Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta 
Caretta) is endangered because many beaches which 
are their natural nesting places have become popular 
with tourists so they no longer have anywhere to lay 
their eggs. Many of these turtles are threatened by 
fishing practices, for example they suffocate because 
they become trapped in fishing nets. They are also 
threatened by sea pollution; for example, they suffocate 
by getting caught up in plastic bags that have been 
dumped into the sea.

 The Giant Panda is a species that is endangered because 
of habitat loss and a very low birth rate.

• What can be done to protect endangered species? 

 Several things can be done, such as protecting the 
natural habitats of these species and banning the 
hunting of them.

2. LISTENING FOR SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION       44-45

• For the listening transcript go to page 91.

Aim: to give Ss practice in listening for specific 
information and answering multiple-choice 
questions

• Explain to Ss that they will hear a radio interview with 
a spokesperson of a company called Endangered Species 
Chocolate (ESC).

• Ask Ss to read through the questions and the options 
provided and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class and ask Ss to provide 
justification.

1. c

2. c

3. a

4. c

5. b

6. a

7. b
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Unit 6 vocabulary & grammar

  

Phrasal verbs

keep back     keep down     keep off     keep on     keep to

Phrases with ‘for’ and ‘without’

for a change     for a while     for good     for sure     
without delay     without doubt     without exception     
without fail     without warning

Vocabulary

Functions

Expressing certainty and possibility

Expressing positive and negative deduction

Structures

Modal verbs II (will - can - may - might - could - must - 
can’t)

VOCABULARY

1. PHRASAL VERBS (KEEP)
A.

Aim: to introduce phrasal verbs with keep

• Ask Ss to read the extracts and guess the meaning of the 
phrasal verbs in context.

• Elicit answers and explain to Ss that even if they do not 
know the meaning of the phrasal verbs, the context can 
help them to infer it. 

• Have Ss match the phrasal verbs with the meanings a-b.

• Check the answers with the class. 

keep up with  b

keep up  a

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in identifying the phrasal verb 
meaning in context

• Ask Ss to read through the words and the sentences.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

1. stay away from

2. continue

3. stick to

4. keep under control

5. not reveal

2. PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES 

WITH ‘FOR’ AND ‘WITHOUT’
A. 

Aim: to present prepositional phrases with ‘for’ and 
‘without’

• Have Ss read the extract and do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Suggested answers 

for example, without success

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using prepositional phrases 
with for’ and without’ in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. without exception

 2. Without doubt

 3. for good

 4. for a change

 5. without warning

 6. for instance

 7. without fail

 8. for a while

 9. for sure

 10. without delay

GRAMMAR

MODAL VERBS II
A. 

Aim: to present Ss with certain uses of modal verbs

• Ask Ss to read through the sentences 1 - 4.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

• Draw Ss' attention to the NOTE and explain it.

Certainty  will

Possibility  might

Positive deduction  must

Negative deduction  can’t

• Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference (p. 94).

B. 

Aim: to give Ss practice in using modal verbs in context

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

 1. may

 2. can’t

 3. might

 4. must

 5. will

 6. might

 7. might

 8. may

 9. must

10. can’t
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cut down on     dispose of     dump     impact     
recyclable     throw away

Vocabulary

Functions

Making speculations
Expressing opinion and reaching a decision

1. WARM-UP
Aims: • to introduce the topic of the speaking activity

• to generate discussion based on Ss’ personal
 experience

• Draw Ss’ attention to the questions. 

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• What are some things we can do to save energy? 

 We can try to adopt alternative sources of energy that 
are renewable, like solar power for example. At home 
we can avoid using devices that consume a lot of energy 
whenever possible. 

• Do you do any of them? Why/Why not? 

 Personally, I avoid using the air conditioner when it is 
not absolutely necessary and I try to use fans instead. I 
also remember to switch off electrical devices like the 
TV and my computer when I am not using them. I try 
to do these things because I believe that we all have the 
responsibility to be ecologically aware and try to protect 
the planet we are living on.

2.  SPECULATING AND MAKING 

A DECISION
Aims: • to give Ss practice in speculating on a topic and

 making a decision
• to provide vocabulary for practice in speculating 

• Divide Ss into pairs.

• Ask Ss to look at the photographs and make sure they can 
identify each object. 

• Have Ss go through the words and expressions in the boxes 
and explain any unknown words.

• Tell Ss that they have been asked to change certain 
daily routines in order to reduce their impact on the 
environment.

• Tell Ss to take turns in order to say how useful these ideas 
are. Afterwards, have them decide which two ideas are the 
most effective.

Suggested answers

• How helpful are these ideas? 

SA: Using paper bags is generally considered more 
environmentally friendly, as plastic bags take hundreds 
of years to decompose. They also pose dangers to 
wildlife, especially marine animals, which can choke to 
death because of plastic bags in seas and lakes.

SB: And although one might say that paper bags come from 
trees that are cut down, they are still better than plastic 
bags because they are much more easily recycled. 

SA: We should also think about replacing conventional 
light bulbs with energy-saving ones because they use 
much less energy and last eight times longer. This 
means you help the environment and economise on 
your electricity bills. 

3. FURTHER DISCUSSION  
Aim: to give Ss the opportunity to express their opinion 

using topic vocabulary and useful expressions 

• Have Ss read through the words/expressions in the box and 
explain any unknown words. 

• Draw Ss' attention to the questions.

• Ask Ss to answer the questions and initiate a short 
discussion in class.

Suggested answers

• Have you or your family taken any measures to reduce 
your impact on the environment? If so what? 
Yes, we use energy saving light bulbs. We also have 
ceiling fans which we use when air-conditioning isn’t 
necessary. 

• Which part of your daily routine do you think has the 
worst impact on the environment? Why? 
The frequent showering and the use of non-recyclable 
packaging because these are some things I do very often.

• Would you volunteer to help or donate money to an 
environmental organisation? What kind of organisation 
would interest you? 
I would do both because it is essential to help find 
possible solutions. Organisations protecting the 
rainforests or endangered species would interest me 
more. 
I wouldn’t volunteer because I have no free time, but I 
would donate money instead. 

• In your opinion, what is the best way to reduce the amount 
of rubbish we produce daily? 
The best way is to avoid using paper/plastic bags when 
shopping, to use reusable bags made of cloth and try to 
buy products with less packaging.

Unit 6 speaking

SB: I agree. In terms of rubbish disposal, I think if we could 
reduce the amount of waste that ends up in landfills 
by recycling, it would make a big difference to the 
environment. We would reduce the need to consume 
natural resources and help conserve important raw 
materials, while protecting natural habitats at the same 
time. 

SA: Also, using your car less would definitely have a positive 
impact on the environment. Using public transport is one 
alternative, but riding your bike to work is even better. 
You stay healthy, too.

SB: What about water? As far as I am concerned, the shortage 
of water is the next big challenge that the Earth is about 
to face. We need to take measures to protect future 
generations. Avoiding baths and taking showers instead 
is one way to implement this, or simply installing energy 
efficient shower heads.

SA: Air conditioning is another issue. It pollutes the 
environment, consumes a lot of energy and increases 
the demand for electricity, leading to power cuts during 
heatwaves. Installing ceiling fans is a good idea, or double-
glazed windows that keep the heat outside the house. 

• Which two ideas would be the most effective?

SA and SB:  All in all, I think saving water and proper rubbish 
disposal are the two most effective ways of protecting the 
environment.
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brownie     cosmetics     fudge     turbine

Vocabulary

           

A.

Aim: to help Ss revise the vocabulary presented in Unit 6

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. b

 2. c

 3. d

 4. d

 5. c

 6. d

 7. d

 8. a

 9. b

10. c

B.

Aim: to help Ss revise the structures and functions 
presented in Unit 6

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class. 

 1. b

 2. b

 3. d

 4. a

 5. d

 6. c

 7. a

 8. b

 9. a

10. b

Unit 6 examination practice
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at the expense of     autonomy     campaign     car-pooling     
city council     claim     convenience     costly     decrease     
dependent     diminish     economise     for the sake of     
install     maintenance     mandatory     outweigh     
protest     rapidly     regard     restricted     solar panel

Vocabulary

Functions

Expressing opinion
Discussing advantages and disadvantages
Providing examples

WRITING: AN ESSAY

1. DISCUSS
Aims: • to activate Ss’ background knowledge

• to prepare Ss for the writing task

• Discuss the questions in class.

Suggested answers

• Is air pollution a serious problem where you live? 
Actually, it is. I live in a big city and air pollution, 
particularly in the city centre, is a serious problem. 

• What causes air pollution?
Well, air pollution can be caused by factories, exhaust 
fumes from cars and air traffic near airports. 

• In your opinion, what can be done to reduce air pollution? 
Well, I think that factories should be obliged to have 
filters installed in order to limit the amount of pollution 
they cause. People should try to use hybrid cars rather 
than cars that use older technology and generally people 
should avoid driving their own car and prefer using 
public transport as much as possible.

2. FOCUS ON CONTENT AND

ORGANISATION
A. 

Aim: to help Ss identify content and paragraph 
organisation of an essay

• Have Ss read the rubric and underline the key words.

• Check the answers with the class.

The following should be underlined:

• Car-pooling

• to reduce levels of air pollution

• advantages and disadvantages

• examples

B. 

Aims: • to familiarise Ss with essays

 • to familiarise Ss with the function of topic 
 sentences

• Have Ss read the essay and the topic sentences a-d and 
check understanding.

• Ask Ss to match the topic sentences a-d to the correct 
paragraphs. 

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Introduction: b

Paragraph 2: d

Paragraph 3: a

Conclusion: c

3. FOCUS ON TOPIC SENTENCES
Aims: • to give Ss practice in using topic sentences 

• to raise Ss’ awareness of techniques used to
 develop paragraphs

• Ask Ss to read the paragraphs and the topic sentences a-d 
and check understanding.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

Paragraph 1: c

Paragraph 2: d

4. OUTLINE
Aim: to provide Ss with a concise plan for writing an essay

• Have Ss read through the outline and make sure they 
understand what each paragraph should include when 
writing an essay.

Unit 6 writing
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5. WRITING TASK
A.

Aim: to help Ss understand the rubric

• Ask Ss to read the article and the rubric.

• Have Ss do the activity.

• Check the answers with the class.

The following should be underlined:

• growing populations

• development of more facilities like shopping malls, and 
parking garages

• at the expense of nature

• advantages of destroying a park in order to build 
a parking garage that would serve the needs of a 
community

• disadvantages

• giving examples

B. 

Aim: to provide Ss with practice in writing an essay

• Draw Ss’ attention to the TIP and explain it if necessary.

• Tell Ss that they should write an essay. Refer Ss to the essay 
on page 76 as well as Appendix I for a plan and set phrases 
they can use when writing an essay.

• Ask Ss to go to the Workbook p. 56 and complete the 
writing plan before they start writing the task.

• Draw Ss’ attention to the page provided in the Workbook 
for the writing task.

• Allow Ss some time to write their essay as instructed.

• Alternatively, if time is scarce assign the activity for 
homework.

Unit 6 writing
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Aim: to help Ss revise the structures, functions and 
vocabulary presented in Module 3 through various 
activities

READING 

1. b (‘They would ask me what I thought at the time 
were really silly questions which got on my nerves.’)

2. c (‘...from the moment we entered the gates of the 
Zaluzi game reserve, I knew that this was not going to 
be anything like I had expected.’)

3. b (‘...we were woken at the crack of dawn. ...Our guide 
assured us that the early start was necessary in order 
to have the best chance of seeing what was really 
worthwhile.’)

4. a (‘...group of animals... As we moved closer, the 
animals did not appear to be alarmed by our presence. 
I had never before come within such close range of a 
pride of lions.’)

5. d (‘When I asked Timothy, our game ranger, if we were 
actually in any danger, he bluntly replied that one is 
never entirely safe in the bush, but his knowledge and 
experience allowed him to anticipate any danger with 
reasonable accuracy.’) 

6. a (‘Suddenly our tracker perched up on the back of our 
vehicle, signalled to the driver to halt and at the same 
moment, I realised that this  time we had stumbled 
right into a pride of lions. ...driver promptly turned 
off the engine and in a low voice warned us to remain 
seated and not to make any abrupt movements.’)

7. b (‘Timothy later told us how much to our advantage 
this was. Had their bellies not been full, their reaction 
to us would surely have been otherwise. As the nearest 
lion was less than three metres away from the jeep, I 
considered that we had been very lucky indeed.’)

8. a (‘...what it taught me yet again was how easy it is to 
be indifferent to our surroundings and not have a full 
appreciation of the beauty around us.’)

EXAMINATION PRACTICE

A.

 1. c

 2. a

 3. c

 4. a

 5. b

 6. a

 7. b

 8. b

 9. c

 10. c

 11. d

 12. d

B.

 1. a

 2. b

 3. a

 4. d

 5. a

 6. c

 7. a

 8. a

 9. d

 10. a

C.

 1. c

 2. b

 3. d

 4. a

 5. c

 6. c

 7. c

 8. a

 9. b

10. c

D.

1. of

2. would

3. an

4. unless

5. if

6. than

 7. which

 8. so

 9. will

10. going

 11. well

 12. be

E.

1. movement

2. destruction

3. activities

4. assistance

5. endangered

 6. inhabitants

 7. ecological

 8. natural

 9. equipment

10. original

F.

1. must have access to

2. you leave, I will never

3. had better close the
window

4. needs to be 

5. as long as they are

6. needn’t go to school

7. don’t have to speak

8. this year unless I get

LISTENING       46

• For the listening transcript go to page 92.

1. c

2. b

3. b

4. c

5. c

6. b

SELF-ASSESSMENT
Aims: • to give Ss the opportunity to check their progress 

 • to encourage learner autonomy

• Draw Ss’ attention to the points and get Ss to read them.

• Explain any unknown words.

• Get Ss to tick the points they feel confident about. For the 
points they are unsure of, they should refer back to the 
relevant sections in the module. 

The teacher’s notes for Task 3 can be found on p.  78

The teacher's notes for IELTS Practice can be found on 
p. 79.

Module 3 round-up Units (5-6)
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TASK 1      32

Aims: • to involve Ss in various competence based
 activities

 • to promote learner autonomy, interaction and
 collaborative learning

 • to involve Ss in a real-life meaningful task and
 have them display performance evidence

A.
• Initiate a short discussion about health and see how 

important it is for Ss.
• Next, have Ss listen to three people talking about their 

health and diet and tell them to complete the gaps in the 
three corresponding profiles.

• Have Ss compare their answers in pairs.
• Check the answers in class.

Tom

Age: 22 years old

1. time     2. meat     3. sleep     4. tired     5. headaches     

6. energy

Jack

Age: 19 years old

1. rides his bike      2. stairs      3. junk food      4. green tea

5. pasta     6. lose weight     7. sports     8. outdoors

Jerry

Age: 20 years old

1. swimming      2. gym      3. team sports      4. sick

5. weak     6. stronger     7. big     8. spicy     9. rice

Speaker 1:

Hi my name is Tom and I’m 22 years old. I recently 
graduated and started working full time, so I don’t 
really have a lot of time for exercise. I do like to stay in 
shape though, which means I am quite careful about 
what I eat. I love salads and fresh vegetables, and I don’t 
really eat a lot of meat. Unfortunately, I’m quite stressed 
a lot of the time because of my job, so I don’t really sleep 
very well....usually only 5 or 6 hours a night. I usually 
skip breakfast as I have to be at the office so early. I feel 
tired a lot of the time and sometimes I get headaches. 
Sometimes when I am in meetings I find it hard to 
concentrate and almost fall asleep! I would like to feel 
more rested and have more energy. I don’t need to lose 
weight or anything...I just wish I felt more awake!

Speaker 2:

I’m 19 years old and I’m a student. I am a pretty active 
person. I usually ride my bike to campus every day. 
My flat is on the 7th floor and I never take the lift, so 
that’s a lot of stairs! The thing is, I seem to be putting 
on weight and I don’t really understand why. I don’t eat 
junk food and always have a nice healthy breakfast of 
cereal with a cup of green tea. For lunch I usually have a 
sandwich and in the evening, my favourite food is pasta 
or spicy rice. I would like to lose some weight, but I hope 
I don’t have to change my diet too much because I like 
what I eat! I enjoy most sports, from running to team 
activities, basically anything that gets me outdoors is 
great for me!

Speaker 3:

I’m Jerry and I’m 20 years old. I’m a student, but I work 
part time at a furniture company. I regularly exercise... 
usually I go swimming at least three times a week and 
I love the gym. I don’t like team sports though like 
football or basketball. I think I am a fairly healthy 
person because I don’t get sick a lot but my problem 
is that I am a little bit weak, and at work I need to lift  
heavy furniture so I would like to build up my muscles 
and become stronger. I have a big appetite and I love 
spicy food. One of my favourite dishes is spicy chicken 
and rice, but I like most dishes with fish a lot too. I don’t 
really like eggs or dairy products, like cheese... when I 
eat them I sometimes get a stomach ache.

B. 
• At this stage tell Ss to read the texts describing four 

different places in the world and the different diets and 
exercise habits that are common there.

• Ask some reading comprehension questions. 

What food is it said that Icelanders eat more of than anyone 
else in the world?
Fish.

What do the local Icelandic products not contain a lot of?
Chemicals. 

Why are outdoor sports not so popular in the Winter in 
Iceland?
Because it is dark for most of the day.

What is consumed in large quantities in Italy?
Bread, fruit and vegetables.

What factors explain why Italians have relatively low rates 
of heart disease?
They eat moderate portions and use olive oil.

What sports are popular in Mexico?
Football and boxing.

What staple food forms a main part of meals in Japan?
Rice.

What plays an important role in Japanese culture?
Sports.

• Next, have Ss discuss which country’s diet and exercise 
habits most suit Tom, Jack and Jerry and why.

C.
• Next, divide Ss into pairs and have them discuss their own 

personal diets and exercise habits.
• Have Ss ask each other questions and take notes to create a 

health profile for their partner.
• Remind Ss to look at the profiles in part A.

D.
• At this stage have Ss present the profiles they have made 

for their partners to the rest of the class.
• Remind them to say which country’s diet and exercise 

habits from part B they decided was best suited to their 
partner.

Tasks: Task 1
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Tasks: Task 2

TASK 2      41

Aims: • to involve Ss in various competence based
 activities

 • to promote learner autonomy, interaction and
 collaborative learning

 • to involve Ss in a real-life meaningful task and
 have them display performance evidence

A.
• Ask Ss if they have ever won anything in a contest before.
• Have Ss listen to the extract about a man who won a trip to 

Istanbul in a contest and answer the questions that follow.
• Ask Ss to compare their answers in pairs.
• Check the answers in class.

 1. a (four-day) holiday/trip to Istanbul

 2. the previous week

 3. perfect, sunny but not too hot

 4. a (large) covered market

 5. friendly

 6. the (Topkapi) Palace

 7. (the) spiced lamb

 8. Asia and Europe

Every Sunday there is a contest in the newspaper that 
I read, and the prize is a trip to a different destination 
in the world. Last month I decided to enter the contest 
and believe it or not I actually won! The prize was a 4 
day trip to Istanbul, including a luxurious cruise up 
the Bosphorus. I had never been to Turkey, so it really 
was an exciting prize! My wife and I went last week and 
we had such a fantastic time!  What an incredible city! 
There are so many amazing sights to visit, we couldn’t 
believe it. The weather was perfect too, sunny but not 
too hot.  We visited all the major tourist attractions 
in the historic area of Sultanahmet, such as the Blue 
Mosque and the Archaeological Museum. One of my 
favourites was the Grand Bazaar, which is one of the 
world’s largest covered markets with over 3,000 shops. 
We bought some beautiful hand-made plates and some 
delicious spices. I really enjoyed shopping in the market 
and trying to get the shop owners to give us better 
prices. They were always very friendly and often invited 
us into their shops for tea and a piece of baklava. It was 
a very different experience from shopping in a shopping 
centre! My wife’s favourite sight was the Topkapi Palace 
where the Sultans used to live, it’s really impressive. 
It overlooks the Sea of Marmara, with an excellent 
museum full of interesting pieces from the palace’s 
rich history. I think the most beautiful thing about the 
buildings were the colourful tiles on the walls. I would 
love to have some like that in my home! Apart from 
tourist sights, we also really enjoyed the cruise up the 
Bosphorus. We were able to enjoy the wonderful views 
of both sides of the city and taste more of the delicious 
local cuisine in the restaurant on the boat. My favourite 
was the spiced lamb served in a thin bread. We sailed 
under the Bosphorus Bridge which connects Asia with 
Europe, and is one of the longest suspension bridges in 
the world. I took some great photos! I think Istanbul 
is one of the most exciting and interesting cities I have 
ever visited and with so much to see and do, I definitely 
think I am going to go back!

B. 
• Explain to Ss that they should think about a place that they 

have visited in the past.
• Have Ss make notes about the place.
• Point out the suggested areas to focus on, such as the 

architecture, tourist attractions, climate, cuisine, culture, 
etc.

 Suggested answer

I visited London last summer and I absolutely loved it. 
There were so many sights to visit, there was not enough 
time in the day to see them all! My favourite sights were 
the London Eye from where I got to see the whole city down 
below, and Buckingham Palace near Hyde park. The food 
was great too, there were restaurants everywhere from 
all over the world. The weather wasn’t that good though, 
it rained most days, but I didn’t mind as I was too busy 
enjoying the sights and shops! The houses outside of the city 
centre all looked quite similar to me and were arranged on 
streets in straight lines, one house next to the other. The city 
has lots of great green areas and I noticed that whenever the 
rain stopped, everyone quickly went to the parks for picnics 
or a stroll. It’s a busy city with lots of people, and I don’t 
think anyone could ever get bored there!

C.  
• Divide Ss into small groups and have them discuss the 

places they have visited.
• Initiate discussions in the groups and have Ss compare the 

places and decide on their favourite one.
• Next, explain to Ss that they should choose a speaker to 

present their favourite place to the rest of the class without 
revealing its name. The other Ss should try to guess what 
the place is.
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Tasks: Task 3

TASK 3  

Aims: • to involve Ss in various competence based
 activities

 • to promote learner autonomy, interaction and
 collaborative learning

 • to involve Ss in a real-life meaningful task and
 have them display performance evidence

A.
• Ask Ss what concerns them most about the environment.
• Initiate a discussion about steps they have heard of to 

tackle the problems the environment faces.
• Next, ask Ss to read the texts and decide whether the 

statements 1-8 are True, False or Not Mentioned.
• Tell Ss to compare their answers with a partner.
• Check the answers in class.

1. NM     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. NM     6. NM     
7. T     8. T

• Ask Ss some comprehension questions:

Do a lot of people live in Mexico City?

Yes, it’s densely populated.

What was introduced to make Mexico City more 
environmentally-friendly?

The Green Plan.

How many stations will the new Metro Line between 
Tlahuac and Mixcoac pass through?

Twenty stations. 

Which kinds of energy will power the Green Tech City in 
Hanoi?

Wind and solar.

What resource do planners hope will not be wasted in 
Hanoi?

Water.

B. 
• Divide Ss into pairs.
• Explain to Ss that they should discuss the two texts about 

environmentally-friendly projects in different cities.
• Point out that they should compare the positive and 

negative aspects of both projects.
• Tell Ss to think about their own town/city and to consider 

what aspects of the projects in Hanoi and Mexico City 
could be effective in their home town.

C. 
• Ss at this stage should write their own posts for the 

environment website.
• Remind Ss to use the phrases provided.
• Allow Ss some time to finish writing their entry.

D.
• Have Ss read their suggestions to class and to discuss 

which one they like the most.
• Finally, conduct a vote for the best ideas.
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IELTS (International English Language Testing System) is a means of assessing English language proficiency. It is typically 
addressed to prospective undergraduate or postgraduate students, and candidates who wish to work in English-speaking 
countries. IELTS Academic is suitable for candidates planning to study in an English-speaking academic environment.

Test format - a brief overview
IELTS Academic comprises four components: Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking. 

Component Duration Overview

Listening
approximately 30 minutes + 10 minutes transfer time 
(played once only)

4 sections, 10 questions each

Reading 60 minutes 3 passages, 13-14 questions each

Writing 60 minutes
2 tasks: a summary (at least 150 words) based on a 
diagram, and an opinion essay (at least 250 words)

Speaking 11-14 minutes 3 parts 

Test Components - IELTS Academic 
Listening

Section Content Tasks

1 A dialogue/interview between two speakers in a social context 10 questions multiple choice questions; 
completing notes/sentences/
forms/tables/charts; 
labelling maps/diagrams; 
matching questions; 
short-answer questions, etc. 

2 A monologue about an everyday topic 10 questions

3 A conversation between 2-4 speakers on a topic that is related to 
educational or training contexts

10 questions

4 A talk/lecture given in an academic environment 10 questions

Reading

Content Tasks

Three texts of about 900 words each based 
on academic topics but intended for a non-
specialised audience

40 questions multiple choice questions; True/False/Not Given questions; Yes/
No/Not Given questions; completing maps/ charts/diagrams/ 
tables/ summaries; short-answer questions etc.

Writing

Task Tasks Overview

1 A short summary of at least 
150 words (about 20 minutes)

Candidates have to produce a summary based on a graph, bar chart, pie chart, 
f low chart, diagram, etc. This task requires candidates to summarise, compare and 
contrast the most salient features of the diagram.  

2 An essay of at least 250 words 
(about 40 minutes)

Candidates have to produce an essay expressing their opinion, presenting an 
argument or proposing solutions to a problem. 

Speaking

Part Overview Focus

1 (4-5 mins) The examiner asks general questions on topics such as family, 
friends, work, study, home, hobbies and everyday life.

• providing factual information on familiar 
topics

• expressing opinion

2 (3-4 mins) The candidate is given a card with a question on a particular 
topic. This topic usually falls under one of the following 
categories: a person, a place, an object, an event or experience. 
The candidate is given one minute to make notes and prepare 
his or her response, and two minutes to deliver it.

Individual long run
• delivering a consistent, grammatically, 

syntactically and semantically correct 
response

• using a range of structures and vocabulary
• illustrating ideas with examples

3 (4-5 mins) The examiner asks questions that are more broadly and 
abstractly related to Part 2. 

• expressing an opinion
• comparing and contrasting
• using language effectively to convey views

IELTS Practice: Teacher’s notes
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WRITING TASK 1
Writing task 1 is a short summary of at least 150 words which is based on one or more given diagrams. It should have the 
following structure:

Introduction Refer to the information in the rubric and say what the diagram(s) is/are about.

Main body Assess information in one or two paragraphs, comparing and contrasting figures or illustrations.

Conclusion Repeat the salient points and reflect on the title of the diagram(s).

There are different types of diagrams, such as:

Explain to Ss that when writing a summary, there are several things students should take into consideration:

1 To be accurate

• In most cases, there is no way Ss can be sure of the exact figure illustrated in the diagram.
• To ensure accuracy, tell Ss to use phrases such as the following, which refer to the graph:

2 To write formally and objectively
• The summary should be written in a formal or semi-formal style. 
• It is important for Ss to remember that they should not give their opinion or make assumptions in Writing Task 1. They should 

only compare and contrast the given information in a formal or semi-formal tone. 

3 To discern patterns/trends in order to group information. 
• The summary must selectively provide representative facts and figures which are presented in the diagrams/charts provided. 
• Tell Ss to select the most important aspects and compare and contrast them to reach conclusions. To do this, ask Ss to try to 

discern patterns and trends by asking themselves questions, such as: 

Are there any similar trends? 
Have prices doubled/halved in comparison to other years?
Did numbers remain roughly steady between the years X and Y?
Were e-books just as popular in country X and country Y in a given period of time? 
Did sales plunge in the same period for items X and Y? 
Were the specific kinds of fruit just as expensive in previous months?

IELTS Practice: Teacher’s notes
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The number of students who opted for a PhD degree was approximately the same as 
the number of students who opted for vocational training.
Roughly/Nearly/Just over 120,000 students opted to do a Master’s degree.
Just under 40,000 students chose to leave education after secondary school.
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• To group information, tell Ss to use phrases such as the 
ones in bold in the following sentences, which could refer to 
various diagrams:

Over the last 15 years, buyers in country X exhibited an 
overall tendency towards red meat rather than poultry.
Prices were consistently high for these types of electronic 
devices throughout the year 2000. 
The trend is generally upward, with minor f luctuations 
around the end of the period. 
The most popular type of sport among teenagers in 
country X seems to be the football, with just over 40% of 
teenagers either watching or playing the sport on a weekly 
basis.
The vast majority of holidaymakers opted for car rentals.

4 To Compare and contrast information
• Very often, Ss will have to record how numbers change over 

time. This might typically be shown by a line graph. 
• Consider the following graph, which illustrates three of the 

top-selling products of a confectionery company. Below the 
graph there are some examples on how Ss can express the 
changes.
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Milk chocolate 
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Milk chocolate sales remained constant/steady for the 
first two years and accounted for roughly 2.5% of the 
overall sales by company X. 
In 2008, milk chocolate sales soared to 8%. 
In 2008 there was a dramatic/sharp increase to 8% of the 
sales; this upward trend continued until 2011, when sales 
peaked at approximately 9.5%. 
Dark chocolate remained the second most popular type 
of chocolate from 2008 onwards with a slow increasing 
trend. Accounting for just over 6% of the overall sales in 
2006, it rose to over 7% in 2010, and fluctuated around 
this marker through to 2013.  
White chocolate remained the least popular type of 
chocolate for the largest part of the given period, but its 
sales fluctuated wildly, ranging from about 3.5% to 6% 
of the overall sales between 2006-2012, before plunging/
plummeting to an unprecedented 1% in 2013.

• Below are various expressions that Ss can use to express how 
numbers/amounts/trends, etc. change over time.

Expressions to describe upward movement

Prices rose/went up/increased between June and July, when 
they surged to 30% more compared to the previous year.
Corporate training expenditures climbed to an impressive 3 
million dollars in 2013.
Mobile phone purchases rocketed/jumped/ soared to 
80,000 in the last year. 
Following an overall upward trend in the previous years, 
real estate agent fees peaked/reached a peak in 2008. 
Sales improved significantly/markedly during the first 
quarter of 2001.
The drop in sales in November was followed by a sudden 
leap in December.

Expressions  to describe downward movement

Prices fell/dropped between February and March.
There was a dramatic decline in visitor numbers in 2012.
Although the trend was generally upward in August and 
September, coffee consumption plummeted to a mere 10% 
of the beverages on offer in October.
Consumption of fish followed a generally steady trend from 
January to May, but was followed by a sharp plunge during 
the summer months.
Sales of conventional books decreased dramatically in 2013 
in comparison to their electronic counterparts.

Other expressions to describe change

There was a marked discrepancy between market prices and 
underlying values in the two charts.
There was a sharp/ gradual/noticeable/rapid/dramatic/slight/
steady increase.
Prices f luctuated wildly/mildly/slightly during these years.
Purchases levelled off after a period of wild f luctuation. 
According to 2020 projections, prices are likely to/are 
expected to rise continually for the following 5 years.  
A mere 9% / an impressive 80% of the budget was used on 
maintenance costs.
Milk and dark chocolate sales followed almost identical trends.
The pattern was identical/reversed in the case of milk and 
dark chocolate sales.
Holiday bookings dropped by at least 20% compared to 
previous years.

5 To use correct grammatical structures
• For most diagrams/charts which present facts and figures that 

concern the past, tell Ss to use past tenses, e.g. Past Simple, Past 
Progressive, Past Perfect and Past Perfect Progressive.

• For diagrams which concern future projections, tell Ss to 
use future tenses, e.g. Future Simple, Future Perfect, as well 
as expressions such as: prices are likely to/are expected to 
rise; it is estimated that by 2025 prices will have reached 
unprecedented levels, etc.  

• For f low charts or diagrams which present a process, tell 
Ss to typically use the Passive Voice, usually in the Present 
tense, as well as the Active Voice. Consider the following 
example, which illustrates some of the basic steps involved 
in the production of coffee from field to cup. Below are some 
examples from the main body of the summary. 

harvest 
coffee 
beans

serve

select 
optimum

brew coffee

roast coffee 
beans

deliver 
packages

grind 
coffee 
beans

package 
coffee
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Initially, coffee beans are harvested from the fields. 
Then a selection process takes place, during which the 
optimum beans are selected. 
These coffee beans then undergo a roasting process, which 
is followed by a grinding stage. 
The following step involves packaging the ground coffee 
and delivering the packages to various destinations. Next, 
the coffee has to be brewed, before it is finally served to and 
drunk by the consumer. 

• The underlined phrases are verbs in the Passive Voice. 
Explain to Ss that it is more effective to alternate the 
Passive and the Active Voice, to ensure variety.  

• Explain to Ss that the phrases in bold are signposts that 
lead the reader from one stage of the process to the next. 
They will help their summary be more coherent and easy 
to follow.  

WRITING TASK 2

In writing task 2, Ss have to write an opinion essay. In 
specific, they may be presented with two opposing points 
of view and be asked to present both views and give their 
own opinion. Alternatively, they may be presented with a 
problem and be asked to come up with a solution. Ss have 
40 minutes to write an essay of at least 250 words. They 
have to provide reasons and examples to support their 
arguments.
For an example, look at the sample writing task and plan below.

Writing task
In the last decade, the popularity and prevalence of online 
banking has increased substantially. However, while many 
people view it as a vital convenience, there are those who 
remain distrustful of its reliability and security.
How far do you agree with either of these views?

  INTRODUCTION 

Introduce the subject of the essay.
It is often claimed that online banking is the future of 
money management, and indeed it has experienced a 
sharp rise in popularity in recent years. However, the 
question of whether this development is a positive one has 
been the topic of heated debate.

Use phrases like:
• People disagree on whether …

• The question of whether … has sparked heated 
debate over the last few decades.

• It is often claimed that … / It is generally believed 
that …

• One of today’s most controversial issues relates to …

  MAIN BODY 

Group related ideas into two paragraphs and support 
them with justifications and examples.

Present arguments in support of one view
• customer convenience — fast, 24 hour service from 

any location
• cheaper for banks — savings passed on to customer
• example: possible to control accounts from different 

countries

There are two schools of thought regarding this issue. 
Online banking brings with it a host of benefits to 
customer and bank alike, the primary of which is, of 
course, personal convenience. Customers can manage their 
money instantly, at any time of the day or night, and from 
almost any location in the world. With online banking, 
people can control their accounts while travelling, for 
example - something which previously presented a myriad 
of problems. It is also considerably cheaper for banks to 
maintain an online presence than a physical one - and 
these are savings that can be passed on to the customer.
Present arguments in support of the other point of 
view / against the previous point of view.
• security - risk of cyber crime, worries exacerbated by 

publicity of cyber crime in the media
• reliability - user error more likely among people 

unfamiliar with computers and password formats
• example: easy to forget password, many people resort to 

writing them down, increasing security risk
Despite this, there are those who claim that online 
banking puts customers at greater risk of falling victim 
to cyber crime. These concerns are indeed valid, and this 
fear has been exacerbated among the general public by 
the amount of media attention it receives. In addition, 
those unfamiliar with computers could be more prone 
to security breaches. Internet banking often has multiple 
identification codes, which can be difficult to remember; 
users may resort to writing them down, thereby 
compromising their security.

Use phrases like:
• There are those who claim that …
• There are two schools of thought regarding the 

issue of …
• On the one hand … / On the other hand …
• Although it is true that ...
• On the contrary …
• It goes without saying that …
• Despite this …

          
  CONCLUSION 

Present your own opinion and make a general 
comment on the issue.

• personal opinion — benefits outweigh the risks, 
which are no greater than conventional banking

• comment — online banking is not for everyone

• example: different groups may need the peace of 
mind of a bricks–and–mortar bank

On balance, I believe the benefits of online banking 
outweigh the risks — which are, in any case, inherent in 
any monetary transaction and from which conventional 
banking and ATMs are not exempt. That said, online 
banking is not for everyone; those less confident with 
computers may benefit more from the peace of mind they 
will find by banking in a way that is more familiar

to them. For many, however, online banking will remain 
a time-saving and convenient mode of managing money 
and will continue to grow in popularity.

Use phrases like:
• On the whole …
• In conclusion …
• To conclude …
• On balance …
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IELTS Practice: Module 1
Listening SECTION 1

1. B78748
2. Adler Road 
3. business   

4. (the) 12 /
(the) twelfth 

5. aisle
6. vegetarian 
7. 105 
8. e-ticket  

Customer:  Never mind. I’ll go for it. 
Agent:  Great. In that case, I just need to ask you a 

few more questions to complete the booking. 
What type of seat would you prefer? 

Customer: I think an aisle seat would be better. 
Agent:  OK. And which on-board meal would you 

like? Our airline offers two tasty options: 
either a meat dish or, as an alternative, we 
also offer a vegetarian one.

Customer:  I think I’ll go for the second option.
Agent:  Good choice. In terms of the baggage 

allowance, you are allowed one suitcase, 
which should not be over 22 kilograms and... 

Customer: Sorry to interrupt. Would it be possible to 
add an extra bag to the return flight? 

Agent:  Certainly, I was just coming to that. OK, I’ve 
added that for you. We’ve almost completed 
the booking. We just have the payment 
section to complete now. I’m afraid there is 
a charge of £75 for amending your booking 
today, and with the extra baggage that you 
have added, it all comes to £105. I can see 
that your debit card details are already in 
the system from when you made the initial 
booking. Should I go ahead and charge the 
amount owed to the same card?

Customer:  Yes, please. 
Agent: OK. The payment went through successfully. 

Would you like me to send your ticket out via 
the post, or would you prefer an e-ticket?

Customer: I think that an e-ticket would be more 
convenient. 

Agent: OK. That’s all done. 
Customer: Thank you very much. You’ve been most 

helpful... (fade out) 

Reading

 1. VI 
 2. II 
 3. V 
 4. I 
 5. 4,000 miles  
 6. Lake Victoria 
 7. (some) scientists  

 8. uninhabitable 
 9. (nutritious) crops  
 10. dependent 
 11. D
 12. B
 13. A

IELTS Practice: Module 2

Listening SECTION 2

 1. F
 2. C
 3. H
 4. G
 5. A

 6. B
 7. strength and endurance 
 8. (the) train (ride)
 9. (the) safety rules
10. eat lunch

You will hear a guide at an adventure park talking to a 
group of visitors about the park’s facilities. First, you have 
some time to look at questions 1-6. 

Welcome to the Trail Adventure Park. You really couldn’t 
have picked a better weekend to visit, as the weather forecast 
is predicting glorious sunshine for the next few days. That’s 
great news for all of you, as it means that you can take full 
advantage of our outdoor activities. As it’s everyone’s first 
visit to the park, I’d like to tell you where everything is.
So, right now, we’re gathered outside the reception – that’s 
the building just behind where we’re standing. As you all 
know, besides offering an extensive range of sporting 

You will hear a man talking to an agent from an airline 
company about changing his flight details. First, you have 
some time to look at questions 1-8. 

Agent: Good morning, you’re through to Global 
Voyage Airways Customer Service 
Department. You’re speaking with Andrew 
today; how may I be of assistance?

Customer: Hello. I’m calling with regards to a f light 
which I booked about a month ago with 
your airline. I’m afraid I need to change 
some of the f light details, if possible. 

Agent:   Certainly, sir. Do you have your booking 
reference number handy, so that I can find 
your details on our database? 

Customer: Yes. The booking reference is 5956.
Agent:  That’s actually the f light number. All of 

our booking reference numbers start with 
a letter followed by five digits. It should 
be located on the top right-hand corner 
of the confirmation email that you would 
have received when you initially made the 
booking with us.  

Customer: I apologise. Let me just find it. OK... it’s 
B-7-8-7-4-8, I believe.  

Agent:    That’s the one. Thank you... Mr James 
Hardy?

Customer:     Yes. That’s correct. 
Agent:  Mr Hardy, for security purposes, can you 

please confirm the first line of your home 
address?

Customer: Sure. It’s 59 Adler - spelt A-d-l-e-r - Road. 
Agent:  Great. And your contact telephone number?
Customer:  0118 496 0269
Agent: Thank you. OK, so I have your journey 

details displayed on my computer screen 
now. I can see that you’ve booked a return 
flight with us, travelling business class. 
The outward flight is as follows: departing 
from London on the 4th November at 08.15 
in the morning, travelling to New York. 
The return flight is for the 10th November, 
scheduled to depart at 15.47 in the 
afternoon. Now, which part of the journey 
is it that you would like to change, Mr 
Hardy? 

Customer: If at all possible, I’d like to change the 
return flight and extend my stay in New 
York by an extra day. Rather than leave on 
the 10th November, I’d like to return on the 
11th instead. 

Agent:  OK. That shouldn’t be a problem. I’ll just 
need to check f light availability for the day 
that you’re interested in first. Unfortunately, 
it does seem that all f lights on that route 
are fully booked on the date that you wish 
to travel. However, I can see here that there 
are quite a few seats still available on a 
f light leaving the following day - the 12th of 
November, although it departs very early - 
at 06.02 a.m.!  
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activities, we also have excellent camping facilities for any 
visitor wanting to extend their stay. As you’re all staying 
overnight, you need to know where the campground is. It’s 
not visible from here, but it stretches across the entire back 
section of the park, just behind the lake. We’ll be heading 
there together shortly so that you can drop off your stuff. 
Our main attraction – the indoor snowboarding park – 
needs no introduction. After all, it’s what most people come 
here for. That’s the building positioned in the middle of the 
park. If you look straight ahead and to your left slightly you 
can catch a glimpse of it from here. If you fancy grabbing 
a bite to eat after a few hours of snowboarding, I suggest 
that you head to the canteen, which is the building behind 
the snowboarding park. It serves hot food throughout the 
day. And for those of you who are not afraid of heights 
there’s the indoor climbing centre, which is to the left of 
the snowboarding park. It’s impossible to miss, as it’s the 
only building in the park shaped like a circle. For anyone 
looking for a guaranteed adrenaline rush we also offer 
bungee jumping. Now, the area where this takes place is only 
accessible via a small passageway in the park’s playground. 
Without a doubt you would have all seen the playground 
when you came through the park’s main entrance today. 
Rather than turning left to the reception, you turn right. 
Let’s move on to my personal favourite, the horse riding 
school. I’d recommend taking a lesson during your stay 
as we have some wonderful teachers. The riding school is 
simple enough to find from your accommodation as it’s 
between the lake and the indoor climbing centre.

Now, you have some time to look at questions 7-10.

All of our activities cater to a range of ability levels. However, 
I must warn you that the outdoor climbing wall, located in 
the playground, is an exception. This shouldn’t be attempted 
by those new to climbing. Even for those of you who consider 
yourselves to be climbing experts, without strength and 
endurance - and lots of it - completing the climb will be a 
huge challenge. It is very physically demanding. Also, don’t 
miss the park’s latest attraction - the train ride, which goes 
almost all the way around the park. As the Trail Adventure 
Park is located in the heart of the countryside, it’s the ideal 
way to enjoy the scenery as well as to go on a tour of the park. 
In fact, we’re planning to install yet another new attraction 
soon, a zip line, which we predict will be just as popular as the 
snowboarding park - a good reason for you all to visit us again 
in the near future. Actually, it’s worth mentioning that, if you 
hold on to your ticket, you can claim a 25 percent discount 
with it if you choose to visit us again in the next 12 months. 
Now, all of our activities are safe and fully supervised by 
staff; Nonetheless, do make sure that you follow the safety 
rules at all times during your stay, as we wouldn’t want 
anyone getting hurt. Most importantly, wearing the safety 
gear provided by our staff is obligatory, and it should never 
be removed during an activity. 
OK, so I can see from your schedule that the first activity 
you have planned for today is canoeing on the lake. But, 
before anything else, you probably want some time to settle 
into your accommodation. I suggest that we meet by the 
lake’s entrance in an hour; then, after a morning on the 
water, it will be time to eat lunch. Right, if you’d… (fade out)

Reading

 1. fame and glory
 2. sleeping in igloos
 3. childhood
 4. B
 5. D

 6. C
 7. E
 8. A
 9. B
 10. hull 

 11. prow
12. sails
 13. propeller

IELTS Practice: Module 3
Listening SECTION 3

 1. B
 2. C
 3. A
 4. B
 5. A
 6. interactive 

 learning

 7. forest ecosystems 
 8. interview
 9. diary

 10. (extensive) report/ 
 (ten-minute) presentation

You will hear two friends talking about a field trip to the 
Amazon rainforest. First, you have some time to look at 
questions 1-5. 

Jake: Hi, Alan.
Alan: Hello, Jake. Thanks for finding the time to meet up 

today.
Jake: No problem. So, you wanted to ask me about the 

field trip to the Amazon rainforest?
Alan: Right. As you went on it last year, I thought it would 

be good to get your views. I know it’s the trip of 
a lifetime - ten days in the Amazon - but, as it’s 
quite costly, I need to be sure that it’s going to be a 
worthwhile experience before I sign up.

Jake: Well it certainly was for me, especially on the more 
practical side of things. I spent a lot of time each 
day out there in the forest getting a taste of what it’s 
actually like to work as an environmental biologist. 
For instance, in the fieldwork that I did, the focus 
was on identifying tropical and exotic plants. I even 
helped to put together an inventory of endangered 
flora and collected both plant and soil samples for 
later analysis back at the local research facility.

Alan: And I suppose the fact that the practical work was so 
varied gave you a lot of hands-on experience doing 
things that you otherwise just wouldn’t have had the 
chance to do.

Jake: Exactly.   
Alan: I understand that group work activities are a big part 

of the experience. What exactly do they involve?
Jake: Well, a lot of the time the teachers would split us 

into groups, the idea being that we could share 
ideas, motivate one another and develop our 
communication skills during fieldwork activities. 
While this sounds easy, having to work together with 
people with different personalities and different 
ideas about how things should be organised and 
done was no easy task. But don’t worry - if, like 
me, you prefer working alone, there’s plenty of 
opportunity for that too.

Alan: And what about the research element? Our tutor 
mentioned that we’d have the opportunity to work 
with local scientists and contribute to some of their 
research.

Jake: Yes. Obviously everyone had their own projects to 
work on while there, but we also supported research 
programmes in the area of forest conservation by 
various other universities. As you can imagine, 
there’s some really valuable research being carried 
out. After all, the Amazon is the perfect laboratory 
for scientists.  However, our involvement with such 
projects was rather limited. I did get the chance to 
analyse a bit of data from a species preservation 
project - which was great, but it wasn’t really enough. 
I would have liked to have been more involved in 
data collection, as well as in helping to write up the 
results of that data. 

Alan: It sounds like a missed opportunity.
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Jake: Yes. It was a shame.
Alan: Nonetheless, it all sounds very educational. What 

about the lectures? Apart from all the practical stuff, 
there are three hours of lectures each day, I believe.

Jake: That’s correct; it’s a busy schedule. I initially thought 
that it would be a huge challenge to sit through 
lectures after a really busy and tiring day, but this 
wasn’t my experience at all. You see, the content 
of the lectures was usually based on what we were 
going to be doing the following day. They were really 
engaging, and helped to prepare us for the practical 
work - which wouldn’t have been half as good 
otherwise.  

Alan: It doesn’t sound like you had much free time.
Jake: We didn’t have any, really.
Alan: I’m not sure I like the sound of that. It seems a 

shame to go all the way to South America and not 
have the chance to do a bit of sightseeing.

Jake: I have to admit, I did feel that way. 

Now, you have some time to look at questions 6-10.

Alan: Well, from what you’ve said so far, it sounds like an 
incredible experience. I suppose what interests me 
more than anything is the interactive learning that 
students are exposed to on the trip. To be able to 
work with exotic plants - which I’ve only ever seen as 
pictures in books - in their natural setting would be 
fantastic. 

Jake: And the experience might help you to decide which 
area of environmental biology you’d like to work in 
when you finish your degree.

Alan: Well, I already have a pretty clear idea about that. 
I’d like to eventually find employment in the area of 
forest ecosystems, so actually having the opportunity 
to study the relationships between wildlife and its 
surroundings would be an ideal experience. 

Jake: It’ll certainly help you to stand out in an interview.
Alan: That’s what I thought. It’s so difficult to get that first 

job in environmental biology. At least this will give 
me something to write about on my CV.

Jake: Sounds like you’ve already made your mind up.
Alan: Almost.  
Jake: Well, if you do go, it’s a good idea to keep a diary 

and make notes on the activities that you take part 
in each day.

Alan: I guess it’s easy to lose track.
Jake: You see, this information is important, as you’ll be 

asked to submit an extensive report about what you 
did. Also, on the last day, you’re required to give a 
ten-minute presentation on your experience of the 
trip - for instance, what you’ve learnt. Both of these 
count towards your overall mark awarded by the 
teacher.

Listening SECTION 4

 1. India 
 2. (extended) family 
 3. relax

 4. 20,000 / twenty   
 thousand 

 5. 20 / twenty 

 6. farmland
 7. prey
 8. killing
 9. raising awareness  
 10. restored / increased

You will hear an animal biologist talking about lions. First, 
you have some time to look at questions 1-10. 

Good morning everyone. My name is Dr Bill Harrison. I’m an 
animal biologist from Bloomwell University. I’ve been invited 
here today to talk to you all about my field of study, the African 
lion. In particular, I’ll be discussing the alarming decline in the 
lion population in recent decades, as well as examining some of 
the possible causes of this decline.
But first, let me start with a brief overview by presenting a few 
lion facts. At one time, lions lived across most of Africa, as well 
as in some parts of Asia and even Europe. Today, most lions are 
found in sub-Saharan Africa; however, a very small number of 
lions also inhabit a region of India. What’s really unique about 
lions is the social aspect of their behaviour. You see, lions are 
incredibly sociable animals and, unlike other big cats, they live 
as part of an extended family group - referred to as a ‘pride’. 
The number of lions in a pride can range from four to thirty. 
It is the role of the female lions to hunt, while the males are 
responsible for protecting the pride. Lions relax a lot during 
daytime hours - sometimes for up to twenty hours. 
After spending a lot of time studying them, I find it almost 
impossible to imagine a world without these magnificent 
creatures. Yet, due to a rapid decline in population in recent 
decades, lions may face extinction one day. Fifty years ago, 
there were thought to be around 100,000 lions in Africa. 
I’m afraid the picture couldn’t be more different today. 
According to one study, there are as few as 20,000 lions left. 
This is a truly shocking and, indeed, worrying statistic, as 
we’re talking about a population reduction of 80%. Moreover, 
lions have been entirely wiped out in over twenty African 
countries. A recently released report on lions warned that, 
unless action is taken, lion numbers in both West and Central 
Africa are in danger of dropping by 50% in the next two 
decades.           
So what factors are responsible for this decline? First of all, the 
loss of habitat has had the greatest impact on lion numbers. 
Increasingly, the woodlands and grasslands which are home 
to lions are gradually being cleared and used for farmland, 
as well as being used to accommodate an increasing human 
population. You see, Africa’s population is expanding - while 
around 1.2 billion people live there today, this is predicted 
to rise to 2.4 billion by 2050. The future impact of this on 
lion numbers could be devastating. A further consequence of 
loss of habitat concerns the loss of prey. Lions are carnivores, 
surviving on a diet of meat and often hunting large animals, 
such as zebra and giraffes. Fewer of these animals in the 
wild would make it a challenge for lions to meet their daily 
dietary requirement of 5-7 kg of meat. Finally, conflict 
between humans and wildlife is another serious problem. It 
is not uncommon for lions to hunt farm animals. As a way of 
preventing this from happening, some farmers take matters 
into their own hands, killing those lions which they see as a 
threat to them and their land. 
I want to move on now and talk a bit about conservation. 
Now, lion reserves do exist in parts of Africa. These offer 
lions protection from humans and are an excellent way to 
help preserve the lion population. But, at the same time, we 
need to change people’s attitudes. We need to help people see 
lions for the spectacular creatures they are, not as a threat or 
as pests. Raising awareness among locals of the importance of 
these big cats is, therefore, essential. From a scientist’s point 
of view, we also need more research into lion behaviour. The 
greater our understanding of this, the better able we will be 
to help protect lions by designing conservation projects that 
have a better chance of succeeding. 
Fortunately, it’s not all bad news for the lion. Where 
conservation has been prioritised, we’ve seen the lion 
population partly restored. In fact, in some regions of Africa, 
it has been increased by as much as 11%.



Listening Transcripts Student’s Book

UNIT 1 
1. 
Man 1: So, I heard that you went to Belize a few months ago. 

How was it?
Man 2: It was absolutely wonderful! I went in February, which 

is the high tourist season, so there were a lot of people. 
But I did so many things! I went scuba diving in the 
coral reefs, I went sightseeing in the area, and I even 
slept in the National Zoo on a special over-night tour!

Man 1: Wow! It sounds amazing. I will definitely plan on 
going, but not in February like you, when all the 
tourists go. Do you know when would be a good time?

Man 2: Well, November to May is the high tourist season, so 
avoid going then.

2.
Lake Plastira, in Thessaly, Greece, is an artificial lake that was 
created in 1960. It is 14 km long and 65 metres deep. It is ideal 
for exciting getaways and especially attractive to those who 
appreciate the great outdoors. Canoeing, which brings the 
majority of tourists to the lake, offers visitors the chance to 
enjoy a different view of the surrounding area. There is no set 
level of difficulty, since the distance and intensity can be chosen 
according to each person’s physical condition. You can go to the 
lake’s islets, where you can even leave your canoe and explore 
them on foot.

3. 
As of March 2008, British Airways premium passengers enjoy 
the extreme comfort of six new lounges at Heathrow Airport. 
The luxury lounge complex can hold up to 2500 people! It is 
open to all business and first class passengers. The lounges 
include a boardroom, ensuite bedrooms and even a spa. The 
lounges also offer complete office facilities with Internet 
connection and numerous computers and printers. Business 
travellers will particularly appreciate the News Zone, where all 
the major British newspapers and magazines can be found. For 
young travellers, there is even a children’s room with two plasma 
screens and a Playstation. 

4. 
The Airbus A380 is the newest and most modern aeroplane on 
the market. This double-deck aeroplane can carry up to 853 
passengers. It features ten seats per row in economy class and 
six seats per row in business class. First class cabins are also 
available. Offices with computer rooms and Internet access are 
also located on the upper deck. Most importantly, these new 
planes are also environmentally friendly, as they produce less 
carbon dioxide than most planes and consume less fuel. So far, 
almost 200 Airbus A380s have been ordered by various airlines. 
Soon, these luxury planes will be taking off and landing at all 
major airports around the world.

5. 
Man 1: Have you heard of Eurail?
Man 2: Of course. It’s a system that offers passes for train 

travel throughout Europe. My cousin and I bought 
a one-month ticket last summer and travelled to 
Portugal and Spain. It was absolutely wonderful! I’m 
going to do it again next summer.

Man 1: I’m going to buy a three-month ticket, and travel 
around Europe with my brother. We want to stop in 
different countries like Spain, France and Italy. I’ve 
always liked travelling by train and I can’t think of a 
better way to see Europe.

6. 
Man: Geneva is definitely Switzerland’s most cosmopolitan 

city. It is built next to a lake of the same name, where 
you can see the famous Jet d’Eau fountain. The old 
city is proud of its unique landmarks. There are many 

museums such as the Art and History Museum and 
the Natural History Museum. If you are in a shopping 
mood, Geneva is known for its watches, its chocolates, 
and many more. Also, Geneva is known for its famous 
restaurants. You must not leave without trying the 
delicious Swiss cheese fondue at the Caf  du Soleil...

UNIT 2 
2. 
Man: Hello... er excuse me... My name is Alan Wells 

and I am writing a report on London’s best tourist 
attractions. I see you’ve just come out of the London 
Dungeon. Could I just ask you a few questions 
about your visit? It won’t take long.

Teen boy: Yes, OK. Why not?
Man: Thank you very much. First of all, a few details. 

How old are you?
Teen boy: 17.
Man: Did you go into the dungeon on your own or did 

you go in a group?
Teen boy: I went in with my brother and two other friends of 

mine. We are all here on holiday 
 together.
Man: OK, great. So, had you heard about the London 

Dungeon before this visit?
Teen boy: Well, my uncle told me about it and said we really 

should come.
Man: How long did your visit last?
Teen boy: Well, we were probably in there for nearly two hours 

altogether, but when I was inside, I had no idea 
really. You get moved on from room to room with 
your group, but I never felt like I was being rushed 
through.

Man: How did you enjoy your visit?
Teen boy: Oh, it was fantastic! It was really scary, but very 

funny at the same time.
Man: Can you describe what you enjoyed most about it?
Teen boy: Well, I didn’t really know what to expect. So, when 

we arrived, we were a bit surprised that there was a 
huge queue of people waiting to get in. That was one 
part I didn’t like!

Man: How long did you have to wait?
Teen boy: It must have been about 45 minutes. But it wasn’t 

too bad, I suppose. Other people told me that they 
had waited much longer. I suppose it depends on the 
time of year. Well, anyway once we got in, it was just 
amazing! Inside it is really dark, even before you get 
to the ticket counter, which makes it really scary.

Man: What did you do inside the dungeon?
Teen boy: Well, the whole dungeon was divided up into 

different rooms and in each place there were guides 
dressed up in costume... just as they would have 
been dressed in the past. They told us a lot about the 
history of London and the way people lived then...

Man: Such as?
Teen boy: Well, in one room they told us about the Great 

Plague. It was an illness which spread through 
London and killed lots of people. It was brought 
in by rats, and they even had live rats in there! 
Ugghhrr! (laughs) They told us about the Great Fire 
of London, which actually killed all the rats which 
had brought the illness in. So it was educational, 
too.

Man: And what else was there to do?
Teen boy: Well, there were rides and people jumping out at 

you trying to scare you. And they really did scare us! 
We were screaming like little kids. But it was great 
fun, too.

Man: Would you say it is suitable for young children?
Teen boy: No way! They actually say at the entrance that they 

strongly advise against taking small children in. I 
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think it is perfect for teenagers and adults, as long as 
you are not too nervous!

Man: So would you recommend the London Dungeon to 
others?

Teen boy: Oh, yes absolutely. It was quite expensive to get in, 
but it was definitely worth it! It was fantastic! 

Man: Great. Well, thanks very much for your time.
Teen boy: My pleasure. Bye!
Man: Bye!

4. 
Speaker 1:
I’d always wanted to visit Australia, and when my friend, Brad, 
who lives in Sydney, invited me to his wedding, I accepted 
the invitation immediately. I arrived in Sydney about a week 
before the wedding and spent as much time as possible taking 
in the sights. I really liked the Sydney Aquarium. There’s a glass 
chamber in the aquarium that allows visitors to get a close look 
at some incredible sea creatures – including sharks! All in all, 
my holiday was wonderful and I really enjoyed Brad’s wedding; 
my only regret is that I never got to see a kangaroo! 

Speaker 2:
When I received a letter informing me that I’d been accepted 
into the New York Academy of Art, I was absolutely thrilled! 
Still, as excited as I was, I was also a little nervous about leaving 
home and moving to a new place all by myself. My first day in 
New York was overwhelming – it’s a fast-paced city and it can be 
quite a challenge keeping up! It took me a few months to settle 
in and there were times when I felt quite homesick. Now, I am 
thoroughly enjoying my studies and I’ve just had a painting in 
an exhibition at the College. Who knows, maybe one day you’ll 
see my work in an art gallery; now wouldn’t that be something?

Speaker 3:
I’d been working as an archaeologist for about a year when I 
heard that Professor Harold Jones, a world-famous scientist, 
was putting together a team of experts to help him search for a 
lost city in Mexico. It had always been my dream to work with 
Professor Jones, so I immediately handed in my resignation 
and booked a ticket to Mexico! My plan was to convince the 
Professor to let me be part of his team, even though I wasn’t very 
experienced! Luckily, the Professor was quite impressed with 
my CV and decided to give me a job. I’ve been in Mexico for six 
months now – it’s been a wonderful learning experience for me 
and I’m really grateful for the opportunity. 
Speaker 4:
I’m a writer and I’d been struggling to come up with a suitable 
ending for my latest book, so my publisher suggested that I 
go away for a while. I decided to rent a small cabin near Lake 
Winston, which is about a two-hour drive from the town where 
I live. I spent most of my time at the lake swimming, fishing 
and admiring the glorious sunsets. The scenery was so beautiful 
that I took as many photos as I could. I must say, the experience 
definitely stimulated my creativity and, by the time I returned 
home, I had thought of a brilliant ending for my book. Funnily 
enough, when my publisher saw the photos that I’d taken, 
he told me he wanted to include them in a book on outdoor 
adventures. I had no idea I was such a skilled photographer!

Speaker 5:
I’ve been working as an accountant for about ten years, and I 
have to admit that adding and subtracting numbers all day long 
can get a little boring! Last summer, I decided it was time for 
an adventure, so I took a month off and went to stay with my 
cousin at his farm. I’ve always loved animals and was thrilled 
when my cousin agreed to let me help him with some of the 
chores; I was even allowed to milk the cows! Being so close to 
nature was wonderful, and there were moments during my 
holiday when I could clearly imagine myself giving up my job in 
the city and moving to the country. Maybe one day!

ROUND-UP 1
1. 
Man: It was in 1998, when I was living in Greece teaching 

English. It was a cold, wet February afternoon; I was 
being driven from the town of Volos to a village perched 
high on the slopes of Mount Pelion. Once past the drab 
outskirts of the town, the road began to climb steeply. 
The rain soon turned to sleet and then to snow. From the 
warmth of the inside of the cab, I peered out into what 
now was a blinding white, snow-covered landscape. The 
long and winding road continued onwards and upwards 
into what seemed to be a blizzard. I could now see no 
further than an arm’s length from the window. The 
driver had reduced the speed of the car to a mere crawl. 
He slapped the steering wheel with his hand and shouted 
out loud...

2. 
Gary: Good grief, James! I can’t believe it! This is not my 

backpack!
James: What do you mean it’s not yours? Whose is it then?
Gary: It’s the same make and colour as mine but it’s 

definitely older, the colour has faded slightly. Look 
here’s the label: ‘Karl Rasmussen, Stockholm’. Blast! I 
must have picked up the wrong one when we all got off 
the minibus from the bungalows in Koh Lanta to get 
the boat to Koh Phi Phi!

James: Well, Gary, it seems likely your backpack is on its way 
to Sweden by now!

Gary: Oh no! What am I going to do! What am I going to 
wear! All my favourite summer clothes gone: the Paul 
Smith summer collection; shirts, jeans...

James: Never mind. Open your new backpack, there might be 
a Swedish collection in there. Bjorn Borg socks!

Gary: This is not a laughing matter you know...

3. 
Woman: This is the final call for all passengers of the high 

speed ferry ‘Pegasus’ travelling to Cherbourg this 
evening. All remaining passengers are requested 
to report immediately to immigration control 
and customs for embarkation. Normandy Ferries 
would like to apologise for the late departure of the 
Pegasus. This is due to the late arrival of the vessel 
from France. Normandy Ferries are pleased to report 
that weather conditions have now improved and the 
normal sailing time to Cherbourg is expected... (fade 
out).

4. 
Alex: Hello.
Bill: Hi, Alex. It’s Bill. I’m a fool; a prize fool! You’ll never 

believe what I’ve gone and done! I’ve been in London 
three days and I’m due in Moscow for a very important 
business meeting tomorrow. My flight leaves at 10 
o’clock tonight and I can’t find my passport! I phoned 
immigration at the airport and there’s no way they are 
going to let me on the plane without a passport! It’s 
going to take at least a week to get a replacement! What 
am I going to do?

Alex: I’m sorry to say this, Bill, but you’re so unreliable! 
Anyway, stay calm and try to think logically. Your 
passport must be somewhere. Have you checked your 
suitcases? Well, now retrace your steps over the last three 
days. Note down all the places you visited, then look up 
their phone numbers. I’ll phone the local police station 
and bus garage in case it has been handed in and you... 
(fade out)
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5. 
Elderly man: What do you mean, young man? Explain 

yourself! I can’t take this bag on the plane as 
hand luggage? Let me tell you. I have been taking 
this bag or at least a bag of a similar size on the 
flight to Edinburgh for over thirty years! Before 
you were born I should think!

Man: I’m terribly sorry, sir, I would like to help you, 
but these are the new security regulations that 
were introduced by the airline last week. The bag 
is more than twice the permitted size. Here is a 
leaflet which explains everything. I will be more 
than happy to check in the bag...

Elderly man: You expect me to hang around at ‘baggage 
reclaim’ in Edinburgh for hours and knowing 
this airline’s reputation for losing luggage. No, I 
just won’t accept it. Get me the manager!

Man: Of course, sir, certainly. Now if you would just 
stand aside, I’ll...

 
6. 
Ahmed: Are you asleep yet, Sami?
Sami: Not yet, but I am tired. It’s been such an exciting day. 

Let’s try and get some sleep. We have an early start 
at the language school. The first lesson is at nine and 
breakfast here is at eight.

Ahmed: I wonder what an English breakfast will be like. Better 
than an English dinner I hope. All that boiled food: 
boiled potatoes, boiled cabbage, boiled meat. I found 
it all really tasteless! Still I didn’t see any fast food 
shops near here. And aren’t the houses here so small? 
And they all look the same. And our bedroom, is tiny. 
My bedroom at home is four or five times bigger!

Sami: We are in London and this is a typical, traditional, 
terraced house. I rather like it. It’s quaint. And they 
are a really friendly host family: Mr and Mrs McClean 
and their son, Trevor. Thank goodness Trevor came to 
the airport to meet us or we would never have found 
our way on public transport...

Ahmed: He seems to be a nice guy. I expected him to be colder 
and more distant, but he’s really friendly and so are 
his parents.

7. 
Doctor: Hello, Mr Spencer. How are you?
Man: Much better, thank you. 
Doctor: How is your leg?
Man: It’s much better and I have started running in the 

local park.
Doctor: Be careful. You must build up your strength. I know 

you are a famous climber, but when you slipped 
down that Austrian glacier and they brought you 
to our hospital, you were not in a very healthy 
condition at all!

UNIT 3
Interviewer: My guest today is Alan Stapleton, a legal expert 

who will tell us about strange laws that exist in 
many parts of the world. Welcome to the show, 
Alan.

Alan: Thank you.
Interviewer: Let’s begin with some strange laws that exist 

all over the world which concern cars, drivers, 
bicycles and roads in general. What can you tell 
us about them?

Alan: The list is endless. In Australia, for example, it 
is illegal to leave your car keys in an unattended 
vehicle.

Interviewer: Why is that?
Alan: Probably the police are concerned about the 

increasing number of car thefts, or even joy-

riders stealing cars and then driving around for 
fun, causing accidents. Moreover, in Canada 
it is considered illegal to repair your car in the 
street. Perhaps the authorities are concerned 
about noise pollution or the fact that expensive 
neighbourhoods might start to resemble 
mechanical workshops or garages. They may also 
be concerned about safety issues in case someone 
gets injured. Talking about safety, in Mexico, 
bicycle riders may not leave either foot off the 
pedals as they may lose control and cause an 
accident. And in Connecticut, USA, you may be 
stopped for cycling faster than 100 kilometres per 
hour. 

Interviewer: That sounds incredible! Is it possible that a 
person can cycle faster than 100 kilometres per 
hour for the law to apply? 

Alan: Well, I really doubt it. Anyway, coming to 
Europe now, in Germany it is illegal for 
your car to run out of petrol on the famous 
Autobahn or super fast motorways. I can 
understand their logic because any stationary 
cars could cause serious accidents and pile-
ups. Similarly, I accept the fact that in the UK 
lorries transporting cows or sheep may only be 
driven along the motorways between 10am and 
7pm with police permission, as at this time of 
the day there is less traffic and it is considered 
to be safer to transport animals then. In 
Hawaii, California, Nevada and Florida, you 
may be booked for driving too slowly, as, once 
again, these drivers may slow down the flow of 
traffic and cause accidents!

Interviewer: I read somewhere that it is illegal for a driver 
to be blindfolded while driving or operating a 
vehicle in the US. But who would drive a car 
while blindfolded?

Alan: Nobody! Still, remaining in the US, I am 
puzzled as to why a driver may not drive 
barefooted, though.

Interviewer: Mmm… sounds strange! What about animal 
laws? There, must be some strange ones, I 
guess.

Alan: Certainly, especially in the US. In Louisiana, 
you may not tie an alligator to a fire hydrant, 
and if you live in North Carolina, you can’t 
use elephants to plough cotton fields. In 
Oklahoma, it is illegal to transport a bowl 
of fish on a public bus, or to transport the 
hind legs of farm animals in the boot of one’s 
car. Even making funny faces at animals is 
considered worthy of a fine. It seems that the 
animal rights lobbyists have fought hard for the 
protection of animal rights there. 

Interviewer: Yes, but maybe that’s a bit extreme. Anyway, 
what about some strange laws concerning food? 
I think there were some really funny ones in 
the past, right?

Alan: In the UK during the reign of Edward VI, 
anyone who was caught breaking a hard-boiled 
egg at the short end, was sent to the stocks! 
That sounds extreme, and thankfully, that law 
doesn’t exist anymore. However, in the US even 
today, you may not have an ice-cream cone 
in your back pocket during business hours! I 
think this is obviously due to health and safety 
reasons. In Singapore, you may be fined 600 
dollars for dropping or deliberately throwing 
chewing gum onto pavements. 

Interviewer: That is quite a severe penalty; however, I bet 
their streets are much cleaner than ours.
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Alan: I agree. Just imagine how clean our streets and 
pavements would be if this strange law were to 
be enforced everywhere!

Interviewer: Well, that’s all very interesting, but before we 
continue, I would just like to ask you... (fade 
out)

UNIT 4
Larry:  Hello everyone, I’m Larry Q and thanks for 

tuning in to Radio Ride, the ideal programme 
to listen to while you are on the road. Today, I 
have the pleasure of being at the 68th Annual 
Sturgis Motorcycle Rally in Sturgis, South 
Dakota. 

Example:
How often does the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally take place?
The correct answer is a, every year. 

Larry: It’s a hot, sunny day and there are thousands of 
motorcycle fanatics enjoying the festivities here. 
I’m here with Dave, a Sturgis native, who has been 
attending this rally for over 50 years. Dave, tell us a bit 
about the rally.

Dave: Hey, Larry! Welcome to Sturgis! Well, the Sturgis 
Motorcycle Rally actually began with a small 
motorcycle race 68 years ago. Now, it is a huge event 
that draws over 500,000 people to our small town 
for an entire week in August. Motorcycle fans from 
all over the country come for the breathtaking rides 
through the beautiful Black Hills of South Dakota, 
but there are also other events like bike shows and 
races that keep the guests occupied. I bought my first 
motorcycle at the 1950 Rally and have been coming 
ever since. And as long as I’m able to ride, I will keep 
coming, that’s for sure. 

1. Where is Dave from?
2. Where do people attending the motorcycle rally come from?
3. How long has Dave been coming to the rally?

Larry: Well, it definitely seems like an exciting place to be, 
especially if you like motorcycles. The Rally lasts an 
entire week. What kind of events take place during the 
week? And also, where do all these visitors stay?

Dave: Well, every day there are organised rides around the 
Sturgis area. Groups of riders head out to the Black Hills, 
like I mentioned before, and also into the Badlands 
National Park. These are day rides which usually begin 
at around 9am and end around 6 or 7pm. Also, there are 
stunt shows with professional riders, racers, motorcycle 
exhibits showing the latest and newest models, and 
customised motorcycle stands. But don’t worry, there are 
plenty of photo exhibitions that even the non-riders can 
attend. As for where to stay, most riders choose to camp. 
City Park used to be open to visitors, and that’s where 
most people chose to camp in the early days. However, 
when they decided to close City Park, campgrounds 
started springing up in and around Sturgis. Now, there 
are enough to accommodate hundreds of thousands of 
visitors. However, there are also plenty of motels in the 
area, for those that prefer a more comfortable place.

4. How long does the rally last?
5. How often are rides organised during the rally?
6. What events take place during the rally that may interest 

non-riders?
7. Where do most riders stay?
Larry: Well, thanks Dave, you really are a rally expert! Now I’m 

moving on to what seems to be a pretty popular stand 
here at the rally, Bob’s Custom Bikes. Hello Bob, I’m 
Larry, and you’re live on Radio Ride. Tell us a bit about 

yourself and your stand here at the Sturgis Rally.
Bob: Hello, Larry. Well, I first attended the Sturgis Rally as 

a motorcycle rider about 5 years ago. I fell in love with 
the rides through the Black Hills, and even raced in a 
couple of races. But my true passion was for customising 
bikes, beginning with my own. I practically took my 
first motorcycle apart and added new parts and painted 
it, turning it into what I consider a work of art. Then, 
I decided to open up a shop and do what I love doing 
for other people. Now, I come every year to the Sturgis 
Rally to show off and sell my work. You’d be amazed 
at how popular it has become to customise your bike. 
Adding something special to your bike makes it stand 
out. It could just be painting a design on the body, or 
completely making it over by changing the handle bars, 
the wheels, the seat, etc. These bikes that I have here 
on display are all bikes I have designed and customised 
myself. About 10 of them are mine. I don’t ride all of 
them, though. Some I just feel are beautiful to look at. 
The rest of the bikes, the ones with the red stickers on 
them, are bikes that I have customised and are for sale.

 8. What did Bob do when he first attended the rally?
 9. How many races has Bob taken part in?
10.  What did Bob do to his first motorcycle?
11.  Which bikes at Bob’s stand are for sale?

Larry: Wow, you are a true artist, Bob, best of luck to you. 
Now I would like to hear from some other riders. I see 
a man on a bike getting ready to start his engine. Hello, 
you’re live on Radio Ride. Can you tell me a bit about 
yourself and why you come to the Sturgis Rally?

Tom: Well, of course! My name is Tom Jones, and I’ve been 
coming to the Sturgis Rally for about 40 years now. I 
first came with a friend of mine, and completely fell in 
love with the area and the rally itself. One ride through 
the Black Hills was all I needed to see why so many 
riders come to Sturgis. I knew I had to come again, 
but with my own motorcycle. So, I bought my first 
motorcycle and came the following year with two of 
my friends. 

 12. Who is Tom Jones?
 13. When did Tom first attend the rally with his own 

motorcycle?

Larry: Tom, what attracts you and your friends to the rally?
Tom: Well, there are a lot of people like me who love riding 

motorcycles and the Sturgis Rally is one of the biggest 
events. There is so much to do here. I’ve entered a few 
races, and even came in 4th place a couple of years ago. 
I come every year with a group of my friends, who all 
ride motorcycles. We call ourselves the Joy Riders. We 
ride every day and return and enjoy the festivities. I 
don’t race anymore, but a couple of guys in our group 
do, and one of them, Sam Parker, actually performs 
motorcycle stunts here at the Sturgis Rally every year.

 14. Who still takes part in races?
 15. What does Sam Parker do at the rally?

Larry: I’ve heard that most of the people attending the rally 
stay at campsites. Since you have been coming here 
for so many years, you should have some good advice 
about where the best place to stay is.

Tom: Well, yeah... There are so many different kinds of 
lodging available, hotels, cabins, campsites... you name 
it. The first couple of times I came, I stayed at one 
of the motels, which wasn’t bad because you have all 
your comforts, but the truth is that it’s much more 
fun at a campsite. So much is happening around you, 
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and you get to meet so many interesting people from 
all over the country. The campsite we stay at is only a 
few minutes from the Sturgis Main Street. There’s a 
mechanic on site, a laundromat where you can wash 
your clothes and most important of all... lots of shade. 
You know, South Dakota can get pretty hot and dry in 
the summer! 

 16. Where did Tom stay the first time he went to the rally?
 17. According to Tom, what is the main reason he likes the 

place he stays at?

Larry: Thanks for talking to us, Tom, and good luck to all the 
Joy Riders. Now, I’ve also heard that here at Sturgis, you 
can join the Mayor of Sturgis in the Mayor’s ride and 
even leave your own personalised message on a street of 
bricks on Main Street. Here to tell us a bit more is John 
Moser, a Sturgis native who works at the information 
booth here at the rally. Hello, John, can you tell us a bit 
more about these two events?

John: Hello, Larry. Well, there are a few things that make 
the Sturgis Rally unique. First of all, what you said is 
true. You can actually join the Mayor of Sturgis on a 
ride to Mount Rushmore and Custer State Park, which 
are both south of the town. This will be the 6th annual 
Mayor’s ride. Participants must first register and pay a 
fee of 160 dollars, and only 250 riders will be allowed to 
enter. For five years now, these rides have been full, and 
there have been complaints about limiting the number 
of riders, so we are thinking of expanding the number 
in the future. The good thing is that all the profits 
from this ride go to the Sturgis Fire Department. 
Visitors to the rally can also commemorate their visit 
in stone by purchasing a brick on Main Street. You can 
simply choose to write your name and the date, or a 
simple message, but it’s a great way of preserving your 
participation here at the rally for future generations. 
Each brick costs 75 dollars. Here, let me give you one. 
You don’t have to pay, it’s a gift from me.

Larry: Thank you John and thanks for talking to us, too.

 18. How much does it cost to take part in the Mayor’s Ride?
 19. Where does the money from the Mayor’s Ride go?
 20. What is true about the commemorative bricks?

MODULE 2 - ROUND-UP
A. 
Speaker 1: 
People think that science can explain everything. I used to 
believe that too, but I have changed my opinion after what 
happened when I was swimming and diving off the coast of 
Australia. Perhaps that was a mistake, as I knew there were 
sharks in the area. Suddenly, I hit my leg on a coral reef and 
there was a lot of blood. I saw two sharks coming but lost 
consciousness. I could have died, but instead I woke up when 
something seemed to pull me out of the water and carry me to 
the beach. If it weren’t for the dolphin, I wouldn’t be alive today.

Speaker 2:
The thing that really surprised me was the size of the stones or 
columns. Not only are they very tall and heavy, but they look like 
they were cut from the same rock or mountain. I mean, they are 
not stuck together like we do today with bricks. And where do 
they come from? I couldn’t see any mountains near Stonehenge. 
And what was it? Did people live inside it? I don’t think they did, 
and archaeologists haven’t discovered any other homes nearby.

Speaker 3:
Hasn’t this building and the whole surrounding area belonged to 
the British Royal Family for over 700 years? Haven’t they always 
controlled who goes in and out of the Tower of London? So, they 

must know who took the two young princes. They should let the 
police investigate the details. The people have a right to know 
the truth. Nobody can possibly believe that the boys just ran 
away to escape from their cruel stepmother.

Speaker 4:
There was a lovely sunset that evening and I decided to go for a 
walk over the hill. Suddenly, I heard a noise and I looked down 
the valley and saw a stagecoach. When I got a better look, I saw 
soldiers with flashing guns and native American Indians on 
horses. It was like being in the 18th century. Look! I know this 
sounds ridiculous but it was so real! It turned out they were 
filming a documentary.

Speaker 5:
It’s not common for me to have nightmares, and this one was 
so vivid it sent chills down my spine. It involved a volcano that 
destroyed most of the town where I live. The thing is, there is a 
volcano in the area, but it’s been dormant for hundreds of years. 
What’s more, we’ve had some minor earthquakes recently, and 
they got me thinking... But surely the two can’t be connected. 
And I’m sure if I told the authorities they would laugh at me. But 
what if something did happen? How would I feel then?

B. 
James: Good afternoon everyone. I am James Smith, and 

welcome once again to our weekly radio programme 
which brings you strange, but true crime stories 
from around the world. Today we are here with 
Chief Inspector Steve Robinson from Scotland Yard. 
Welcome Chief Inspector Robinson, how are you 
today?

Chief Inspector: Thank you for having me, James; I am fine, 
and you?

James: I am great, thank you. I understand you have quite an 
unusual story to tell us today. I am sure our listeners 
will really enjoy it.

Chief Inspector: Yes, James, this is quite an interesting story; 
one that actually made all of us at Scotland Yard laugh 
out loud. 

James: Wow, that sounds really worth hearing! Tell us more 
about it. 

Chief Inspector: Early on the morning of 28th March, we 
got a frantic call from R.J. Holder, the manager of 
a Mercedes Benz showroom. He told us that he had 
gone to the delivery yard located at the rear of the 
showroom to prepare for a delivery of engine parts. 
When he returned to the showroom, he was astonished 
to find that he had been robbed of five luxury cars and 
that the front door was unlocked.

James: That is a lot of vehicles. It must have been an inside 
job.

Chief Inspector: Initially, that is what we thought, and we 
sent a couple of detectives to the showroom. As they 
began their investigation, they found there was no sign 
of forced entry. All they found was the unlocked door 
with the keys on the inside and a trail of chewing gum 
wrappers leading away from the front entrance.

James: How strange! Where did it lead?
Chief Inspector: The officers followed the trail to an 

abandoned warehouse about one mile away from the 
showroom. 

James: One mile? That is quite a distance; guess it was lucky 
that it wasn’t windy that morning. 

Chief Inspector: Actually, what happened was whoever was 
chewing the gum used the wrappers to dispose of their 
already chewed gum and that weighed them down. 
That’s why they didn’t get blown away.

James: That is quite lucky! So, what did your detectives find at 
the warehouse?

Chief Inspector: When the detectives entered the warehouse, 
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they were greeted by a security guard, who was 
chewing gum. The detectives began questioning the 
security guard, at which point, he took out a piece of 
chewing gum, with the exact same wrapper as the ones 
the detectives had found earlier.

James: It seems the thief fell right into your hands.
Chief Inspector: Yes, it was our lucky day. But the story gets 

even more interesting. When we took him back to 
Scotland Yard to get a warrant to search the rest of 
the warehouse and to question him, he confessed to 
everything.

James: What did he say?
Chief Inspector: He told us that he and five of his friends had 

visited the showroom on the afternoon of 27th March, 
pretending to be customers, and that they proceeded 
to hide in the boots of the five vehicles while the sixth 
member caused a distraction by pretending to have a 
heart attack. 

James: That is fascinating, but how did they get out of the 
showroom?

Chief Inspector: They waited until the showroom closed 
then made their way around finding the keys to each 
vehicle. When Mr Holder opened the showroom the 
next morning, he left the keys on his desk and went 
to the delivery yard to prepare for the delivery. The 
thieves took the keys, opened the front showroom 
door, put the vehicles into neutral and quietly pushed 
them out into the street. Then they started the engines 
and made their way to the warehouse.

James: But what were the chewing gum wrappers all about?
Chief Inspector: That is the funniest part. It seems that the 

security guard was trying to give up smoking and had 
taken up chewing gum instead. His anxiety about the 
robbery caused him to go through ten packets, which 
led us right to the warehouse.

James: So would they have got away if it hadn’t been for the 
wrappers?

Chief Inspector: Most likely. They had a well-thought-out 
plan. They had a cargo ship waiting at the port so they 
could transport the cars to Barcelona in the afternoon. 
If they had managed to do so, it would have been very 
difficult for us to catch them.

James: Thank you for that great story, I am sure we all had a 
laugh.

Chief Inspector: Thank you for having me. I wish you 
continued success in your programme.

James: I hope everyone enjoyed our programme this week. 
We will be back on the air next week, same time, with 
another strange but true crime story. Have a great day!

UNIT 5
1. 
Man 1: It must have been fun growing up on a farm.
Man 2: It wasn’t all fun and games. There was a lot of work to 

do.
Man 1: Really? Like using a tractor to plough a field?
Man 2: Actually, my dad always did that. I took care of the 

animals. I fed the chickens and cows.
What did the man’s father do on the farm?

2.
Man 1: I love going antique hunting on the weekends.
Man 2: Me too. I’ve been collecting antiques for over twenty 

years.
Man 1: Let me guess... you collect silver candlesticks.
Man 2: No, antique furniture. Although lately, I’ve had my eye 

on this beautiful grandfather clock.
What is the man thinking of buying?

3.
Dad: So, have you decided where you’re going to move to, 

Peter?
Peter: Not yet, but I’d like to try the desert.
Dad: Are you crazy? What about somewhere in the 

mountains, next to a big lake?
Peter: Maybe. I like the sound of that, actually.
Dad:  I still don’t know why you’d want to leave the city.  

Seattle is such a great place to live in.
Where does the boy live now?

4.
Man 1: How’s the new job going?
Man 2: Oh, same old thing, different day. If you work at one 

office, you’ve worked at them all.
Man 1: I see. So you still spend most of your time in front of 

the computer, huh?
Man 2: If I’m not there, I’m in meetings all day. At least I don’t 

have to battle fax machines anymore!
What doesn’t the man do at work?

5.
Girl: Shoo! Shoo! Get out of here! Mom!
Boy: Why are you shouting, sis? Oh come on, don’t tell me 

you’re afraid of a little spider. 
Girl: I’m terrified of them! And, you shouldn’t make fun of 

me, you that can’t look at snakes.
Boy: That’s not the same at all. Snakes are much scarier. 

Worse than rats, even.
What is the boy most afraid of?

6.
Woman 1:  When did Lynn have her baby, the 15th?
Woman 2:  No, I’m sure it was August 13th. 
Woman 1:   Oh that’s right, she said her baby was born the day 

before her own birthday.
Woman 2:   Right, and I definitely know that hers is on the 14th.
When was the baby born?

7.
Woman 1:  I love coming to this aquarium.
Woman 2:   I’ve never seen so many exotic fish and marine 

animals before!
Woman 1:   Tell me about it. My favourite was the jellyfish 

exhibit.
Woman 2:   Yeah, it’s just too bad the shark exhibit was closed.
What didn’t they see at the aquarium?

8.
Mike: Wait a minute, Sam. I’m confused. I thought your 

house is next to a restaurant.
Sam: It is, but it’s a Mexican restaurant, not an Italian one.
Mike: Ahh, and there’s a bookstore on the other side of your 

house, right?
Sam: There used to be. Now there’s a shoe store.
Where’s Sam’s house?

UNIT 6
ost: I think it is safe to say that almost everyone loves 

chocolate, especially really good chocolate. And a 
flourishing company is taking advantage of that 
using the worldwide demand for chocolate to spread 
positive environmental messages. They have been 
able to do this by starting a collection of high-quality, 
all-natural, fairly traded chocolate. Tony Moore is 
a spokesperson for Endangered Species Chocolate 
who is here today to tell us more about the products 
and the positive effects they are having on the 
environment.

Tony: Chocolate is one of the most loved and most 
consumed foods the world over without exception. 
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However, like all other products, it can have either 
positive or negative effects on the environment 
and the people that eat it. That is why we provide 
extremely delicious chocolates made with only the 
finest, 100 percent natural ingredients. Furthermore, 
all of our products are wrapped in appealing 
packaging that emphasises the importance of the 
Earth’s creatures and their need for our protection. 

ost: How did you come up with the idea of chocolate as a 
way of informing people about endangered species? 

Tony: Like we said before, just about everybody loves 
chocolate. So what better way to get an important 
message across than to put it on the one thing 
everyone loves to eat? It just wouldn’t have the same 
impact with broccoli or carrots, so we took advantage 
of the consumers’ sweet tooth to educate and inspire 
them.

ost: That is a great way to get the message out there. When 
did you come up with this great idea?

Tony: Endangered Species Chocolate (ESC) was founded in 
1993 in an effort to spread awareness and to make a 
positive impact on the growing number of plant and 
animal species that are disappearing from the planet. 
We decided that 10 percent of the company’s net 
profits should be donated to help support endangered 
species, their habitats and therefore humanity. 

ost: And how is the business going?
Tony: Great! In 2005, we decided to move from our original 

facility in Oregon to a new factory in Indiana. We 
had to do that in order to keep up with the growing 
demand for premium chocolate with a cause and to 
take advantage of a centralised location to reduce 
shipping costs and time. Our new factory is LEED 
certified and we are busier than ever. 

ost: Could you explain what LEED means for us common 
folk?

Tony: LEED is a rating system that certifies that the building 
is environmentally responsible. The certification is 
strictly monitored and so we have to constantly keep 
up our responsibility.

ost: That is great, but now on to the good stuff, why don’t 
you tell us about the chocolate?

Tony: We make three ounce bars, named after different 
endangered animals. For instance, there is the sea 
turtle bar, made with dark chocolate and blueberries, 
and the wolf bar, made with dark chocolate, dried 
cranberries and almonds. We also have amazing 
milk chocolate like the dolphin bar made with dried 
cherries and the giraffe bar made with peanut butter. 
If you’re a white chocolate fan, you should buy the 
polar bear bar made with macadamia nuts. For 
something different, try the Eco Rounds!

ost: Which one is your favourite?
Tony: I really like the giraffe bar because I am a huge fan of 

peanut butter, and so is my wife. And she also has the 
purse to match it.

ost: I am sorry, what?
Tony: Oh, I forgot to mention that we also make purses 

out of the wrappers that are either damaged or have 
misprints on them. We are trying to combine style 
and social responsibility, and our products spread a 
message of fashionable ecology. The folded and woven 
items are handmade by artisans in Mexico and Peru.

ost: That is wonderful, thank you for sharing that story 
with us.

Tony: Thank you…

MODULE 3 - ROUND-UP 
1. 
Boy 1: I heard you got a kitten. I bet you love having her 

around.
Boy 2: Oh yeah, we play together all the time, it’s great. She 

has this little ball that she loves.
Boy 1: Is it the kind that you hold in front of her?
Boy 2: No, it stands on its own, and she hits it. She’s crazy 

about that thing!
What is the cat’s favourite toy?

2.
Man 1: What are you doing this weekend? Want to go bowling 

or something?
Man 2: I’d love to but I can’t. I just started a new class.
Man 1: Oh, that’s right. You were telling me about that. What 

is it called? Art History? How do you like it?
Man 2: That class was full, so I decided to take a photography 

class instead.
What class was the man going to take?

3.
Man 1: How did your first day at the gym go?
Man 2: Awful. The personal trainer was so demanding. First 

he made me use the exercise bike for an hour, and I 
swear that my legs were about to fall off. 

Man 1: I thought they were supposed to take it slow on the 
first day.

Man 2: So did I. I thought it couldn’t get any worse, but then 
he took me into the weight room. That is when I 
thought I wouldn’t leave the building alive.

Man 1: Wow! That sounds awful.
Man 2: No, it gets worse. I locked my keys in the car and had 

to walk 3 kilometres home to get the spare keys and 
then 3 kilometres back. Every part of my body hurts.

What did the man not do at the gym?

4.
Girl: Dad, did you see how that passenger reacted when we 

had that terrible turbulence? 
Dad: Do you mean the one who got sick?
Girl: I mean the one who remained totally calm and looked 

like he was sleeping or something.
Dad: Oh, yeah, that guy in front of the old man who was 

screaming for ten minutes or so.
Which of the passengers is the girl talking about?

5.
Woman 1: What did you do this weekend?
Woman 2: I took a cooking class. It was really neat.
Woman 1: Wow! What did you learn to make?
Woman 2: I made an omelette with mushrooms and cheese. 

I was going to add some garlic, but they said it 
wouldn’t go well.

Woman 1: That is too bad. I think garlic is great in 
everything.

What ingredient did the woman not use?

6.
Man 1: Hi, Ted! I heard you entered a photography 

competition. How did it go?
Man 2: Oh hi, John. It was OK. I won first prize but it was 

nothing special. I was hoping they wouldn’t give me 
one of those horrible ribbons, but that’s exactly what 
they did. 

Man 1: At least you didn’t get those medals they give to the 
runners-up.

Man 2: Yeah, I guess you are right, but I would definitely go 
for a silver cup.

What did the man win?
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CLASS CD TRACK LIST

Track Module/lesson Exercise
  1 Titles 
  2 Unit 1 Rubrics and Question 1
  3 Unit 1 Situation 1
  4 Unit 1 Question 2
  5 Unit 1 Situation 2
  6 Unit 1 Question 3
  7 Unit 1 Situation 3
  8 Unit 1 Question 4
  9 Unit 1 Situation 4
10 Unit 1 Question 5
11 Unit 1 Situation 5
12 Unit 1 Question 6
13 Unit 1 Situation 6
14 Unit 2 part 2 Rubrics
15 Unit 2 part 2 Conversation
16 Unit 2 part 4 Rubrics
17 Unit 2 part 4 5 speakers
18 Module 1 Round-up Rubrics and Question 1
19 Module 1 Round-up Situation 1
20 Module 1 Round-up Question 2
21 Module 1 Round-up Situation 2
22 Module 1 Round-up Question 3
23 Module 1 Round-up Situation 3
24 Module 1 Round-up Question 4
25 Module 1 Round-up Situation 4
26 Module 1 Round-up Question 5
27 Module 1 Round-up Situation 5
28 Module 1 Round-up Question 6
29 Module 1 Round-up Situation 6
30 Module 1 Round-up Question 7
31 Module 1 Round-up Situation 7
32 Task 1 A
33 IELTS Practice Module 1 Section 1
34 Unit 3 Rubrics
35 Unit 3 Radio interview
36 Unit 4 Rubrics and radio interview
37 Module 2 Round-up Rubrics part A
38 Module 2 Round-up 5 speakers part A
39 Module 2 Round-up Rubrics part B
40 Module 2 Round-up Radio interview part B
41 Task 2 A
42 IELTS Practice Module 2 Section 2
43 Unit 5 Rubrics and short conversations
44 Unit 6 Rubrics
45 Unit 6 Radio Interview
46 Module 3 Round-up Rubrics and short conversations
47 IELTS Practice Module 3 Section 3
48 IELTS Practice Module 3 Section 4
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Abbreviations used in pacing charts
Ss  Students
p.  page
pp.  pages

The weekly pacing charts on pages 99 have been 
created for a sixteen-week semester, in which the 
students have five sessions per week. Holidays have 
been taken into consideration; therefore the sessions 
(75 in total) are actually covered in 15 weeks.

If you choose not to teach the optional modules, you 
have 16 weeks x 5 sessions per week  80 sessions 
minus 1 week (5 sessions) for holidays  75 sessions 
altogether.

Since the dates of holidays vary from year to year, 
the holidays have not been included in a specific 
week in the weekly pacing chart. Instead, the final 
week has been omitted.

25 sessions are required for each module to be 
completed. Specifically, the sessions are as follows: 

• 1 session (cover page and test correction)
• 1 session (reading)
• 1 session (vocabulary)
• 1 session (grammar)
• 1 session (listening and vocabulary)
• 1 session (vocabulary & grammar)
• 1 session (speaking and examination practice)
• 2 sessions (writing)
• 2 sessions (reading)
• 1 session (vocabulary)
• 1 session (grammar)
• 1 session (listening and vocabulary)
• 1 session (vocabulary & grammar)
• 1 session (speaking and examination practice)
• 2 sessions (writing)
• 3 sessions (round-up + self-assessment)
• 1 session (task)
• 2 sessions (IELTS Practice)
• 1 session (test)

The weekly pacing charts on pages 95 have been 
created for a sixteen-week semester, in which the 
students have four sessions per week. Holidays have 
been taken into consideration; therefore the sessions 
(60 in total) are actually covered in 15 weeks.

So, 16 weeks x 4 sessions per week  64 sessions 
minus 1 week (4 sessions) for holidays  60 sessions 
altogether.

Since the dates of holidays vary from year to year, the 
holidays have not been included in a specific week in 
the weekly pacing chart. Instead, the final week has 
been omitted.

20 sessions are required for each module to be 
completed. Specifically, the sessions are as follows: 

• 1 session (cover page and reading)
• 1 session (vocabulary)
• 1 session (grammar)
• 1 session (listening and vocabulary & grammar)
• 1 session (speaking and examination practice)
• 2 sessions (writing)
• 1 session (reading)
• 1 session (vocabulary)
• 1 session (grammar)
• 1 session (listening and vocabulary & grammar)
• 1 session (speaking and examination practice)
• 2 sessions (writing)
• 2 sessions (round-up + self-assessment)
• 1 session (task)
• 2 sessions (IELTS Practice)
• 1 session (test)

Five Sessions per weekFour Sessions per week

Recommended homework:
It is suggested that the Ss are asked to study 
the active vocabulary of each session.   
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Week 1
Four sessions per week

Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Module 1 All over the world, cover page p. 5. Discuss cover page.
• Unit 1 On holiday, reading pp. 6-7. Do pre-reading, reading for gist, 

scanning for specific information, guessing the meaning of unknown words 
in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 1 On holiday p. 4. Assign exercises 
A, B and C for homework.

Session 2 • Unit 1 On holiday, reading p. 7. Check homework and do post-reading.
• Unit 1 On holiday, vocabulary & grammar p. 8. Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p. 5. Assign 
exercises A and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, vocabulary & grammar p. 9. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday pp. 5-6. Assign 
exercises C, D, E and F for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, listening, vocabulary & grammar pp.10-11. Do listening 

and vocabulary & grammar in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p. 7. Assign exercises 
A-E for homework.

Week 2
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit1 On holiday speaking, examination practice pp. 12-13.Do speaking 

and examination practice in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p. 8. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit1 On holiday, writing pp. 14-15. Do activities 1-3 in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p. 9. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit1 On holiday, writing p. 15. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p. 10. Have Ss 
complete the writing plan before they 
start the writing task in class.

Session 4 • Unit 2 The place to be, reading pp. 16-17. Do pre-reading,reading for gist, 
reading for details, guessing the meaning of unknown words in class. Ask Ss 
to read the text at home again.

• Unit 2 The place to be, p. 12. Assign 
exercises A, B and C for homework.

Week 3
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Unit 2 The place to be, reading p. 17. Check homework and do 
post-reading.

• Unit 2 The place to be, vocabulary & grammar p. 18. Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.13. Assign 
exercises A, B and C for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, vocabulary & grammar p. 19. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.14. Assign 
exercises D, E and F for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, listening, vocabulary & grammar pp. 20-21. Do 

listening and vocabulary & grammar in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.15. Assign 
exercises A-D for homework.

Session 4

• Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, speaking, examination practice pp. 22-23. Do 

speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.16. Assign 
exercises A and B for homework.

Week 4
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, writing pp. 24-25. Do activities 1-4 in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p. 17. Assign exercises A and 
B for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, writing p. 25. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p. 18. Have Ss complete the 
writing plan before they start the writing task in class.

Session 3 • Module 1 round-up pp. 26-27. Do round-up 1 reading and 
examination practice A in class.

• Module 1 round-up pp. 28-29. Assign exercises B, C, D, E and F 
for homework.

• Module 1 round-up pp. 20-21 & 23. Assign 
exercises A and C for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Module 1 round-up p. 32. Do listening and self-assessment in 

class.

• Module 1 round-up p. 22-23. Assign exercises B 
and D for homework.
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Week 5
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 Do Task 1 pp. 83-84 in class.

Session 2 • Module 1, IELTS practice pp.60-63. Do Listening and Speaking in class.

Session 3 • Module 1, IELTS practice pp. 61-62. Do Reading and questions 1-13 in class.
• Tell Ss to revise for the test on Module 1.

Session 4 Test on Module 1

Week 6
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Module 2 Beyond limits, cover page p. 31. Discuss cover page.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, reading pp.32-33. Do pre-reading, reading 

for gist, scanning for specific information, guessing the meaning of unknown 
words in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 
24. Assign exercises A, B and C for 
homework.

Session 2 • Unit 3 Crime and punishment, reading p. 33. Check homewor and do post-
reading.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, vocabulary & grammar p. 34. Do vocabulary 
in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, p. 
25. Assign exercises A and B for 
homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, vocabulary & grammar p. 35. Do grammar 

in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment pp. 
25-26. Assign exercises C, D and E 
for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, listening, vocabulary & grammar pp. 36-37. 

Do listening and vocabulary & grammar in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment 
p.27. Assign exercises A-C for 
homework.

Week 7
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, speaking, examination practice 

pp. 38-39. Do speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 28. Assign exercises 
A-C for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, writing pp. 40-41. Do 

activities 1-6 in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 29. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, writing p.41. Do the writing 

task in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 30. Have Ss 
complete the writing plan before they start the writing 
task in class.

Session 4 • Unit 4 Adventure, reading pp. 42-43. Do pre-reading, reading 
for gist, reconstructing a gapped text, guessing the meaning of 
unknown words in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 32. Assign exercises A, B and C 
for homework.

Week 8
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Unit 4 Adventure, reading p. 43. Check homework and do post-reading.
• Unit 4 Adventure, vocabulary & grammar p.44. Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 33. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, vocabulary & grammar p. 45. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure pp. 33-34. Assign 
exercises C, D and E for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, listening, vocabulary & grammar pp. 46-47. Do 

listening and vocabulary & grammar in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 35. Assign exercises 
A-C for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, speaking, examination practice pp. 48-49. Do speaking 

and examination practice in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 36. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.
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Week 9
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, writing pp. 50-51. Do activities 1-5 in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 37. Assign exercises A and B for 
homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, writing p. 51. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 38. Have Ss complete the writing 
plan before they start the writing task in class.

Session 3 • Module 2 round-up pp. 52-53. Do round-up 2 reading and 
examination practice A in class.

• Module 2 round-up pp. 53-55. Assign exercises B, C, D, E and F 
for homework.

• Module 2 round-up pp. 40-41. Assign exercises A 
and D for homework.

Session 4

• Check homework.
• Module 2 round-up p. 56. Do listening and self-assessment in 

class.

• Module 2 round-up pp. 40-41. Assign exercises B 
and C for homework.

Week 10
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 Do Task 2 p. 85 in class.

Session 2 Module 2, IELTS practice pp. 64-67. Do Listening and Writing in class.

Session 3 • Module 2, IELTS practice pp. 65-66. Do Reading and questions 1-13 in class.
• Tell Ss to revise for the test on Module 2.

Session 4 Test on Module 2

Week 11
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 Module 3 What the future holds, cover page p. 57. Discuss cover page.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, reading pp. 58-59. Do pre-reading, reading for gist, 

reconstructing a gapped text, guessing the meaning of unknown words in 
class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 42. Assign exercises A, 
B and C for homework.

Session 2 • Unit 5 Lifestyle, reading p. 59. Check homework and do post-reading.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, vocabulary & grammar p. 60. Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 43. Assign exercises A 
and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, vocabulary & grammar p. 61. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle pp. 43-44. Assign 
exercises C, D and E for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, listening, vocabulary & grammar pp. 62-63. Do listening 

and vocabulary & grammar in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 45. Assign exercises 
A-C for homework.

Week 12
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, speaking, examination practice pp. 64-65. Do speaking 

and examination practice in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 46. Assign exercises 
A-C for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, writing pp. 66-67. Do activities 1-4 in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 47. Assign exercises A 
and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, writing p. 67. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 48. Have Ss complete 
the writing plan before they start the 
writing task in class.

Session 4

• Unit 6 The environment, reading  pp. 68-69. Do pre-reading, reading for 
gist, scanning for specific information, guessing the meaning of unknown 
words in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 50. Assign 
exercises A, B and C for homework.
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Week 14
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, writing pp. 76-77. Do activities 1-4 

in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 55. Assign exercises A, B 
and C for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, writing p. 77. Do the writing task 

in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 56. Have Ss complete the 
writing plan before they start the writing task in class.

Session 3 • Module 3 round-up pp. 78-79. Do reading and examination 
practice A in class. 

• Module 3 round-up pp. 80-81. Assign exercises B, C, D, E 
and F for homework.

• Module 3 round-up pp. 58-59. Assign exercises A and 
C for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Module 3 round-up p. 82. Do listening and self-assessment 

in class.

• Module 3 round-up pp. 58-59. Assign exercises B and 
D for homework.

Week 15
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 Do Task 3 p. 86 in class.

Session 2 Module 3, IELTS practice pp. 68-69. Do Listening in class.

Session 3 • Module 3, IELTS practice pp. 70-71. Do Writing and 
Speaking in class.

• Tell Ss to revise for the test on Module 3. 

Session 4 Test on Module 3

Week 13
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Unit 6 The environment, reading p. 69. Check homework 
and do post-reading.

• Unit 6 The environment, vocabulary & grammar pp. 70-71. 
Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 51. Assign exercises A and B 
for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, vocabulary & grammar p. 71. Do 

grammar in class.

• Unit 6 The environment pp. 51-52. Assign exercises C, 
D and E for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, listening, vocabulary & grammar 

pp. 72-73. Do listening and vocabulary & grammar in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 53. Assign exercises A-E for 
homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, speaking, examination practice 

pp. 74-75. Do speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 54. Assign exercises A and B 
for homework.
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Week 1

Five sessions per week

Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Get to know each other. Introduce the books to the Ss. Have them flick 
through the modules.

• Module 1 All over the world, cover page p. 5. Discuss cover page.

Session 2 • Unit 1 On holiday, reading pp. 6-7. Do pre-reading, reading for gist, 
scanning for specific information, guessing the meaning of unknown words 
in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

Unit 1 On holiday p. 4. Assign exercises A, 
B and C forhomework.

Session 3 • Unit 1 On holiday, reading p. 7. Check homework and do post-reading.
• Unit 1 On holiday, vocabulary & grammar, p.8. Do vocabulary in class.

Unit 1 On holiday p.5. Assign exercises A 
and B forhomework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, vocabulary & grammar p.9. Do grammar in class.

Unit 1 On holiday pp.5-6. Assign exercises 
C, D, E and F for homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, listening p.10 vocabulary & grammar, p.11.Do listening 

and vocabulary in class.

Unit 1 On holiday p.7. Assign exercises A 
and B for homework.

Week 2
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, vocabulary & grammar p.11. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p.7. Assign exercises 
C, D and E for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, speaking, examination practice pp. 12-13. Do speaking 

and examination practice in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p.8. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, writing pp. 14-15. Do activities 1-3 in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p.9. Assign exercises 
A and B for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 1 On holiday, writing p. 15. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 1 On holiday p.10. Have Ss 
complete the writing plan before they 
start the writing task in class.

Session 5 • Unit 2 The place to be, reading pp.16-17. Do pre-reading, reading for gist 
and reading for details in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.12. Do exercises 
A and B in class.

Week 3
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Unit 2 The place to be, reading pp.16-17. Do guessing the meaning of 
unknown words in class and the post-reading. Ask Ss to read the text at 
home again.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.12. Do exercise 
C in class.

Session 2 • Unit 2 The place to be, vocabulary p.18. Do vocabulary in class. • Unit 2 The place to be p.13. Assign 
exercises A, B and C for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, grammar p.19. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.14. Assign 
exercises D, E and F for homework.

Session 4

• Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, listening p.20, vocabulary & grammar p. 21. Do 

the pre-listening, listening for gist, listening for specific information and 
multiple matching in class. Do vocabulary 1 in class.

Unit 2 The place to be p.15. Assign 
exercise A for homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, vocabulary & grammar p.21. Do vocabulary 2 and 

grammar in class.

Unit 2 The place to be p.15 Assign 
exercises B, C and D for homework.
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Week 4
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, speaking and examination practice 

pp.22-23. Do speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.16. Assign exercises A and B 
for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, writing pp. 24-25. Do activities 1-4 in 

class.

• Unit 2 The place to be p.17. Assign exercises A and B 
for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 2 The place to be, writing p. 25. Do the writing task in 

class.

• Unit 2 The place to be  p.18. Have Ss complete the 
writing plan before they start the writing task in 
class.

Session 4 • Module 1, round-up pp.26-27. Do reading and examination 
practice A in class.

• Module 1, round-up pp.20-21. Assign exercise A for 
homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Module 1, round-up pp.28-29. Do examination practice B, C, 

D, E and F in class.

• Module 1, round-up pp.22-23.
Assign exercises B and C or D for homework.

Week 5
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Module 1, round-up p.30. Do listening and self-assessment. 

Session 2 TASK (Do Task 1 pp. 83-84 in class.)

Session 3 IELTS (Module 1, IELTS practice pp.60 -63. Do Listening and Speaking in class.

Session 4 • IELTS (Module 1, IELTS practice pp. 61-62. Do Reading and questions 1-13 in class.)
• Tell Ss to revise for the test on Module 1.

Session 5 Test on Module 1

Week 6
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Test correction.
• Module 2 Beyond limits, cover page p. 31. Discuss cover page.

Session 2 • Unit 3 Crime and punishment, reading pp.32-33. Do pre-reading, reading 
for gist, scanning for specific information, guessing the meaning of 
unknown words, in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 
24. Assign exercises A, B and C for 
homework.

Session 3 • Unit 3 Crime and punishment, reading p. 33. Check homework and do 
post-reading.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, vocabulary p.34. Do vocabulary in class.

Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 25. 
Assign exercises A and B for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, grammar p.35. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment pp. 
25-26. Assign exercises C, D and E for 
homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, listening p.36, vocabulary & grammar p.37. 

Do pre-listening, listening for specific information and vocabulary A in 
class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 27. 
Assign exercise A for homework.
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Week 7
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, vocabulary & grammar p.37. Do 

vocabulary B and grammar in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 27. Assign 
exercises B and C for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, speaking and examination practice 

pp.38-39. Do speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 28. Assign 
exercises A, B and C for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, writing pp. 40-41. Do activities 1-6 

in class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 29. Assign 
exercises A and B for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 3 Crime and punishment, writing p. 41. Do the writing task in 

class.

• Unit 3 Crime and punishment p. 30. Have Ss 
complete the writing plan before they start the 
writing task in class. 

Session 5 • Unit 4 Adventure, reading pp.42-43. Do pre-reading, reading for 
gist and reconstructing a gapped text in class. 

• Unit 4 Adventure, p. 32. Do exercises A and B in 
class.

Week 8
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Unit 4 Adventure, reading pp.42-43. Do guessing the meaning of 
unknown words in class and the post-reading. Ask Ss to read the text 
at home again.

• Unit 4 Adventure, p. 32. Do exercise C in class.

Session 2
• Unit 4 Adventure, vocabulary p. 44. Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 33. Assign exercises A and 
B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, grammar p. 45. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure pp. 33-34. Assign exercises C, 
D and E for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, listening p.46. Do pre-listening and listening for 

specific information in class. Tell Ss to look up the meaning of the 
words easily confused (vocabulary p.47) for the next lesson.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 35. Assign exercise A for 
homework.

Session 5 • Unit 4 Adventure, vocabulary & grammar p.47. Do vocabulary and 
grammar in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 35. Assign exercises B and 
C for homework.

Week 9
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, speaking and examination practice pp.48-49. Do 

speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 36. Assign exercises A and 
B for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, writing pp. 50-51. Do activities 1-5 in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p.37. Assign exercises A, B 
and C for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 4 Adventure, writing p. 51. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 4 Adventure p. 38. Have Ss complete the 
writing plan before they start the writing task 
in class

Session 4 • Module 2 round-up pp.52-53. Do reading and examination practice 
A and B in class.

• Module 2 round-up pp.40-41. Assign exercise 
A for homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Module 2 round-up pp.54-55. Do examination practice C, D, E and F 

in class.

• Module 2 round-up p.41. Assign exercises B 
and C or D for homework.
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Week 12
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, grammar p.63. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p.45. Assign exercises B and C 
for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, speaking and examination practice pp.64-65. Do 

speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p.46. Assign exercises A, B and 
C for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, writing pp. 66-67. Do activities 1-4 in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 47. Assign exercises A and 
B for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, writing p. 67. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p. 48. Have Ss complete the 
writing plan before they start the writing task in 
class.

Session 5 • Unit 6 The environment, reading pp.68-69. Do pre-reading, reading 
for gist, and scanning for specific information in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p.50. Do exercises A 
and B in class.

Week 10
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Module 2 round-up p.56. Do listening and self-assessment.

Session 2 Do Task 2 p. 85 in class.

Session 3 Module 2, IELTS practice pp. 64-67. Do Listening and Writing in class.

Session 4 • Module 2, IELTS practice pp. 65-66. Do Reading and questions 1-13 
in class.

• Tell Ss to revise for the test on Module 2.

Session 5 Test on Module 2

Week 11
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Test correction.
• Module 3 What the future holds, cover page p.57. Discuss cover page.

Session 2 • Unit 5 Lifestyle, reading pp. 58-59. Do pre-reading, reading for gist, 
reconstructing a gapped text, guessing the meaning of unknown words 
in class. Ask Ss to read the text at home again.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p.42. Assign exercises A, B 
and C for homework.

Session 3 • Unit 5 Lifestyle, reading p. 59. Check homework and do post-reading.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, vocabulary p.60. Do vocabulary in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle p.43. Assign exercises A 
and B for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, grammar p.61. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 5 Lifestyle pp.43-44. Assign exercises C, 
D and E for homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle, listening p.62, vocabulary p.63. Do listening and 

vocabulary in class exercise A for homework.
• Unit 5 Lifestyle p.45. Assign
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Week 13
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Unit 6 The environment, reading pp. 68-69. Do guessing the meaning of 
unknown words in class and the post-reading. Ask Ss to read the text at 
home again.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 50. Do exercise 
C in class.

Session 2 • Unit 6 The environment, vocabulary pp. 70-71. Do vocabulary in class. • Unit 6 The environment p. 51. Assign 
exercises A and B for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, grammar p. 71. Do grammar in class.

• Unit 6 The environment pp. 51-52. Assign 
exercises C, D and E for homework.

Session 4 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, listening p. 72, vocabulary p.73. Do pre-

listening, listening for specific information and vocabulary 1 in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 53. Assign 
exercises A and B for homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, vocabulary & grammar p.73. Do vocabulary 2 

and grammar in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 53. Assign 
exercises C, D and E forhomework.

Week 14
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, speaking and examination practice pp. 74-75. 

Do speaking and examination practice in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 54. Assign 
exercises A and B for homework.

Session 2 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, writing, pp. 76-77. Do activities 1-4 in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 55. Assign 
exercises A, B and C for homework.

Session 3 • Check homework.
• Unit 6 The environment, writing p. 77. Do the writing task in class.

• Unit 6 The environment p. 56. Have Ss 
complete the writing plan before they start 
the writing task in class.

Session 4 Module 3, round-up pp. 78-79. Do reading and examination
practice A in class.

• Module 3 round-up p. 58. Assign exercise 
A for homework.

Session 5 • Check homework.
• Module 3, round-up pp. 80-81. Do examination practice B, C, D, E and 

F in class.

• Module 3 round-up p. 59. Assign exercises 
B and C or D for homework.

Week 15
Sessions Student’s Book Workbook

Session 1 • Check homework. 
• Module 3, round-up p. 82. Do listening and self-assessment. Tell Ss to 

revise for the test on Module 3.

Session 2 Do Task 3 p. 86 in class.

Session 3 Module 3, IELTS practice pp. 68-69. Do Listening in class.

Session 4 • Module 3, IELTS practice pp. 70-71. Do Writing and Speaking in class. 
• Tell Ss to revise for the test on Module 3. 

Session 5 Test on Module 3
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is an exciting course that follows 

the modular approach and 

is organised into topic-based 

modules.

Course Features:

•   Motivating and contemporary topics 

with multicultural and cross-curricular 

information 

•   Lively dialogues presenting real spoken 

English

•   An integrated approach to the development 

of the four skills 

•   Special emphasis on vocabulary building 

•   Grammar presented and practised in 

context

•   Systematic development of reading and 

listening skills and subskills

•   A variety of communicative tasks

•   Step-by-step approach to writing 

•   Activities encouraging  personal response

•   Practical tips helping students to become 

autonomous learners 

•   A round-up section in each module 

providing regular revision and consolidation

•   A grammar reference section

•   Competence-based tasks

•   IELTS practice material
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